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Abstract
Deploying mobile robots in social environments requires novel navigation algorithms which
are capable of providing valid solutions in such challenging scenarios. The main objective of the
present dissertation is to develop new robot navigation approaches able to solve in an intelligent
way the navigation problem in urban settings while considering at the same time the interactions
with pedestrians, similar to what people easily do with little attention.
Before studying in depth navigation algorithms, this thesis focuses on prediction algorithms
to provide a more detailed model of the scene. Understanding human motion in outdoor and
indoor scenarios is an appealing requirement to characterize correctly urban settings. Urban
environments consist essentially of static obstacles and people, which are treated as dynamic
and highly uncertain obstacles. Accordingly, it is mandatory to calculate people’s intentions in
order to successfully build a human prediction model that generates the corresponding human
trajectories and considers their interactions with the environment, such as other pedestrians,
static obstacles or even robots.
It is of great interest that service robots can navigate successfully in typical urban envi-
ronments, which are dynamic and constrained. In addition, people’s behavior should not be
conditioned by the presence and the maneuvering of robots. To this end, the robot navigation
should seek to minimize its impact on the environment, in our case, on people.
This thesis proposes new robot navigation methods that contemplate the social interactions
taking place in the scene. In order to procure more intelligence to the navigation algorithm,
we propose to integrate seamlessly the human motion prediction information into a new robot
planning approach.
Real experimentation is essential for the validation of the navigation algorithms. As there
are real people involved, we must validate the results in real settings since simulation environ-
ments have limitations. In this thesis, we have implemented all the prediction and navigation
algorithms in our robotic platform and we have provided plenty of evaluations and testings of
our algorithms in real settings.
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1
Introduction
People usually take it for granted that mobility is a simple task: one simply decides to “move”
from one place to another without major considerations. Inherently, multiple and complex
processes are taking place on an unconscious level, but we do not even notice them. We can
describe a simplified version of the navigation scheme as follows: we perceive the environment
and integrate the gathered information into a given representation, a map, to localize ourselves
on it. With this information we calculate the plan to follow and execute it accordingly. This
simplified scheme gives a possible decomposition of the navigation topic in five different issues:
perception, localization, mapping, planning and execution. In the present dissertation, we are
interested in the perception, planning and execution, as well as how to combine them into a
navigation scheme.
The scientific community has fulfilled to identify and isolate all these processes, while roboti-
cists have achieved to implement solutions to these tasks into real robotic platforms. Intelligence
is closely related to mobility and navigation. The envisage of an autonomous robot navigation
has encouraged, and still encourages, fruitful research on Artificial Intelligence. During this
pursuit of machine intelligence we have witnessed impressive results on the robotics field.
Another important reason to develop navigation techniques is a social requirement. The start
of the XXI c. has marked the beginning of a new era when crucial problems have already
arisen in demography, ecology and in global management of resources. As a consequence,
society has found itself in need of new and more efficient autonomous systems, as well as new
transportation solutions, and thus, robots have become the ideal experimentation platforms to
develop further sophisticated navigation paradigms.
For the last decades, many contributions have been made to the topic of robot navigation.
Under certain conditions the navigation problem is considered entirely solved, although, full
autonomy in robotics has not been reached yet. Robots are capable of solving the vast majority
of navigation problems; however, there exist certain demanding situations when knownmethods
are not capable of finding efficient and consistent solutions.
A few examples of limiting factors to current robot navigation are changing environments,
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dynamic obstacles, imperfect perception, uncertainty on execution, etc. Individually, most of
those problems have been solved, but, what happens when one of these factors is so hindering
that the navigation solution generated is not correct? What happens when different combi-
nations of these limiting parts take place? Definitely, we know that robot navigation can be
improved: humans are able to perform well in incredibly challenging scenarios, such as the
Shibuya crossing in Tokyo, the busiest in the world, the Dakar rally or the America’s Cup of
sailing yachts. The idea that the intelligence behind the robot navigation is on par with human
intelligence may sound a little bold. Nevertheless, it constitutes a stimulating challenge for the
robotics community in the long term.
Many researchers keep investigating the navigation issues to elaborate new approaches
which will be able to solve major navigation problems. Robot navigation is a mature field of
knowledge but, in general, people have expectations of a more intelligent robot navigation.
Therefore, the objective of the present dissertation is to hopefully push a little the knowledge
on the robot navigation field.
1.1 Motivation
From the very beginning of this work, the research direction is clear: we want to focus our efforts
on the robot navigation topic, specifically stressing on the deployment of robotic platforms in
urban environments. This research orientation has been motivated by the Tibi&Dabo robots,
a unique mobile robotic platforms that constitute a very valuable research resource at the
IRI1 institute, that motivate us to take advantage of their navigation capabilities, as well as
their interaction potential with people due to its pleasant appearance. In Sec. 2.1 we will
explain the peculiarities of these robots in more detail and why they result so convenient for
the development of the work of this thesis.
The former navigation approach developed at the institute [Corominas Murtra et al., 2010;
Trulls et al., 2011] for the Tibi&Dabo robots, under the context of the URUS project [Sanfeliu
et al., 2010], has been able to successfully navigate in urban environments. However, dynamic
situations are not handled correctly, due to consider people in the environment as static obsta-
cles. This fact perfectly exemplifies what we have discussed earlier, under certain conditions,
navigation approaches are perfectly solved, nonetheless, when these conditions become more
demanding, more considerations have to be taken to provide a valid solution. Thereby, the
natural next step is to include people, treated as dynamic obstacles, into the navigation scheme.
Many previous approaches have studied robot navigation in the presence of humans such as
[Burgard et al., 1999; Thrun et al., 1999; Trahanias et al., 2005] in indoor museums, [Arras
et al., 2003] with multiple robots in a exhibition pavilion, [Kanda et al., 2009; Satake et al.,
1Institut de Robòtica i Informàtica Industrial, CSIC-UPC
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Figure 1.1: Robot navigation works in the presence of people. In the top-left image is
depicted the Obelix robot [Kümmerle et al., 2014]. From left to right we find the RoboX [Arras
et al., 2003], Robovie [Kanda et al., 2009]. In the bottom-left, MINERVA [Thrun et al., 1999],
followed by RHINO [Burgard et al., 1999] and Tibi [Trulls et al., 2011].
2009] in a shopping mall or [Kümmerle et al., 2014] in the streets of a city. Some of these
robots are depicted in Fig. 1.1.
In contrast to all those approaches, we decide to dedicate a considerable effort to study only
the motion of people in urban or social environments. We believe that a deeper understanding
of human motion may enhance the robot navigation. Besides, urban environments are highly
dynamic, and thus, it makes sense to spend some time studying exclusively human motion
aiming to predict human trajectories. Prediction, in a certain way, can be included into the
perception subtask of the navigation topic, since we are forecasting or perceiving the position
and velocity of moving obstacles in the future. The idea is to integrate this tool into a navigation
scheme, with hope to improve the results.
In addition to satisfying all the constraints and calculating a valid navigation solution, we
are highly motivated to introduce Human-Robot Interaction into the navigation system. If we
want to deploy robots in urban environments, inevitably they must interact with people one
way or another. Robots should share and coexist in the same environment as people do, and
thus, it is desirable to adapt robots to the environment that belongs to humans. To do so, robots
should minimize the impact to other pedestrians in the scene in a social manner. This Human-
Robot Interaction can be considered to be passive, since the goal of the robot is to execute their
navigation tasks without disturbing people. The overlapping of these two research fields, the
navigation and interaction, originates opportunities to study new problems from a novel point
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of view, in what we have denominated the social mobile robotics.
And finally, an important motivation is to develop low level robot abilities, i.e. the social
robot navigation, in order to enrich ongoing robotic research lines carried out at the IRI institute,
such as the social interaction with robots [Garrell, 2013; Villamizar et al., 2012], collaborative
mapping [Retamino Carrión and Sanfeliu, 2014] or the hide and seek robot [Goldhoorn et al.,
2014]. By providing a navigation scheme aware of people, we assert better conditions for the
study of HRI or more complex tasks in future robotics projects at IRI.
1.2 Objectives and scope
The understanding of humanmotion in urban environments is of extreme importance in order to
adapt service robots to typical human environments and not in the contrary. Our objective is to
completely describe a urban scene: static obstacles, pedestrians and social motion interactions
between people and robots. The first step is to obtain the structure of the environment, in terms
of human intentionality and extract places of interest in the scene. Moreover, we want to model
the generation of human trajectories, and thus, propose a prediction algorithm. In addition,
we must consider how robot navigation influences human navigation and include it into the
prediction model. These foreseen trajectories should consider pedestrians’ goals as well as the
interactions with other people, and more important, the interactions with robots.
Navigation algorithms are an essential part of this thesis. We need to study multiple na-
vigation approaches before we can propose our own algorithm. Our aim is to obtain a robot
navigation system that provides a valid navigation solution in urban settings. As explained
before, our starting point is the work developed at the IRI institute [Trulls et al., 2011]. Since
we have additional considerations, such as the robot impact towards the environment, it is
mandatory to explore and implement new navigation algorithms that can provide a solution
to our demands. At the same time, we need to understand the inherent principles in human
navigation and incorporate them into the robot navigation scheme. Should robots behave as a
person to be considered as equals by people? or, should robots take care of humans’ trajectories
on their own way? We will further develop these questions throughout the present thesis and
hopefully answer them at the end of it.
Tackling the social navigation problem by only relying on a robust navigation is not enough,
although this topic has grown enormously in the few past years. Aiming to obtain a navigation
approach that is socially acceptable, we require a more intelligent approach that integrates
navigation with prediction. This dual objective of finding a navigation solution and a solution
that considers its impact towards the environment, will be a constant constraint over this work,
and we will analyze it from different perspectives.
In order to validate our algorithms, we require tools where we can test our implementations
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before deploying real robots with people. A simulated environment provides a good starting
point and gives a first look at the behavior of the algorithm. In addition, it is very convenient
to test the algorithms before deploying robots with real people. Robot navigation should be
largely tested in real situations, since all the simulations have limitations. To this end, we have
verified our algorithms in real environments with people. A great amount of time has been
dedicated to the implementations of such algorithms and environments, mainly in C++ under a
ROS architecture.
In summary, the main goal of this thesis is to study robot navigation in urban environments
and more concretely, we are interested in integrating them with human motion prediction
algorithms. The necessary objectives can be listed as follows:
- Understand urban settings and human motion.
- Study of navigation algorithms.
- Integrate navigation and prediction.
- Consider the robot navigation impact towards the environment.
- Validate the model in simulations and real conditions.
We will discuss in Sec. 8.1 up to what degree these initial objectives have been fulfilled.
1.3 Thesis overview
The ordering of the chapters appearing in this work does not exactly correspond to the real
development of those topics over time, as happens in many thesis. However, and for the sake
of clarity, we have structured the thesis in three parts: two main parts where most of our
contributions are introduced and the final Part III is dedicated to the closing remarks.
In Part I we build a complete prediction model of human motion in urban environments.
This part is not exclusive to the robotics field, since it can be applied to other problems, such as
surveillance or tracking. In this part, the robot is not an active agent of our algorithms, since no
action is calculated, but it appears as a part of the environment since we want to model human
responses to robots as well as to obstacles or other people.
Part II is dedicated to robot navigation. Our initial approach to robot navigation is a simple
adaptation of well-known techniques to a social-aware solution. In the following chapters,
we iteratively incorporate more elements to the navigation scheme, as an improvement to
the navigation approach; at the end this block, we propose a navigation system completely
integrated with prediction.
In the following list are briefly introduced the chapters of this thesis:
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Chapter 1: Introduction. We have presented so far the motivations to carry out this thesis and
the original objectives that we have established at the beginning of this research.
Chapter 2: Experimental setting We introduce the common validation methodology and the
resources used through all our work, such as, the Tibi&Dabo robotic platform, the urban en-
vironments in which we plan to test our algorithms and the simulation tools. The limitations
considered are also described, such as maximum robot velocity, environment, etc.
Chapter 3: Intentionality prediction. The first chapter of Part I is dedicated to define and
estimate the intention of people when describing trajectories in social environments. At first
sight, this chapter is not related to the main topic of this work, but as the thesis goes on, the
contents presented here become essential for the development of future chapters. We propose a
robotic task to exemplify the usefulness of the intentionality prediction.
Chapter 4: Human trajectory prediction. We introduce the Social Force Model (SFM) and
present an extension of it that is the core part of our proposed prediction system. We introduce
the estimation of additional features that we have identified to play an essential role on human
prediction. At the end of the chapter we formulate a complete prediction framework to model
urban scenarios, closing Part I.
Chapter 5: Social-aware reactive navigation. In our initial approach to robot navigation we
propose a pure reactive navigation scheme that is socially-aware on its environment. We discuss
some of the limitations of this approach as a motivation to go in depth in the study of robot
navigation.
Chapter 6: Robot task: accompany people walking side-by-side. We propose a modification
of Chapter 5 to achieve a concrete robotic task. To this end, we integrate the reactive navigation
with intentionality prediction to enhance the performance of the robotic task. This chapter is a
first step on the integration of navigation and prediction and we demonstrate the success of this
approach, though it is not exempt of limitations.
Chapter 7: Anticipative kinodynamic planning. The last chapter of the Part II gathers all the
contributions in a final navigation scheme that overcomes most of the presented limitations in
robot navigation by introducing more restrictions and fully integrating prediction into the sys-
tem. This chapter is the culmination of our thesis and condensates the contributions presented
in previous chapters into a single navigation scheme.
Chapter 8: Closing remarks. At last, this chapter summarizes and discusses all our contribu-
tions. Future research lines that steam out from this work are also discussed.
Appendix A: People detection and tracking. Presents the perception system implemented in
the robot. This topic is out of the scope of this thesis, however it becomes a very important
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Figure 1.2: Scheme of the thesis overview. In the drawing is depicted the relations between
the different chapters presented in this work.
problem to solve and we have dedicated some effort to this issue during the thesis.
In Fig. 1.2 is depicted the general scheme of the thesis and the relation between the different
chapters that serves as a reference or a map for a more comprehensive reading. As it can be
observed in Fig. 1.2, the first chapters presented are original approaches solving the required
prediction problems, while the following chapters, regarding navigation, incorporate our pre-
diction contributions into our approaches. This integration has been carried out gradually, from
not considering prediction at all in Chapter 5, to finally integrate all our contributions into the
same navigation scheme in Chapter 7.
We have organized the work in the following manner. Each chapter is independent and
its content is self-explained in the same chapter or in a previous chapter (see dependencies in
Fig. 1.2). To the authors’ believe, we provide the necessary material to understand each chapter,
and we have presented our contributions in a sequential manner. We start describing very simple
motion features in Chapter 3 and we end integrating most of our contributions into a unified
scheme in Chapter 7.
2
Experimental settings
In this chapter we describe the common resources that appear throughout this thesis as a
recurrent point in all the experiments and validations carried out in upcoming chapters of this
dissertation. We have decided to present these common resources in the beginning of this thesis
since this brief presentation will hopefully help to understand part of the scope of this work.
The common resources include the Tibi&Dabo robotic platforms, the urban settings and the
simulation tools. The robotic platform is an essential element for the study of robot navigation,
since it is the active part executing our proposed algorithms. The environment consists of the
physical setting, the obstacles and all the people walking and staying in the area. The idea of
these testing environments is to experiment in a controlled location which faithfully includes
all the elements present in typically urban scenes. At last, we present the simulation of the
robot and the urban settings in order to test the algorithm and to grasp an initial idea of the
proper functioning of the processes taking place. We can not afford to test it directly in a real
environment with people, for safety reasons.
2.1 Robotic platform
In order to conduct all the experiments and to test the approaches presented, we have used
two twin mobile service robots, developed for the URUS project, called Tibi&Dabo (Fig. 2.1),
designed to work in urban pedestrian areas and interact with people. These robotic platforms
are active research resources used in multiple projects at the IRI institute 1.
The Tibi&Dabo robots are built on a two-wheeled Segway RMP200 platform, which work as
an inverted pendulum in constant balancing and they can be modeled as differential drive robots
that can rotate on the spot very elegantly. Wheel encoders provide a very reliable odometry, since
almost no wheel slipping occurs.
Besides the balancing mode, the robots can operate in the non-balancing mode by adding
two caster wheels in a support structure, as it can be seen in Fig. 2.1. In this thesis we have used
1http://www.iri.upc.edu/research/mobile_robotics
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Figure 2.1: The Dabo Robot. Mobile robot platform used in most of this thesis experiments.
The most relevant components of the robotic platform are indicated in the frontal and rear view.
both work modes, although we have observed that it is more desirable to use the 4-wheel config-
uration, since the balancing mode presents more problems, specially for the perception system,
and the controllability of the platform, considering that the platform balancing controller is
non-accessible to our control scheme.
The Segway RMP200 is meant to drive at speeds up to 16 km/h, or 4.4 m/s, which is by far
more than required for our experiments, where our typical robot velocities are around 1 m/s.
We have chosen to navigate at this velocity as a restriction imposed to the robot, since this value
corresponds to typical pedestrians’ velocities while walking in urban environments. We consider
this platform to be very agile and elegant, as it is shown in the videos referenced in the next
chapters.
To perceive the environment the robots are equipped with two Hokuyo UTM-30LX 2D laser
range sensors used to detect obstacles and people. The laser scanners are located 40cm above
the ground perceiving the horizontal plane from the front and rear of the robot. A stereo
Bumblebee camera located in the eyes is used for computer vision purposes. In this thesis,
the perception system is based purely on laser information and runs at approximately 20 Hz. A
more precise information of the people detection and tracking is presented in Appendix A.
As social robots, Tibi&Dabo are designed to interact with people, thanks to their pleasant hu-
manoid presence. They have several interaction elements to perform more friendly interactions,
as a touchable screen, speaker, movable arms, head and LED illuminated face expressions. Power
is supplied by two sets of batteries, one for the Segway platform and one for the computers and
sensors, providing around 5h of full working autonomy.
Two on-board computers (Intel Core 2 Quad CPU @ 2.66 and 3.00 GHz) manage all the
running processes and sensor signals and a laptop is used for external monitoring. The systems
run Ubuntu-Linux and ROS [Quigley et al., 2009] as a middleware. Most of the algorithms
presented in this thesis have been implemented in ROS and are available at their corresponding
web-projects (see references in future chapters).
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Figure 2.2: Simulation environment. Different captures of the simulation environment.
2.2 Simulation tools
Experimentation and testing of robot navigation algorithms are essential for research in mo-
bile robotics. We propose to simulate a navigation environment, in order to obtain the basic
mechanics of our algorithm. Simulation is a good starting point to grasp an initial idea of the
active processes and their underlying behaviors; we follow this approach in most of the chapters
of this thesis. However, simulation will always be a limited version of reality, although some
simulations can be very realistic. Under the scope of this dissertation, we believe that, validation
through simulations never substitutes real urban settings.
However, robot experimentation is a delicate matter particularly when there are people
involved. For this reason, we believe that it is mandatory to start the validation of our robotic
system in a simulated environment before any real interaction with people takes place, as we
will detail in the following chapters.
We have developed three simulation tools: the robotic platform, a static environment con-
sisting of obstacles and a dynamic environment in order to model moving people. In Fig. 2.2
we have selected some captures of our proposed simulation framework. The green numbered
cylinders represent the simulated people, the robotic platform is drawn in more detail, in orange
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or pink (previous version) and the lilac cylinders represent points of interest in the scene, as we
will explain in Chapter 3. As it can be seen, we simulate a large number of pedestrians, although
we are normally interested in a shorter amount of people to model the micro-interactions
between the robot and its nearby surroundings.
The simulation framework used is a custom project built around ROS. Human motion is
simulated using the work presented in Chapter 3 and 4, where we generate people tracks, that
is, a sequence of positions over time with constant identifier id, which are modeled as random
variables. The robotic platform is simulated according to a unicycle model that is controlled by
the corresponding navigation algorithm. The simulation code can be found at the wiki page 2.
We have carried out all the simulations in a Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q9650 @ 3.00GHz and
memory 3.8 GB, at an average rate of 5Hz. The hardware used for simulations is similar to the
PC on-board the real robot.
2.3 Testing environments
For us roboticists, developing and implementing all those algorithms into systems and processes
in a real environment represent a considerable effort, since we have spent a huge amount
of time dedicated to this ungrateful task. In addition, unexpected problems often appear in
real environments that were not considered in the simulated environment. Unfortunately, and
according to the authors’ beliefs, it is a mandatory step to validate our algorithms in a real
environment, given the limitations of the simulation environment.
The biggest trouble that we have faced during this thesis is related to the development of the
navigation algorithms and their corresponding validation. There is a clash between the need of
a correct validation in a real environment and the assertion of a minimum degree of safety for
the people.
So, we propose an intermediate step between a simulated environment and a real urban
setting, that is a controlled urban-like environment. By doing so, we have left the lab, which is an
important step, but still we can not completely enter the real world. If we follow the Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) nomenclature, we have pushed our work into a higher degree of the
TRL, by providing a model demonstration in a relevant environment. This testing environment,
shown in Fig. 2.3, is located at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), in the Facultat
de Matemàtiques i Estadística, hereafter abbreviated as the FME.
The FME setting is depicted in Fig. 2.3 which consists of a rectangular area of more than
350m2 and free of obstacles. The area is bounded by two buildings at each side, the stairs
delimiting with the university garden, on top of the FME and the street on the opposite side.
In this controlled environment is where many of the initial experimentations of this thesis
2http://wiki.iri.upc.edu/index.php/Akp-navigation
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Figure 2.3: Facultat de Matemàtiques i Estadística (FME). The FME is located in the south
campus of the UPC university.
have been carried out. With respect to the volunteers for doing the experiment, there have
participated people with knowledge of robotics (mainly from the IRI institute) and people
without knowledge of robotics that have been contacted to test the robotic system.
The FME environment has been extensively used throughout this thesis, primarily for pa-
rameters learning and initial testing. It has served as an excellent real environment to test the
proposed algorithms, on an early stage of development, after simulations have been carried out.
The controlled environment approach has been typically followed by many other works when
developing new robot technologies. Despite it is a very appropriate approach, we want to go
one step further to test and experiment our algorithms in more realistic environments, since this
controlled setting is a simplification of reality.
Regrettably, there is a big gap between the current legislation and cutting-edge research
carried on mobile robotic platforms. In case of accident, it is unclear who is responsible. This
slipping legal context discourages any further testing in urban settings. However, we desire
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a more similar environment to an uncontrolled urban environment. To this end, the institute
and the UPC university have prepared a special setting for further experimentation that aims to
recreate the very similar conditions of a real urban setting, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
The experimental area, where some of the experiments of this thesis have been conducted,
is denominated the Barcelona Robot Lab (BRL), located at the North Campus of the Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC).
The BRL, depicted in Fig. 2.4, is a large section of the campus covering over 10.000 m2,
including six buildings and a square, with multiple ramps, staircases and typical obstacles such
as bulletin boards, bicycle stands, trashcans or flower pots. As it can be seen in Fig. 2.4, the
BRL resembles a city, with students acting as normal people and the academic buildings as
urban buildings. In the scope of this dissertation, we have used the BRL as the final testing
environment of our algorithms providing the most realistic validation.
These two main environments, the FME and the BRL, appear recurrently in the next chapters,
for navigation as well as for prediction issues. We have presented a three stage validation
environments: a simulation, a controlled real environment and an almost urban environment in
the university campus.
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Figure 2.4: Barcelona robot laboratory (BRL). The BRL is located in the north campus of the
UPC university. This environment is a huge area where many hundreds of students assist classes
daily.
Part I
Prediction of human motion
3
Intentionality prediction
In this chapter we present the first contribution to our thesis, an essential starting step that
has allowed us to build and develop our robotic algorithms. Before commanding the robot, we
observe and understand the environment. A urban environment is plenty of static obstacles,
such as buildings, corners, doors, etc. and people, which are treated as dynamic and highly
uncertain obstacles. Accordingly, it is mandatory to formulate people’s intentions successfully
and build a model to calculate them.
Humans’ intentions have been traditionally studied in other fields of knowledge such as
Surveillance in Computer Vision and Action Recognition in Machine Learning. Nonetheless, we
will present an approach that initially seems to be out of the scope of robotics. As long as the
dissertantion progresses, this technique will be integrated into our other proposed algorithms,
clearly enhancing them.
This chapter is based on our early work on trajectory evaluation published in the Interna-
tional Conference on HRI [Ferrer and Sanfeliu, 2011] and the journal publication in the Pattern
Recognition Letters [Ferrer and Sanfeliu, 2014a].
3.1 Introduction
Human motion prediction in indoor and outdoor scenarios is a key issue towards human robot
interaction and intelligent robot navigation in general. In the present chapter, we propose a new
human motion intentionality indicator, denominated Bayesian Human Motion Intentionality
Prediction (BHMIP), which is a geometric-based long-term predictor. In this context, we define
the term intentionality long-term prediction as as a tool to forecast intentions or motivations that
drive human behaviors. We specifically use this term whenever a person has the intention to
walk towards a destination, that can be far away from his/her current position.
Two variants of the Bayesian approach are proposed, the Sliding Window BHMIP and the
Time Decay BHMIP. The main advantages of the proposed methods are: a simple formulation,
easily scalable, portability to unknown environments with small learning effort, low compu-
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tational complexity, and they outperform other state of the art approaches. The system only
requires training to obtain the set of destinations, which are salient positions that people nor-
mally walk to, such as doors, stairs or crossings. A comparison of the BHMIP is done with
other well known methods for long-term prediction using the Edinburgh Informatics Forum
pedestrian database [Majecka, 2009] and the Freiburg People Tracker ground-truth published
in [Luber et al., 2011].
The development of social mobile robots that interact with humans and perform tasks to-
gether in everyday environments for navigating, guiding or accompanying tasks [Garrell and
Sanfeliu, 2012; Fong et al., 2003] either in domestic or public spaces, requires the design of
new navigation tools that take into account the human motion intentionality. Similarly, the de-
velopment of more intelligent tracking and surveillance systems boils down to the development
of new tools, for instance, a long-term prediction as proposed in the present thesis.
There is a large number of real world applications where motion intentionality can be
applied. For example, human motion scene surveillance, where we can detect abnormal trajec-
tories making use of prediction information, and thus identifying all those erratic trajectories;
human tracking, to obtain a robust tracking of human motion; robot navigation in human
environments, in order to adjust robot navigation to be aware of human motion; or social
interaction, to improve the social interaction between robots and humans. All these issues
require prediction information, preferably a long-term prediction.
In general, the analysis of future scenarios has been done in the literature using short-
term prediction, which is a propagation of the current state into a certain time horizon, but
it has several limitations, specially appreciable on more complex environments. In the present
thesis we propose a new long-term human motion intentionality predictor based on geometry
criteria, called Bayesian Human Motion Intentionality Predictor (BHMIP). The BHMIP has been
validated in outdoor urban environments by using two well-known databases. Furthermore, the
proposed method has been used in several real robot experiments, using the Tibi&Dabo robotic
platforms (Sec. 2.1), while performing robot tasks. In Fig 3.1 is depicted an example of a robot
companion experiment. In this particular robot experiment the use of prediction information has
demonstrated to largely enhance the performance. We will show during the next chapters of the
present thesis that forecasting tools such as the BHMIP greatly improve many robot applications,
in our context, in urban or outdoor environments.
In addition, our method can be scaled into larger scenarios effortlessly and it is easily
portable into unknown environments since destination points are easy to obtain. Both qualities
are of great utility for real-world applications, for example, service robots that require to operate
in an unusual urban environment.
In real-world applications, it is implicit that the destinations are obtained a priori, whether
manually or using an automatic technique, as we will discuss later. However, it is important
to note that the setting of destinations is essential for our approach. In this work, we assume
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Figure 3.1: Example of a destination in the environment. In this controlled setting, the red
pylon represents a scene destination that both the robot and the volunteer try to reach. We use
the BHMIP to infer the most expectable destination of the person.
that we have a prior knowledge of the scene destinations, which have been obtained through an
automatic procedure, for example by clustering the locations where people enter or leave the
scene (we will later discuss this issue). Other techniques to construct automatically the set of
destinations are presented in [Ikeda et al., 2012] or [Bruce and Gordon, 2004].
3.2 Related work
In general, it has been proved that intentions precede actions [Wolpert and Ghahramani, 2000],
and thus, action recognition [Demiris and Khadhouri, 2006] becomes essential to understand
many tasks and problems. Havlak and Campbell [2014] have anticipated intentions and take
advance of it in vehicle crossings. Wang et al. [2013] have proposed an intention driven dynamic
model for action recognition in table tennis and humanoids. In this work, we provide a more
specific meaning to the intentions related to human motion, as an indicator useful for a posterior
processing.
Concerning the wide variety of human motion predictors in the literature, two major human
motion predictors (HMP) groups can be distinguished: a geometric-based group and a place
dependent-based group. For the latter group, we have to learn the prediction model for each of
the environments where the HMP is used. The geometric-based group does not always need to
learn the human motion intentionality (HMI) for each specific environment, although training
is also required in one way or another.
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Bennewitz et al. [2002, 2005] have proposed a place-dependent method in which they
analyze a collection of people’s motion behaviors in an indoor environment by a clustering
technique that uses the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. Once they have learnt the classes
of motion trajectories, they have used these primitive trajectories as patterns for human motion
trajectory association, and thus, inferring HMI. One of the main disadvantages of the place-
dependent methods, as we will discuss later, is the lack of flexibility on abnormal observations,
that is, all those erratic trajectories due to a person stopping or changing its destination. Our
algorithm is able to quickly adapt to changes and perform successfully.
Vasquez [2007] and Vasquez et al. [2009] have clustered different motion patterns by a
dissimilarity measure which allows the use of pairwise clustering algorithms in order to group
observed trajectories into patterns. This approach has been extended by Pérez Hurtado et al.
[2015] to partially observed trajectories and unknown destinations. Chen et al. [2011] have
proposed a clustering method and three different prediction strategies based on the quality of
the matching.
Using heuristics and geometric criteria, Foka and Trahanias [2007, 2010] have proposed a
geometric-based method for human motion prediction that uses human motion intentionality in
terms of goals. Prediction is done by identifying final destinations based on the instantaneous
tangent angle in combination with a grid-based probability assignment to all final destinations.
It has been used for on-line prediction for robot navigation in dynamic environments. Escobedo
et al. [2014] have defined a social scene consisting of static destinations and the best points
to join a social group and infer possible destinations when driving a robotic wheelchair using
a Dynamic Bayesian Network. Our approach belongs to this group of HMI predictors, but
it outperforms the Foka approach, as will be demonstrated in the results Sec. 3.5. Another
geometrical approach, proposed by Ferrer and Sanfeliu [2011], has predicted future trajectories
by minimizing the variance of curvature of the forecast paths.
A mixed approach, proposed by Ziebart et al. [2008, 2009], has used both place dependent
and geometric criteria. They have used a reward function to generate the optimal paths towards
a destination. This method can also be used as a modeling of route preferences as well as for
inferring destinations. This method requires intensive place-dependent training, which is an
important drawback for the generalization of its use as a predictor.
Dee and Hogg [2004] have proposed a vision-based prediction to infer intentionality, char-
acterized as the combination of obstacles and free space pixels under the field of view of
the person. Liu and Karimi [2006] have proposed a method for long term prediction using
localization awareness. Other Computer Vision approaches like Pellegrini et al. [2009] have
used intentionality to track people or the works of Khalid [2010]; Morris and Trivedi [2011]
where intentionality has been used for activity recognition and abnormal detection, correspond-
ingly. Panangadan et al. [2004] have classified people’s activities and identified non-learned
interactions in the scene.
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3.3 Definition of intentionality features
In this section, we propose a definition of the basic intentionality features capable of quantifying
the human motion intentionality (HMI) implicit on a trajectory with respect to the current posi-
tion and orientation. This intentionality indicator should capture the probability that a human
trajectory reaches a destination point Dm, among the set of destinations D = {D1,D2, . . . ,DM}
which describe the scene as a clear indicator for the inherent intentionality. To achieve this, we
define the variable φnm, which is the angle between the current orientation of the target n and
the vector to the destination point Dm, a relative measure of the orientation with respect to a
destination (see Fig. 3.2 for clarification).
Dm
ϕnm(t)
xn(t),θn(t)
Xn(t)
xn(t-Δt)
Figure 3.2: The angle φnm. It is defined as the angle described by the orientation vector of the
target n at time t and the xn(t)→ Dm vector.
In brief, we present a basic formulation necessary to analyze real trajectories. Let
Xn(t) = { xn(t0), xn(t0 +∆t), . . . , xn(t−∆t), xn(t)} (3.1)
be a set of T positions (people’s detections) from the initial time t0 up to the current time t
increasing in ∆t time intervals. The point xn(t) = [x(t), y(t)]n is the position at time t, of the
nth trajectory with respect to the world reference frame. Additionally, we define the orientation
θ(t)n as a function of the current position and the previous position, with respect to a global
reference frame:
θ(t) = arctan
(
y(t)− y(t−∆t)
x(t)− x(t−∆t)
)
. (3.2)
Moreover, we define a set of destination positions D = {D1,D2, . . . ,DM}, that represents
positions in a scene that people can go to. The existence of destinations is a requirement for
most of the existing HMI methods. The set of destinations points must be known in advance and
there are different methods to compute them. In our case we use the Expectation-Maximization
method, as we will explain later. Other works, like [Luber et al., 2010] and [Ziebart et al., 2008,
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Figure 3.3: Graphical model of the BHMIP. Scheme of our classifier, the Bayesian Human
Motion Intentionality Predictor.
2009], approximate these destinations as short-term propagations of the current state.
As it can be seen in Fig. 3.2, the angle φnm(t) is defined by the first derivative of the current
trajectory and the xn(t) → Dm vector. By doing this, φnm(t) becomes a measure relative to a
destination, while θ(t) is a global measure of the target’s orientation. This difference will allow
us to obtain a good characterization of the human motion intentionality.
Applying the kernel density estimation method [Silverman, 1986] to real HMI databases, we
have verified that there exists a high similarity of the pdf of the φ angle and a Gaussian function,
or a Von Mises distribution, if we would want to take into account the periodicity of the variable.
The scheme depicted in Fig. 3.3 corresponds to the graphical model that describes the basis
of our algorithm. The relation of the destination Dm at time t is given by the relations of
the nodes of this structure and determines the calculation of the probabilities used in the next
section.
Although it is out of the scope of the present work, a real implementation requires some
filtering of the detections in order to eliminate noise and outliers. We will simply consider that
a previous filter exists, but for the understanding of the presentation of our approach it will not
be discussed in this chapter.
3.4 The Bayesian Human Motion Intentionality Predic-
tor
The problem of estimating the best destination is reduced to a sequential data classification,
where the decision of choosing a destination is taken at each instant of time while the human
is walking. There are many well known techniques solving the sequential data classification,
such as the Naive Bayesian classifier, Hidden Markov Models or Conditional Random Fields.
Our proposed technique is inspired in a Bayesian framework, in order to classify the motion
intentionality. We will begin our analysis using an infinite window, that takes into account from
the first observed position of the trajectory xn(t0) to the current observation xn(t). We will
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discuss later the importance of considering the complete sequence of observed positions of a
trajectory, depending on its time elapsed since their observations. Intuitively, we are interested
in the more recent observed positions of a trajectory since they are more significant to the
destination classification than older ones. In the following subsections we will discuss this
statement and formulate our classifier accordingly.
The method proposed in this chapter, denominated Bayesian Human Motion Intentionality
Prediction (BHMIP), is a geometric-based method which uses a Bayesian classifier to compute
the best prediction to a given destination position, for each position xn(t) of the trajectory
Xn(t) = { xn(t0), xn(t0 +∆t), . . . , xn(t−∆t), xn(t)}. We model the pdf function
P ( xn(t)| xn(t−∆t),Dm) = N (φ; 0, σ
2
φ) (3.3)
conditioned by the previous position xn(t−∆t) and the desired destination Dm as a Gaussian
function. In Fig. 3.4 is depicted an example of this probability function to two destinations D1
and D2 centered at the position xn(t), where we calculate their corresponding probabilities
generated by the values φ1 and φ2.
D2
ϕ1
xn(t)
D1
ϕ2
P(xn(t)|D1,xn(t-Δt))
xn(t-Δt)
P(xn(t)|D2,xn(t-Δt))
Figure 3.4: Probability distributions. Drawn of the different pdf functions depending on
their corresponding destinations D1 in blue and D2 in orange. The probability of each of the
destinations being the intentionality is also depicted, being more likely that the observations
match to the intentionality to reach D2.
3.4.1 Naive BHMIP
We have used the Naive Bayesian classifier for its simplicity and the requirement of minimal
external parameters to tune. One of its requirements, as we will show later on, is the assumption
of independence of their features. The method is simple, it only requires an initial learning of the
positions deployed as destinations and it can be generalized to other geometric-based methods.
At each position xn(t) of the trajectory Xn(t), we compute the probability to reach different
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future destinations Dm, calculating the a posteriori probability function P (Dm| xn(t), xn(t −
∆t)), taking into account the accumulated trajectory Xn(t).
The joint probability P ( Xn(t)|Dm) can be obtained easily using the chain rule as follows:
P ( Xn(t)|Dm) = P ( xn(t0), xn(t0 +∆t), . . . , xn(t−∆t), xn(t)|Dm)
= P ( xn(t)|Dm, xn(t−∆t), . . . , xn(t0)) ·
P ( xn(t−∆t)|Dm, xn(t−2∆t), . . . , xn(t0)) ·
...
P ( xn(t0)|Dm). (3.4)
For each trajectory Xn(t) we have considered Markovian properties, where there are de-
pendencies in positions only between consecutive positions xn(t) and xn(t −∆t). As it can be
observed in Fig. 3.3, the φn(t) variable is function of two observed position at instants t and
t − ∆t and this information relating the current orientation θ(t)n and the destination Dm can
be treated independently at each instant of time with respect to classifying the destination Dm.
Consequently, we can rewrite (3.4) more compactly as:
P ( Xn(t)|Dm) = P ( xn(t0)|Dm)
t∏
τ=t0+∆t
P ( xn(τ)|Dm, xn(τ−∆t)). (3.5)
Using the Bayes theorem we can compute the posterior probability of the destination Dm,
given the current and previous positions of the trajectory Xn(t)
P (Dm| Xn(t)) =
P ( Xn(t)|Dm)P (Dm)
P ( Xn(t))
, (3.6)
where the prior probability P (Dm) to reach the destination Dm is calculated beforehand when
obtaining the map of destinations D, as we will show later.
Accordingly, we formulate the BHMIP in the following manner: if the posterior probability
to a specific destination Dm is greater than the posterior probability to go to another destination
Dj , that is
D∗ = Dm if P (Dm| Xn(t)) > P (Dj | Xn(t)) ∀m 6= j, (3.7)
then Dm will be the best destination D∗ describing the current human motion intention. The
intention probability is thus defined by the maximum probability in (3.7) P
(
Dn(t)=D
∗| Xn(t)
)
,
where Dn(t) is the inner intention at time t for the nth person to reach the destination Dm ∈ D.
By replacing (3.5) into (3.6) we obtain a compact formulation of the probability of the
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intention of (3.7):
P
(
Dn(t) = Dm| Xn(t)
)
=
P (Dm)
P ( Xn(t))
P ( xn(t0)|Dm)
t∏
τ=t0+∆t
P ( xn(τ)|dm, xn(τ−∆t)). (3.8)
This equation serves as the basic approach to formulate our classifier. In the following sub-
sections, we propose variations of this formulation in order to overcome the problems generated
by changes in intentionality, i.e the inner destination D∗ has changed.
3.4.2 Sliding Window BHMIP
As stated before we want to provide a solution to the questions: what if a person changes
her/his path? what if the intentionality of a person changes in the middle of a walk? As we are
evaluating partial trajectories Xm(t) and not the full observed trajectory Xm, we don’t know the
true final destination until we have reached it. So in addition to the uncertainty associated to
the decision of the best destination, there is the possibility that past observed trajectories truly
indicate a correct intentionality until this intentionality changes and its estimation becomes
inconsistent with respect to the past observations.
Inspired by the Sliding Window method [Dietterich, 2002] for sequential classification, we
define the length or the time interval of past positions xn(t), discarding older person’s positions
and keeping the most recent observations. By doing this, we provide a robust solution to changes
in intentionality without formulating a completely new approach that overcomes this issue. The
resultant classifier is obtained by simply rewriting (3.5) into
P ( Xn(t)|Dm) =
t∏
τ=t−w
P ( xn(τ)|Dm, xn(τ−∆t)). (3.9)
We have defined a new parameter w, the length of observation. This parameter is calculated
on a training stage of the algorithm to optimize the results obtained by the BHMIP-SW. The im-
provement of this solution, although it is minor when applied on typical or normal trajectories,
it has proved to work better specially in abnormal trajectories, where unexpected behaviors of
people are observed. We will discuss in Sec. 3.5.3 more details on this.
3.4.3 Time Decay BHMIP
We have incorporated an additional feature into the BHMIP to weight in a different way the
contributions of the past positions to our proposed method. Intuitively, we assume that new
observed positions are more determinant than older ones.
If we take a step further the Sliding Window BHMIP, then we require a temporal dependency
for the weights or contributions of past poses. Newer observations are more determinant to
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the intentionality predictor, and thus, these observations should be weighted higher than older
observations. In accordance to this idea and based on the Sliding Window BHMIP approach,
we propose a variation that makes use of a non-constant window that degrades as a function of
time:
P ( Xn(t)|Dm) =
t∏
τ=t−w
P ( xn(τ)|Dm, xn(τ−∆t))
g(t−τ). (3.10)
The domain of the function g(t − τ) is the elapsed time since the observation xn(τ) took
place and it is positive by definition. The output of the g function is in the interval [1, 0], being 1
for the current position, the higher weighted probability and 0 for the most distant in time. For
this reason, we propose to use the exponential function,
g(t) = e−
t
σw (3.11)
that satisfies all the above mentioned requirements. Again, we have added an additional
parameter that will be calculated in order to optimize the performance of the algorithm, as
discused above for the BHMIP-SW. The performance of the Time Decay approach (BHMIP-D)
will be discussed in the following section.
3.5 Experiments
We have used two different databases to validate the results presented in this chapter. The
Edinburgh Informatics Forum Pedestrian database [Majecka, 2009] is a set of human trajectories
at the Informatics Forum, the main building of the School of Informatics at the University
of Edinburgh (see Fig. 3.5-Left). The data covers several months of observations which have
resulted in about 1.000 observed trajectories each working day, and at present has more than
92.000 observed trajectories. The sample rate is 9 positions per second. A set of eight final
destinations are identified.
The Freiburg People Tracker [Luber et al., 2011] ground truth consists of a set of 162
person tracks at the city center (see Fig. 3.5-Right), resulting in more than 10.000 manually
labeled positions in order to validate their multi hypothesis people tracker. The sample rate is
approximately 50 positions per second.
A total of 1.280 trajectories from the Edinburgh database were studied, each trajectory
consisting of an average of 100 positions. The trajectories are divided into two sets, one set
for training and the other for testing. As the Freiburg database has less people’s tracks available,
30% of the trajectories were used for training purposes and 70% of the trajectories were used
for testing, each trajectory consisting of an average of 500 positions.
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3.5.1 BHMIP parameters learning
One of the main advantages of the geometrical or place-independent methods for prediction is
that a set of primitive trajectories is not required. However, they are not excluded from training:
the set of destinations requires to be defined somehow. One simple solution might be a manual
setting of the trajectories into salient positions such as stairs, elevators, doors, etc.. The solution
adopted in this work, although, has been a clusterization of positions into destinations.
A general view of the Edinburgh Informatics Forum is depicted in Fig. 3.5-Left. The scene
is taken from a camera fixed at 23m above the floor. For the purpose of the present chapter,
8 final destinations Dm have been estimated using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm
[Bishop et al., 2006] of the starting and ending positions of each trajectory. Some of these
final destinations coincide with entry/exit points. The same procedure has been carried out for
the Freiburg database (Fig. 3.5-Right), where all the initial and final points of each trajectory
are depicted and the clusterization of the destinations is shown, as well as the covariances on
those positions.
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Figure 3.5: Databases description. On the Left, the map of the Edinburgh Informatics Forum,
presented in [Majecka, 2009]. Eight different destinations are drawn as red circles. On the Right,
the Freiburg database environment, where there are shown the clusters of the destinations, and
on the bottom, a picture of the environment, thanks to Luber et al. [2011]. In both cases a EM
algorithm has been used to estimate the set of destinations.
As discussed in Sec. 3.4, the two BHMIP methods proposed make use of past information.
The width w and σw of the window are parameters of the system and the performance of the
predictor depends on these values.
We have evaluated the accuracy of prediction by doing the following: we provide an ob-
servation of the trajectory corresponding to the interval [0, t] from the beginning t = 0 to the
current time t. We incrementally augment the current time t until it reaches the end of the
trajectory t = T . For every observation provided of a given trajectory, we calculate the most
likely destination according to each method and then check if the prediction is or not correct.
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Figure 3.6: Performance results. Drawing of the performance results versus the parameter w
and σw (in seconds), using the Edinburgh and the Freiburg database.
Fig. 3.6 draws the performance of each method depending on the value w and σw (the window
width), which is measured in seconds.
For the Edinburgh database results, there is a clear optimum for the Sliding Window BHMIP
at w = 0.444s and for the Time Decay BHMIP at σw = 0.5s. The results for the Freiburg
database are not clear, the best performance is for w = 1.5s, however the performance presents
a flat behavior for w > 2s. For this reason, we have chosen a time width w and σw roughly
around 0.5s for both databases, which corresponds to the reaction time of the system to make
good predictions.
3.5.2 BHMIP testing
In this subsection, we analyze the proposed methods, the Sliding Window Bayesian Human
Motion Intentionality Predictor (Sec. 3.4.2) and the Time Decay BHMIP (Sec. 3.4.3). The w and
σw parameters have been obtained previously. In addition, a comparison with other methods
is shown. We will stress on the advantages of our approach with respect to the state of the art
methods.
A comparison with other approaches is difficult since no other methods use destination
points as they have been defined in this chapter. The geometrical-based method, that we
have implemented for comparison, is the approach proposed by Foka and Trahanias [2010].
Originally, this method treats all the cells on a grid map, corresponding to obstacles, as possible
destinations and computes the best cell as the destination a person aims to. One limitation of
the method appears when the destination is not an obstacle. For this reason, we have made
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the following modifications in the method: the interesting cells of the map are translated into
the same destination points defined in our approach, and by doing this, we are not constraining
the position of the destinations to grid cells. The other implemented method is the approach
proposed by Bennewitz et al. [2005] as one of the most representative prediction methods of
the place-dependent group. A set of primitives is obtained for both databases applying the
Expectation-Maximization algorithm. With the purpose of comparing with the BHMIP, we have
assumed a correct prediction if the corresponding primitive associated to the current trajectory
finishes at the desired destination. We have used a different sampling rate for the two databases,
however the four methods use the same sampling rate when testing each database.
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Figure 3.7: Performance results. On the Left, performance of the algorithm against other
state of the art methods, using the Edinburgh database. On the Right, the performance on the
Freiburg database. The horizontal axis is the percentage of time to complete the trajectories,
where 1 is the total time to complete the trajectories.
A comparison of the results, for the four methods, is shown in Fig. 3.7. The figure on the
left shows the performance in the Edinburgh database. The geometrical methods (BHMIP-SW,
BHMIP-D and Adapted Foka) present a better performance at early stages of the evaluation than
the place-dependent (Bennewitz), although for long observations it scores a 84% of success rate.
In Fig. 3.7-Right is depicted the performance using the Freiburg database. As it can be seen,
the Bennewitz method could not obtain such a good performance after short observations (t
small), but it improves the accuracy after considering longer observations. However, the per-
formance of the place-dependent varied for each scenario. At the Freiburg city center (Fig. 3.7-
right), where 5 destinations and 20 primitive trajectories are clearly defined, the method obtains
almost 90% of accuracy when the complete trajectory is considered and a mean of 68.47% (See
Table 3.1). On the other hand, the performance obtained for the complete trajectory at the
Edinburgh scenario (which consists of 8 destinations and more than 50 primitive trajectories)
is 84% but its average performance is under 62.07%. The reason for such a performance at the
Edinburgh Forum is due to the fact that the trajectories are in an open area with less structural
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constraints, therefore more unexpected trajectories might occur. Nevertheless, a fully observed
trajectory can’t be considered as a prediction problem but a classification problem.
Considering the previous reasoning, the BHMIP is a method well suited for real-time predic-
tion. It can provide rapidly an accurate prediction of people’s trajectories. Also, the geometrical-
based methods are more indicated in open scenarios, where prediction is done in areas consist-
ing of many destination points.
3.5.3 BHMIP on abnormal trajectories
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Figure 3.8: Performance results. On the Left, performance of the algorithm using a selected set
of abnormal trajectories in the Edinburgh database. On the Right, an example of an abnormal
trajectory, where a change in the destinations occurs in the middle of the path.
Observing the behavior of the human trajectories, we have seen that there are people that
walk from an origin to a destination without stopping, maintaining a constant speed. Other
people stop one or several times and change their velocity. There are also people that modify
their trajectories several times and then stop in some places before reaching their destination. All
these abnormal cases are specially interesting since they represent a challenge for any prediction
method. That is the reason to select a set of specially challenging trajectories to classify. On many
of these abnormal trajectories appear changes in intentionality. An example of an abnormal
trajectory can be seen in Fig. 3.8-Right.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.8-Left. All the methods fail to determine initially the correct
destination. It is not surprising since we have set the dataset to contain trajectories with changes
in destinations and other abnormalities. Nonetheless, the geometrical approaches behave in
general better at late stages of the intentionality prediction. They are capable of quickly recover
from changes in destinations while the place-dependent approach presents more problems to
adapt.
Table 3.1 shows a summary of the overall performances of the evaluated methods, each per-
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Table 3.1: Overall performance of our intentionality prediction methods compared to state of
the art algorithms in different databases.
Edinburgh Freiburg “Abnormal”
BHMIP-SW 70.81% 71.59% 49.00%
BHMIP-D 71.10% 72.74% 54.29%
Adapted Foka 68.22% 61.93% 47.00%
Bennewitz 62.07% 68.47% 29.29%
centage is the mean of the performance of every experiment carried out before. Furthermore, we
can observe that both BHMIP methods present a better performance in all situations, being the
BHMIP-D slightly better and more adaptable to abnormal trajectories than the Sliding Window
BHMIP.
3.5.4 Experiments in a robotic task
The main motivation to develop the BHMIP is, of course, a direct application to robotic tasks.
More concretely, the presented work was developed as a key tool for a robot companion exper-
iment [Ferrer et al., 2013c], as we will discuss more in depth in Chapter 6. These results only
exemplify the usefulness of the BHMIP applied to robotic problems. In brief, the main task of the
robot in this experiment is accompanying a person. The robot companion predicts the human
target’s destination and uses this information to predict where the human will be and positioning
the robot in the best place. In addition, the companion task is carried out successfully under
the presence of obstacles and moving people (see Fig. 3.9). Under the framework of the robot
companion task, we observed that the consideration of human motion prediction enhances the
performance of the method: a set of 45 real-life experiments with different volunteers have
been carried out. Three different scores were examined: “Robot’s Intelligence”, “Human-Like
Motion” and “Level of confidence”. For each score examined, the average of the results showed
an important increase, compared to not using the prediction information (the BHMIP), while
accompanying the volunteer, as depicted in table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Increase of performance after using prediction information in a robotic task.
Robot’s Intelligence Human-Like Motion Level of confidence
% increase due to BHMIP 38.89% 52.78% 43.9%
Real trajectories are subject to disturbances, as a part of the real world settings. The BHMIP
handled correctly most of the uncertainties and quickly adapted to changes in intentionality.
We have presented just a simple example where the human prediction enhances a certain
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Figure 3.9: Example of a real robot experiment. The left image corresponds to the robot
camera. On the center of the image Dabo is accompanying a person to her desired goal while
navigating in a urban environment. The right image corresponds to the robot GUI, built on
ROS architecture. Green cylinders correspond to persons’ detections and the orange cylinder
corresponds to the target to be accompanied.
utility, but the use of forecasting tools like the BHMIP may improve a countless number of robot
applications, specially in urban or outdoor environments.
3.6 Summary
In the present chapter we have presented a novel and accurate human motion intentionality
indicator, denominated Bayesian Human Motion Intentionality Prediction (BHMIP), which is a
geometric-based long-term predictor. This novel contribution is essential for the development of
future contributions, specially for navigation and accompany tasks, as explained later.
We have proposed two variants of the algorithm: the BHMIP-SW (sliding window) and the
BHMIP-D (time decay). The performance of both are successful, but the BHMIP-D behaves better
under challenging trajectories, as demonstrated in the abnormal database.
We have presented a simple formulation, a low computational complexity and it outperforms
other state of the art approaches. The system requires minimal training, since it is place
independent and only the set of the scene destinations must be obtained, although it might
be obtained using geometrical or manual methods as well.
A comparison of the BHMIP is done with other well known methods for long-time prediction
using the Edinburgh Informatics Forum pedestrian and the Freiburg People Tracker databases.
Additionally, experiments in a real scenario are carried out including a set of volunteers walking
in the presence of a two-wheeled mobile robot, to validate the overall performance of the BHMIP.
The next logical step, which is explained in the next chapter, is to obtain a propagation
model of the predicted human motion in order to complete the forecast information that can be
extracted from people’s observations.
4
Human trajectory prediction
In the previous Chapter 3 we introduced the intentionality prediction concept that will be fully
exploited in the present Chapter 4. The objective of this chapter is to introduce a complete
prediction framework for human motion that closes the prediction Part I of the thesis.
We have based our prediction algorithm in the Social Force Model (SFM) by Helbing and
Molnar [1995] to shape person-to-person and obstacle-to-person interactions. As a contribution
of this chapter, we propose to expand the SFM by considering robot-to-person interactions as
well, and thus, we can employ it to develop the theory described in the subsequent parts of the
present thesis based on the “Extended Social Force Model” (ESFM).
Aiming to improve the human trajectory prediction, we propose a finer estimation of the
parameters of the ESFM that are responsible for the generation of predictions. Accordingly, we
have identified three different basic behaviors: Aware, Balanced and Unaware. In this chapter
we will discuss how to integrate this estimation into the prediction of trajectories and we will
show its results in real environments.
We have formulated the human trajectory prediction in an easily generalizable way, since
this tool can be useful for many applications, not only robotics.
The prediction framework is mainly based on our publication in the International Conference
on Robotics and Automation [Ferrer and Sanfeliu, 2014b]. The work presented in Sec. 4.3
describing the ESFM has been published in the International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems [Ferrer et al., 2013a] and appears in the thesis by Garrell [2013] as a result of our
collaboration.
4.1 Introduction
As stated before, in this chapter we present a complete probabilistic framework for human mo-
tion prediction in urban or social environments. The aforementioned framework consists of the
intentionality predictor (BHMIP) presented previously, the trajectory prediction algorithm and
the behavior estimator. We analyze human trajectories under the influence of an heterogeneous
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environment, where there are moving people, objects and robots, as well as static obstacles.
Our approach makes use of the Social Force Model (SFM) of Helbing and Molnar [1995]
to build realistic human trajectories. We propose an extension to the SFM that takes into
account the micro-interactions between pedestrians and robots and we obtain the robot-to-
person interaction specifically suited for Tibi&Dabo robots.
Additionally, we formulate a powerful and useful tool: the humanmotion behavior estimator.
We suggest to estimate the interaction parameters required in the SFM for every target to im-
prove the prediction performance. Every person is different and behaves differently in identical
situations, especially when robots appear. This serves as a motivation to obtain the estimation
of human behavior for enhancing the human motion prediction. Three different basic behaviors
have been detected: Aware, Balanced and Unaware. One of the main contributions of the present
chapter is to make use of the behavior estimator to formulate a reliable prediction framework
of people’s trajectories under the influence of moving people, robots and in general any moving
obstacle.
Figure 4.1: Prediction scheme. A basic scheme of the proposed prediction algorithm and
required estimators for a complete framework for human motion prediction.
In Fig. 4.1 is depicted a scheme of the prediction framework. Firstly, we use the Intentionality
Predictor (BHMIP) to estimate the best destination a person aims to. The information extracted
by the BHMIP is used in the following module, the Behavior Estimator. At last, we combine the
intentionality information plus the behavior information to provide an enhanced prediction of
human trajectories, as depicted in Fig 4.2. The last two modules of the scheme are the main
contributions of the present chapter.
We have demonstrated the good performance of our long-term prediction algorithm in real
scenarios, comparing to other prediction methods. In addition, we have implemented the
prediction framework into the robot software structure, aiming to use it in future chapters of
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Figure 4.2: Urban environment. Scene corresponding to the FME, where part of the
experiments were carried out. Prediction position covariances are drawn as green ellipses
projected and superposed in the plane.
this thesis.
4.2 Related work
There exists a wide variety of approaches to predict humanmotion, such as social fields or forces,
optimal control, geometry-based methods, inverse reinforcement learning, hidden Markov mod-
els, etc. We have based our work on the social field or forces methods. These methods present
an important advantage over other approaches, they model the interactions between all the
elements in the environment in a simple and easy way to calculate, while other approaches do
not even consider interactions, providing a path in a static environment.
Human motion has been studied in terms of social fields or forces [Helbing and Molnar,
1995; Zanlungo et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2006] where changes in behavior can be explained
by these virtual forces. The social-force model (SFM) described in [Helbing and Molnar, 1995]
takes into account both the goal and the interactions by defining a summation of existing forces
describing people’s trajectories.
The work of Zanlungo et al. [2011] has treated the problem by considering a collision time
which determines the magnitude of the interacting force. Nevertheless, this model is not able to
explain why different people behave differently, under the same configuration of the scene. In
[Garrell et al., 2009; Garrell and Sanfeliu, 2012] has been proposed a potential field based on
the SFM to model groups of people and guide them. The study of human motion has motivated
many studies directly applied to robot navigation. Huang et al. [2006] have proposed a robot
vision-guided local navigation, where they characterize a model of human navigation. Similar
to the virtual forces, Antonini et al. [2006] have modeled short term behavior of individuals as
a response to the presence of other pedestrians.
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Human trajectories can be also generated following control laws. In [Arechavaleta et al.,
2006b,a, 2008], the human motion prediction has been obtained using control criteria in con-
trolled environments. Papadopoulos et al. [2013] have used inverse optimal control to generate
human trajectories and Shin et al. [1993] have generated paths using clothoids. Vieilledent
et al. [2001] have related velocity and curvature to generate human trajectories. These methods
generated very realistic paths under some conditions, superior to the SFM, however they do not
model the simultaneous and subtle interactions that take place in a urban environments between
people, and thus, these models are not accurate on realistic urban dynamic situations.
Human motion can also be explained in terms of geometric criteria. We already introduced
some of these works on Chapter 3, such as [Foka and Trahanias, 2010]. Moussaïd et al. [2011]
have proposed a method to adapt human walking speeds and directions based on behavioral
heuristics. Bruce and Gordon [2004] infer destinations in a scene and plan accordingly for an
intelligent trajectory estimation against occlusions for tracking applications.
Lately, learning techniques have become very popular to model human motion. Clustering
methods, such as the work of Bennewitz et al. [2005] presented in the previous chapter, can
be used to calculate the future position of a person’s trajectory. They analyze a collection of
people’s trajectories in indoor environments and cluster those motion trajectories, by using the
Expectation-Maximization algorithm into primitive trajectories. Similarly, Vasquez et al. [2009]
and Sehestedt et al. [2009] have clustered and learned a Hidden Markov Model to classify and
predict trajectories. Castro-González et al. [2010] have clustered typical crossing behaviors and
predict people’s trajectories as a result of those interactions.
Chung and Huang [2010] have studied spatial effects to build trajectories in a socially
acceptable manner. In [van den Berg et al., 2008, 2011] it has been proposed the simulation of
multiple agents interacting simultaneously moving in a common space, which has been used by
Kim et al. [2015] to predict pedestrians’ trajectories.
Inverse Reinforce Learning (IRL) has been followed by many works [Ziebart et al., 2009;
Henry et al., 2010; Luber et al., 2012; Kuderer et al., 2012] as a tool to learn the parameters
describing human motion and identifying the navigation features that could be useful for robot
navigation, simulations or predictions. Vasquez et al. [2014] have proposed a comparison of
many navigation features used in the IRL in different works.
The Social Force Model presents accuracy limitations when performing micro-prediction of
human motion. The work of Kuderer et al. [2012] have proposed a learning-based motion
prediction approach which compares to the SFM. Nonetheless, it is still unclear which approach
works better since the calibration of models may be tricky and leads to contradictory conclusions.
We will discuss more on this issue in the summary 4.7 of the chapter, after the experimentations
have been carried out.
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4.3 The Extended Social Force Model
We need a model in order to predict human trajectories, as estated before, we have chosen
to base our work on the Social Force Model (SFM). This model suggests that the motion of
pedestrians can be described as if they would be subject to “social forces”. These forces are a
measure for the internal motivations of the individuals to perform certain actions (movements),
which model the micro-interactions between people in a manner that resembles the physical
properties of gas. This theory is presented and further developed throughout this dissertation.
We encountered two main problems when trying to adapt the SFM to the prediction frame-
work. The first problem is due to the SFM requiring information of attractors or goals in order to
work. This problem is directly solved by the BHMIP, see Chapter 3, which provides an estimation
of the most expectable destination that a person is aiming to. The second problem, the SFM
does not consider the interaction between people and robots. In order to achieve a model
capable of representing the interactions between pedestrians, obstacles and robots in typical
social environments, we propose the Extended Social Force model (ESFM), based on [Helbing
and Molnar, 1995], which is one of the main contributions of the present chapter.
In the following paragraphs, the internal forces for both robots and humans are described
according to the original SFM, however we have discussed the variations provided by the ESFM
when necessary. Moreover, people’s internal forces are used to predict his/her motion as will be
described in Sec. 4.5.
Figure 4.3: Extended Social-Force Model. Diagram of the social forces corresponding to the
person pn. The blue arrow represents the force aiming to a destination and the orange arrows
represent each of the different kinds of interaction forces: person-to-person, object-to-person
and robot-to-person. The summation of all the forces is represented as the black arrow fn.
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Formally, the original SFM considers the pedestrian pn with mass mn as a particle abiding
the laws of Newtonian mechanics and makes use of attractors and repulsors in the continuous
space to characterize motion. Hence, the basic equation of motion for a pedestrian is given by
the social force term
fn(t) =
d vn(t)
dt
mn, (4.1)
where the social force fn(t) is related as the derivative of the velocity vn(t), which describes
the trajectory of the pedestrian pn over time. For the sake of simplicity, we will value mn as the
unity for every person considered.
A person is attracted to a goal in the scene or a destination following the presentation of
Chapter 3, as depicted in Fig. 4.3. Thus, the steering force is formulated as:
f goaln (t,Dn(t)) = kn( v
0
n(Dn(t))− vn(t)), (4.2)
where the pedestrian pn tries to move at a desired speed v0n in a desired direction en, such as
v0n = v
0
n en. The desired velocity’s direction is given by a vector pointing from the present position
of the person to the next subgoal or destination. At this point we have introduced the concept
of intentionality Dn(t), proposed in the previous Chapter 3 and estimated thanks to the BHMIP,
and that is the reason why v0n appears as a function of the intentionality Dn(t) at time t. The
original formulation of the SFM assumes a prior knowledge of this desired velocity. The desired
velocitymodule is the one at which the person feels more comfortable to walk and is estimated by
averaging observations. The relaxation time is the interval of time needed to reach the desired
velocity and the desired direction, where kn = 1/τn and τi is the time for a human to take a
step, 0.5 seconds approximately.
Furthermore, repulsive effects from the influences of other people, obstacles and robot in the
environment are described by the interaction forces. These forces prevent humans from walking
along their intended direction, moreover, they are modeled as a summation of forces either
introduced by other pedestrians pj , f
int
n,j (t), by obstacles, f
int
n,o (t), and, in the present study we
model the interaction due to robots f intn,r (t). A diagram of the social forces corresponding to the
person pn is plotted in Fig. 4.3. The resulting force fn(t) governs the trajectory described by the
target pn at time t
fn(t) = f
goal
n (t,Dn(t)) +
∑
j∈P\n
f intn,j (t) +
∑
o∈O
f intn,o (t) +
∑
r∈R
f intn,r (t), (4.3)
being P the set of people moving in the environment where the human interacts, R is the set
of robots and O is the set of obstacles. At this point, we are introducing a variation to the
classical SFM. The SFM considers all interactions as a summation of equally interacting forces,
however, the Extension of the SFM stresses on the fact that we can quantify different interactions
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between different kinds of targets. In our case, we are interested in providing a valid model to
generate trajectories in the presence of robots as well as obstacles and people, and thus, we have
characterized these interactions differently for people, obstacles and robots. As we will detail
later in Sec. 4.4, we can provide a more accurate version of the model by estimating additional
features such as the human motion “behavior”.
The repulsive interaction forces are approximated to exponentials, according to the SFM
f intn,z (t) = aze
(dz−dn,z(t))/bz dˆn,z, (4.4)
where z is either a person, a robot or a static object in the environment, as a peculiarity of
the ESFM with respect to the SFM. az and bz denote respectively the strength and range of
interaction force, dz is the sum of the radii of the pedestrian and its interacting entity. The
distance dn,z(t) from the person n to the target z at time t and dˆn,z is the unity vector z → n. In
order to calculate the Euclidean distance between n and z, humans and objects are assumed to
be of circular shape with radii rn and rz.
Given the limited field of view of humans, influences might not be isotropic. This is formally
expressed by scaling the interaction forces with an anisotropic factor depending on ϕn,z between
vn and dn,z
w(ϕn,z) =
(
λz + (1− λz)
1 + cos(ϕn,z)
2
)
, (4.5)
where λz defines the strength of the anisotropic factor
cos(ϕn,z) = −nn,z · er. (4.6)
The term nn,z is the normalized vector pointing from the position of z to person pn which
describes the direction of the force. Fig. 4.4 presents the value of the presented forces and the
anisotropic factor.
The parameters ρ = {k, az, bz , λz, dz} are defined depending on the nature of the object,
for instance, there is a set of parameters for the person-to-person interaction and the obstacle-
to-person interaction, as described in other works such as [Zanlungo et al., 2011; Luber et al.,
2010]. In this section we obtain the parameters describing the robot-to-person interaction since,
to the authors’ knowledge, these parameters had not been obtained before. The parameters are
obtained using real experimental trajectories and a genetic algorithm, see Sec. 4.6.1.
In the following sections we will introduce a complementary concept to the calculation of
the ESFM parameters ρ, not only depending on the nature of the object, but an estimation of
the parameters depending on the observation of the trajectory. This method provides a more
accurate trajectory prediction as we will discuss later.
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Figure 4.4: Anisotropic parameter and forces modules. Left: Representation of (4.5), defined
as the given limited field of view of humans. Right: Forces magnitudes, the x-axis shows the
distance from person pn to an object, a person pj or the robot r. The radius of pn is 0.2m and
the sum of the radii of pn and pk is 0.4m. For a robot, the considered radius is 1m.
4.3.1 ESFM’s parameters learning
We consider three kinds of interaction forces: person-to-person, obstacle-to-person and robot-to-
person. The first and the second interactions have been studied in previous papers like [Helbing
and Molnar, 1995; Zanlungo et al., 2011; Luber et al., 2010]. However, the robot-to-person
interaction parameters were not directly obtained in any previous work, thereby, in this section
we present a learning method to obtain the parameters ρ = {k, arp, brp, λrp, drp}.
We decouple the training in two steps: firstly, we optimize the intrinsic parameters of the
model forces k describing the expected human trajectories under no external constrains. By
asserting no additional interaction, then we guarantee ρ = {k, 0, 0, 0, 0}, which greatly simplifies
the optimization of parameters to a single parameter. All optimizations used to learn the
model forces parameters are carried out using genetic optimization algorithms [Goldberg, 1988]
minimizing the following error function:
k∗ = argmin
k
{∑
N ′
∑
time
‖ xo(t)− xe(t,ρ)‖
}
, (4.7)
where xo is the person’s observed position and xe(t,ρ) is the expected position after integrating
the previous known position, according to (4.1) and calculating the corresponding steering
forces as described in (4.2).
Secondly, we optimize the extrinsic parameters of the force interaction model {a, b, λ, d}
under the presence of a moving robot, making sure it is the only external force altering the
outcome of the described trajectory. In this case, we have recordedN trajectories, different than
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the trajectories N ′ of the first optimization step, in order to calculate the force parameters:
{a, b, λ, d}∗ = arg min
{a,b,λ,d}
{∑
N
∑
time
‖ xo(t)− xe(t,ρ)‖
}
, (4.8)
where the observations xo(t) correspond to the only person in the scene and the expected
positions xe(t,ρ) are calculated integrating the forces described in (4.3) and (4.2), now fixing
the k parameter to ρ = {k∗, a, b, λ, d} as calculated in the first step of the optimization.
We have prepared a database in a real environment, as explained in Sec. 4.6.1, where we
recorded more than 80 human trajectories using a laser sensor, and then, we manually labeled
people’s positions along the trajectory. A total of 20 volunteers participated in both parts of the
experiment.
4.4 Behavior estimation
During experimentation in real scenarios [Ferrer et al., 2013a,b] we observed a high variability
in human motion and it served as the motivation to develop the present work. Given the high
variability of human behavior, it is difficult to accurately predict human motion using the same
set of parameters ρ = {k, a, b, λ, d} for all people, since there is a clear disagreement between
predictions and observations. As a result, our hypothesis is that each pair of interactions is
characterized by an specific set of parameters ρl. Therefore, the prediction problem becomes
an estimation of those specific behaviors ρl. We take into account additional considerations to
estimate trajectories, similar to inferring motion intentions in a complex environment [Ferrer
and Sanfeliu, 2014a], to alleviate the “high variability of trajectories” issue observed in real
environments.
To this end, we define a set of possible behaviors B = {B1, B2, . . . , BL}, each of them
directly corresponds to a set of interaction parameters ρl = {kl, al, bl, λl, dl}, which define the
interaction forces according to the ESFM. In addition, the inherent variable Bn,q is the estimated
behavior between the target n and q, and it can be any behavior Bn,q(t) ∈ B. Accordingly,
we propose a method to infer the latent state Bn,q(t) = Bl of a person that describes its force
interaction with its nearby targets, and thus, its trajectory.
The behavior Bn,q(t) corresponds to the interaction between two people. For instance, a
person may react very conservatively to an unexpected target while simultaneously behave
passively with a companion. As depicted in Fig. 4.5, we can observe how different targets exert
different forces which can only be explained if different behaviors are applied to each target.
The set of behaviors corresponding to one target is defined as Bn(t) = {Bn,q(t), ∀q 6= n} as
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Figure 4.5: Behavior ESFM. Scheme of the social forces based on behavior estimations. As it
can be seen, the behavior Bi determines the magnitude of the interacting forces, and hence,
they are directly responsible of the described trajectories.
the set of parameters that describe the interactions of the nth target and its surrounding targets:
f intn (t,Bn(t)) =
∑
q∈Q
f intn,q (t,Bn,q(t)). (4.9)
We propose to use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to classify the sequential data informa-
tion to infer the hidden behavior state:
P
(
Bn,q(t) = Bl| X(t)
)
= η · P
(
X(t)|Bn,q(t)
)
·∑
Bn,q(t−1)
P
(
Bn,q(t)|Bn,q(t− 1)
)
P
(
Bn,q(t− 1)| X(t− 1)
)
, (4.10)
where
P
(
X(t)|Bnj(t)
)
= N
(
‖ fˆ
int
obs(t)− f
int
n (t,Bn(t))‖;µf,Σf
)
(4.11)
is a Gaussian distribution. The estimated interaction force is formulated as
fˆ
int
obs(t) = fobs(t)− f
goal
n (t,Dn(t)), (4.12)
where we can calculate the observed force fobs(t) following (4.1) and the force f
goal
n (t,Dn(t)) to
its goal by using (4.2), which is only possible after estimating the intentionality Dn(t) thanks
to the BHMIP. The resulting subtraction is the estimated interaction force fˆ
int
obs(t). If it is well
modeled, its value should be close to (4.9) which is the calculation of the interacting forces.
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4.4.1 Behavior clustering
We need to obtain certain knowledge about the values of the basic classes B in order to use the
proposed algorithm. Consequently, the clustering problem boils down to obtain a large set of
ρnq = {k, anq, bnq, λnq, dnq} parameters, which are direct responsible for the motion behaviors
as explained in this section.
We can obtain the estimated force of interaction fˆ
int
obs(t) as described in (4.12). However,
we now require a function or method to calculate the values of ρ, the social forces parameters,
that fit better to the observation of the force fˆ
int
obs(t). We ensure, as explained in Sec. 4.6.2, that
the training data acquired to calculate the parameter ρˆn,q is generated only by the interaction
of the target n with a single target q:
ρˆn,q = argmin
ρ
( t∑
τ=t−w
‖ fˆ
int
obs(τ)− f
int
n,q (τ,ρ)‖
2
)
. (4.13)
In general, any method to calculate this minimization solves the problem of finding the
best ρˆn,q. We have chosen a sampling method, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Metropolis-
Hastings (MCMC-MH) [Andrieu et al., 2003]. The problem to be solved is treated as a stochastic
optimization, since w is small, and hence, we provide a few number of observation forces to
calculate the ρˆ. We make use of a priori information of values of typical ρ parameters calculated
in other works [Zanlungo et al., 2011; Luber et al., 2010; Ferrer et al., 2013a] to constrain the
search space.
Algorithm 1 MCMC-MH Learning
1: Initialize ρ(0)
2: for i = 0 to N − 1 do
3: Sample u ∼ U[0,1]
4: Sample ρ∗ ∼ q(ρ∗|ρ(i))
5: if u < P (e(ρ∗), e(ρi)) then
6: ρ(i+1) = ρ∗
7: else
8: ρ(i+1) = ρ(i)
9: end if
10: end for
In Alg. 1 is depicted the basic procedure. The function e(ρ) =
∑
‖ fˆ
int
obs(τ) − f
int
n,q (τ,ρ)‖
2 is
the accumulated quadratic error and q(ρ∗|ρ(i)) is a Gaussian distribution centered a ρ(i). The
joint probability P (e(ρ∗), e(ρi)) is modeled as a Gaussian distribution.
Once we have obtained a set of ρn,q parameters (for simplification referred hereafter as ρk),
we make use of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm to obtain the clusters of ρl, and thus,
the behavior primitive classes Bl ∈ B.
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A straightforward implementation of the EM algorithm solves the problem of finding a set of
clusters, since all the required elements are known. The Expectation is calculated as:
γ(ρk) =
πlN (ρk;µl,Σl)∑L
j πjN (ρk;µj,Σj)
(4.14)
and the Maximization:
πl =
∑
γ(ρk)∑
γ(ρ)
(4.15)
µl =
∑
γ(ρk) · ρk∑
γ(ρk)
(4.16)
Σl =
∑
γ(ρk) · (ρk − µl)(ρk − µl)
⊤∑
γ(ρk)
(4.17)
As we will show in Sec. 4.6.2, the dimensionality of the ESFM parameters ρ can be reduced
since the most significant variables are {a, b} for our experiment, which greatly reduces the
complexity of this calculation.
4.5 Human motion prediction
This section, as explained at the beginning of the chapter, makes use of the above explained
tools and methods to characterize typically human behaviors and proposes a direct algorithm
to integrate all the presented parts into a framework for enhancing the prediction of human
motion.
Intentionality prediction is essential to understand human motion. We require the desti-
nations, as explained in previous sections, to set points in a scene as goal-interesting places.
Behavior estimation is also of vital importance for the correct prediction of human trajectories.
Therefore, we will update the probabilities P
(
Bn,q(t) = Bl| X(t)
)
and P
(
Dn(t)=Dm| Xn(t)
)
every instant t. For simplicity of the explanation, we assume that the estimations of Dn(t) and
Bn,q(t) are known and available for the presentation of the trajectories’ calculations, facilitating
the formulation of human motion predictor. However, we have presented in previous sections an
approach to calculate them and we are simplifying the problem by providing the most expectable
Dn(t) and Bn,q(t). Moreover, we will explain later a multi-hypothesis prediction approach that
contemplates different outcomes for a multiple estimations of destinations under the same given
scene configuration.
Let sn(t) = [ xn(t), vn(t)]⊤ be the augmented state vector for the nth person in the scene
consisting of position and its derivate vn(t) = x˙n(t). More concretely, we define the person’s
state sp(t) = [x(t), y(t), vx(t), vy(t)]⊤ as a double integrator, a free moving particle subject to the
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following differential constraints dc() in the continuous domain:
s˙n(t) = dc(t, sn(t),un(t)) =


vx(t)
vy(t)
ax(t)
ay(t)

 (4.18)
where the state sn(t) is modified by the inputs un(t) which are the accelerations un(t) =
[ax(t), ay(t)]
⊤ that are obtained by following (4.3) using the Behavior parameters as explained
in Sec. 4.4. Although the values of the inputs un(t) must be discrete variables in the implemen-
tation, we have presented a formulation in which those inputs are expressed in a continuous
time domain, as piecewise constant functions.
We can formulate this restriction more compactly into the function
s˙n(t) = dc
(
t, sn(t), fn(t,Dn(t),Bn(t))
)
, (4.19)
which requires as inputs its own state sn(t) and the virtual forces fn(t,Dn(t),Bn(t)). The
differential constraint dc
(
t, sn(t), fn(t,Dn(t),Bn(t))
)
= [ vn(t), fn(t,Dn(t),Bn(t))]
⊤ is equal to
the velocity of the state vn(t) and the accelerations un(t) = fn(t,Dn(t),Bn(t)) are calculated
by the ESFM and improved by the behavior estimation.
Finally, we formulate a prediction trajectory for a time horizon of h and its correspondent
covariance. Let
Xˆn(t+ h) = {xˆn(t+∆t), xˆn(t+ 2∆t), . . . , xˆn(t+ h)} (4.20)
be the set of predicted positions starting in the current time t plus the time interval ∆t, and
finishing in the time horizon t + h, similarly as presented in (3.1). Thereby, its corresponding
augmented vector sˆn = [xˆn, vˆn] of positions and velocities:
Sˆn(t+ h) = {sˆn(t+∆t), sˆn(t+ 2∆t), . . . , sˆn(t+ h)} (4.21)
Σˆn(t+ h) = {Σˆn(t+∆t), Σˆn(t+ 2∆t), . . . , Σˆn(t+ h)}. (4.22)
As shown in Alg. 2, all the present targets in the scene propagate simultaneously and the
expected propagations are utilized in the next iteration. Once a target succeeds on its intention
to reach its destination Dn(t), it remains idle waiting for the rest of the targets to get to their
corresponding destinations or until the time horizon h expires.
The ordinary differential equation (ODE) appearing in line 4 in Alg. 2 computes the update
of the state sˆn(t′+∆t), which is solved analytically by considering the accelerations as constants
throughout the time interval [t′, t′ + ∆t]. In addition, it is subject to a limitation in velocity
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Algorithm 2 Human trajectory prediction
1: for t′ = t, t+∆t . . . , t+ h do
2: for n = 1, . . . , N do
3: if xˆn(t
′) * Dn(t) then
4: sˆn(t
′ +∆t) = sˆn(t
′) +
∫
∆t
˙ˆsn(τ)dτ
5: Σˆn(t
′ +∆t) = Σˆn(t
′) + Σˆdc(t
′)
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
‖ vn‖ < vmax. The covariance Σˆdc(t′) is calculated depending on the propagation values.
Regarding the multi-hypothesis issue, we should consider that the estimation of the target’s
intentionality (see Chapter 3) is not perfectly estimated and a certain degree of uncertainty is
associated to the best expected destination, leading to possible association error, i.e. Dn(t) 6= D∗.
As it can be seen in Fig. 4.6, the target can move towards any of the mth destinations in the
scene, with probability P
(
Dn(t)=Dm| Xn(t)
)
. A hypothesis l is the set of combinations of people
intentions, where each person has associated a single expected intentionalityDn(t) = Dln . Thus,
the joint probability for N people is
P
(
D1(t) = Dl1 , . . . ,DN (t) = DlN | Xn(t)
)
=
∏
n∈N
P
(
Dn(t) = Dln | Xn(t)
)
, (4.23)
where for each hypothesis l the prediction is performed following Alg. 2.
Dm
sn (t+h) 
D2
D3
D1
^
xn(t) 
vn(t) 
fn(t) 
Xn(t)
Figure 4.6: Trajectory propagation. An example of a single trajectory prediction trying to reach
destination Dm.
If there are many targets in the scene, the number of hypothesis grows exponentially and we
should branch and prune the hypothesis to those whose joint probabilities of (4.23) are more
expectable, and proceed to apply Alg 2 with their respective parameters associated for each
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hypothesis. In Fig. 4.7 is depicted an example of multiple targets propagating by using the best
intentionality estimation.
In posterior chapters we will make use of the prediction algorithm as if the only hypothesis
is the best hypothesis, although we have shown that it can be generalized to any number of
hypothesis.
Dm
Xn(t)
sn (t+h) 
D3
D1
^
D2
xn(t) 
vn(t) 
fn(t) 
Xj(t)
xj(t) 
sj (t+h) 
^
sj(t+Δt) 
Σj(t+2Δt) 
^
^
Figure 4.7: Multiple trajectory propagations. An example of a multiple trajectory prediction
trying to reach their corresponding destinations at time t+ 2∆t.
4.6 Experiments
In order to conduct all the experiments and to test the presented approach, we have used a
mobile service robot, the Tibi&Dabo robotic platforms, designed to work in urban pedestrian
areas and to interact with people (see Fig. 4.2).
The experimental areas are the BRL (Barcelona Robot Lab) and the FME (Facultat de Matemà-
tiques i Estadística), both outdoor and urban environments located at the university.
For the recording of the experiments, we have used two Hokuyo UTM-30LX 2D laser range
sensors on-board the robotic platform. Human detection is done using laser information and
the tracker helps out to maintain targets in the scene (for further details, see Appendix A).
We have divided this section in three different parts, one subsection for each of the corre-
sponding experiments of Secs. 4.3-4.5.
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4.6.1 ESFM parameters learning
The first part of the experiments is dedicated to the study of the ESFM parameters that governs
human motion. We consider three kinds of interaction forces: person-to-person, person-obstacle
and person-robot. The first and the second interactions have been studied in previous papers
like [Helbing and Molnar, 1995; Zanlungo et al., 2011]. However, the person-robot interaction
parameters were not directly obtained in any previous work, thereby, in this section we present
the results obtained for the parameters ρrp = {arp, arp, λrp, drp}.
As discussed in Sec. 4.3.1, we have divided the parameter estimation in two different parts,
analyzing 80 trajectories described by 20 different volunteers between 20 and 54 years old.
During the first part, we optimize (4.8) the intrinsic parameter of the ESFM {k} describing the
expected human trajectories under no external constrains. The experiment setting is as follows:
the volunteers are told to walk towards a goal in a scene free of obstacles. A total of 4 different
initial orientations are recorded in order to obtain more diverse trajectories.
The second part of the ESFM parameter learning was done under the influence of the Tibi
robot. We optimize the parameters of the force interaction model ρrp = {arp, brp, λrp, drp} under
the presence of a moving robot, asserting that it is the only external force altering the outcome of
trajectory described by the person. The volunteers walk towards a given goal in a free obstacle
scenario. Simultaneously, the teleoperated Tibi robot approaches the walking pedestrian and
interacts with him/her. We observe and track their trajectories and process them in order to
obtain the remaining ESFM parameters.
Interaction k [s−1] a [m/s−1] b [m] d [m] λ
Per-Per [Luber et al., 2010] 2 1.25 0.1 0.2 0.5
Per-Per [Zanlungo et al., 2011] 4.9 10 0.34 0.16 1
Robot-to-Person 2.3 2.66 0.79 0.4 0.59
(our approach) (± 0.37) (± 4.51) (± 0.21) (± 0.25) (± 0.36)
Table 4.1: Parameters of the SFM calculated in different works and our calculations for the
robot-to-person interaction considered in the ESFM
Table 4.1 shows the parameters learned after applying the minimization process (see Sec. 4.3.1),
using genetic algorithms, to all database trajectories. Each parameter includes a standard devi-
ation obtained after estimating the parameters for each trajectory independently. Furthermore,
in this table it can be seen the parameters proposed by Luber et al. [2010] and Zanlungo et al.
[2011] are referred to the person-to-person SFM. The standard deviations of some parameters
are high, because people behave differently when they interact with robots. Motivated to solve
this problem, we have proposed the behavior-based estimation of the ESFM parameters for a
more accurate prediction.
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4.6.2 Behavior clustering
The second part of the experiments, performed in the FME, consisted of one robot and one
person as obstacles, where a set of volunteers performed experiments in a controlled scene. The
objective was to obtain data to calculate the behavior classes, as explained in Sec. 4.4.1. Over 40
volunteers were recorded during a full day of experiments. Men and women, ranging from 20
to 56 years old participated as volunteers and some of them had not any experience in robotics.
In Fig. 4.8 is depicted a real example of an experiment, as observed by the robot GUI.
Figure 4.8: Behavior clustering experiment. On the Left the volunteer walks and interacts
with the interacting obstacle while trying to reach the goal (lilac cylinder). On the Right takes
place the second interaction with the robotic platform, that is teleoperated in order to provide
interaction.
The experiment setting is simple: the volunteers are told to naturally walk towards a very
visible destination (a huge lilac cylinder), while approaching their destination, a dynamic obsta-
cle crosses his/her path. Two dynamic obstacles are used during the experiments, a person and
the Dabo robot. During the experiment, it is very important not to interact with both obstacles
at the same time, but the volunteers were not told anything regarding this condition.
Once obtained and processed the trajectories, the parameters ρk = {k, ak, bk, λk, dk} can be
calculated by simply applying the procedure described in Sec. 4.4.1. For plotting purposes, we
have reduced the dimensionality of the SFM parameters ρ to the parameters {a, b} , as depicted
in Fig. 4.9. A PCA analysis reveals that the two principal eigenvectors, were almost a linear
combination of {a, b} exclusively and their respective eigenvalues concentrated more than 99%
of the “energy”.
The results in Fig. 4.9 clearly show three basic behaviors. The Aware behavior in blue {k =
2.3, a = 4.78, b = 6.22, λ = 0.56, d = 0.20}, which is high both in a and b and represents all those
trajectories of people extremely cautious, that exceed in consideration towards the other target.
This behavior was clearly visible when some volunteers seemed to be afraid of the robot.
In green, the Unaware behavior {k = 2.3, a = 0.98, b = 0.16, λ = 0.56, d = 0.20}, correspond-
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Figure 4.9: Cluster of behaviors. A projection of the most representative parameters {a, b} in
order to illustrate in a graphic the three basic behaviors detected.
ing to all those people that virtually ignored their obstacles and went to their destinations no
matter what. This behavior is not atypical and it may happen often in daily life.
And finally in red we can observe the Balanced behavior {k = 2.3, a = 3.05, b = 2.91, λ =
0.56, d = 0.20}. This cluster describes all those behaviors that are not Aware or Unaware
behaviors, and hence, it is a mixture of a great variety of behaviors.
The separability of clusters is not really significant, but this classification answers most of
the questions arisen regarding the interaction of moving targets in a scene. It is not important
the nature of the target, but the consideration of the person towards the target. An implication
of this paradigm of interaction modeling is that it is no longer reciprocal, that is, an Unaware
pedestrian may inflict great social-force stress to other pedestrians, but in response he or she
gets almost no social-force feedback since the force exerted by other people to the Unaware
pedestrian is much more smaller. On the contrary, an Aware pedestrian may suffer more social
stress on a typically social environment. All those considerations greatly affect the deployment
of social robots, being the first, the Unaware target a threaten to the integrity of the robot, and
the Aware pedestrian would suffer a high social stress in the presence of a robot which should
act accordingly to reduce that impact. For these reasons it is of vital importance to detect those
behaviors if we want to deploy social robots on urban or social environments and being accepted
by humans and facilitate their daily life and not in the contrary.
In Fig. 4.10 is depicted a function of the social-force module | fˆ
int
obs| for each set of parameters
with respect to the distance to target. Additionally, we can observe the obtained social-force
parameters for each ρk that resulted in the minimization of (4.13). We can appreciate that the
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Figure 4.10: Social-force modules clustered by behaviors. The expected force of interaction
| fˆ
int
obs| is plotted with respect to distance from interacting target and clustered into the three
behaviors detected.
separation of the clusters is not so significant, despite the noisy conditions and the variability of
humans.
4.6.3 Evaluation of predicted trajectories
The third part of the experiments was performed in the BRL. Using the parameters obtained
before for each behavior, we tested the algorithm during a full morning of experiments. This
time, the experiment setting was even more simple. We did not require any direct volunteer:
the robot was navigating in the campus and meanwhile recording trajectories of people on their
natural habitat.
The idea is to apply the algorithms explained before in a real scenario where nobody knows
which kind of experiment the robot is performing. For all the trajectories observed, we have
calculated the most expectable destination each target aims to. That is, we are selecting only
the best destination, and thus, simplifying the multiple hypothesis that could be generated into
a single hypothesis. The environment where the experiments are carried out, the BRL, is shown
in Fig. 4.11.
An example of an interaction is depicted in Fig. 4.12. The robot slowly moves and three
students quickly walk to attend a class. Each of the targets is depicted in the same color on
each picture. On the left picture, the algorithm predicts that the green target may stop, due to
the interaction with the blue target and the robot. As it can be seen in the complete trajectory,
this never happens and green simply changes its direction and this time the algorithm predicts
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Figure 4.11: Prediction example in a real environment. In the image is depicted the real
environment where this part of the experiments were carried out (BRL), and the robot GUI
showing predictions as a series of green ellipses and behavior estimations.
correctly. All those prediction trajectories, and their corresponding covariances are calculated
on a time horizon of two seconds.
Aiming to obtain reliable results, and not a single experiment of prediction, we have tested
under the following circumstances. We have evaluated the performance of the prediction algo-
rithm for each time of the interval, that is, starting just after the observation from a horizon of
0.1 seconds to the maximum horizon of 10 seconds.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction, we have set a binary function which
returns a success if the prediction at time t+h is within 1 meter of the real trajectory performed
by the target. Additionally, we have compared various methods, as it can be seen in Fig. 4.13.
In dashed blue is depicted the linear propagation as a prediction method. This method simply
filters the velocity and propagates accordingly to the horizon time. In solid green is depicted
the performance of the social-force approach, that is, making use of intentionality information
and interaction forces, but using fixed parameters. It clearly outperforms the linear propaga-
tion, even for a short horizon time and for long horizons, it simply can not be compared. In
dashed dotted red is drawn our complete approach, now using prediction information as well as
behavior estimation. We can appreciate how the performance can be enhanced just by adding
intentionality prediction and behavior information with respect to the linear propagation.
On average, the performance of the short-term velocity propagation method is 28.66%, for
the social-force 78.47%, which only uses intentionality information and a 91.71% accuracy for
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Figure 4.12: Prediction example depicted in three frames. Each of the targets is depicted in
the same color on each picture. On the Left picture, the algorithm predicts that target green may
stop, due to the interaction of the blue target and the robot. All those prediction trajectories,
and their corresponding covariances are calculated on a time horizon of two seconds.
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Figure 4.13: Results on real environments. The performance function of our proposed method,
and a comparison with a short-term predictor and a prediction only based on forces.
the proposed method using behavior estimation and intentionality information.
4.7 Summary
In this part of the thesis we have presented a complete framework of human motion prediction
in social environments. The framework consists of the intentionality predictor (BHMIP), the
behavior estimator and the trajectory prediction algorithm that makes use of the two estimators
to provide an enhanced prediction of human motion.
We have presented the Extended Social Force Model (ESFM) that considers robot-person
interactions in addition to person-person and person-obstacle. The SFM by itself is not accurate
enough and in this chapter we have provided estimation tools (the behavior estimation) in order
to raise the prediction performance.
As a result of the study of the ESFM, we have suggested a behavior estimation to provide a
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more precise prediction algorithm by proposing a set of basic behaviors or groups of ρ parame-
ters, where three different basic behaviors have been detected: Aware, Balanced and Unaware.
These clusters have been obtained during experimentation in a real environment using a wide
diversity of volunteers and different kinds of interacting targets, such as a person and a robot.
The last part of the chapter corresponds to the trajectory prediction, where we have inte-
grated the proposed estimators into the prediction model. We have called this structure the pre-
diction framework. Real experimentation has demonstrated that the integration of intentionality
prediction and motion behavior can greatly improve the accuracy of human motion prediction in
real scenarios (BRL). However, it is important to note the limitations of the prediction approach,
and accordingly, we provide covariances associates with predictions that increment over time.
A direct application as a future work for the behavior estimation is, for instance, the esti-
mation of human behavior and its use as a human acceptance indicator, being specially useful
in case of sensing an extreme aware behavior or to detect threatening pedestrians which may
potentially collide with the robot.
In the context of this thesis, we will base our future contributions on many of the results
presented here. It will be explained in more detail in the following chapters, but the next logical
hypothesis is that the prediction system should improve the navigation approach.
Part II
Robot navigation
5
Social-aware reactive navigation
In our first approach to the robot navigation issue we propose a reactive scheme to solve the
navigation problem in a urban environment considering people and obstacles. Unfortunately,
in this early stage of our research, we treat the problem without considering the prediction
framework defined in Part I, and a pure reactive approach is presented making use of the
Extended Social Force Model.
The main idea of this chapter is to adapt the ESFM, that provides a realistic model of
human motion, to a robot navigation algorithm, which is mainly driven by the social-forces
centered at the robot. Since our navigation is based on the ESFM, our scheme becomes social-
aware of the environment, seeing that we consider interactions with people and obstacles.
The main hypothesis of this chapter is: a more humanized navigation, in the sense that the
robot responds to the ESFM, will highly increase the acceptance over pedestrians, due to the
similarities between the robot behavior and the expected behavior of other pedestrians. We will
show in the following sections that this initial hypothesis does not hold when implemented in
real scenarios. Luckily, this limitation has motivated us to further study robot navigation.
In the following sections is discussed our initial approach to the robot navigation problem,
and this research has motivated the publication of this work in the European Conference on
Mobile Robotics [Ferrer et al., 2013b].
5.1 Introduction
Nowadays, robots are expected to interact naturally in typically human environments. To this
end, deploying urban robots safely in social environments and being accepted by people requires
navigation algorithms capable of dealing successfully with such challenging scenarios.
In this chapter, we propose a novel robot social navigation for both indoor and outdoor
environments. In order to model the social interactions, we use the Social Force Model (ESFM)
introduced in Chapter 4. Specifically, this work presents a powerful scheme for a human-
aware robot navigation based on the social-forces concept. Moreover, we introduce a new
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Figure 5.1: Social robot navigation. The Dabo robot navigating in the Barcelona Robot Lab.
(BRL) with other pedestrians.
metric, inspired in the classical definition of mechanical work: the social work. This metric
serves to evaluate the navigation performance in a social manner. Prior to carrying out real-life
navigation experiments, where pedestrians are involved, it is required a previous stage making
use of a simulation environment. With this purpose in mind, we use the MCMC Metropolis-
Hastings [Andrieu et al., 2003] algorithm to learn the parameters values of the method, and
afterwards we test it on real environments, as it can be seen in Fig. 5.1.
In order to navigate in a large urban environment, we construct a graph map with a set of
destinations that completely describe the navigation environment.
The validation of the model is accomplished throughout a set of real-life experiments, where
the social work is evaluated. We compared our approach with respect to a teleoperated robot
by an expert controller. Both approaches were performed under the same conditions. We can
conclude that our social-aware navigation model is efficient in semi-crowded environments. In
the context of this thesis, we consider semi-crowded environments those setting where there
is a reduced number of people, less than 8, that directly intervene in the scene, and thus are
considered as dynamic obstacles. In most of the real experiments carried out during this work,
the experiment environments were semi-crowded. Idle people are not considered as part of the
dynamic obstacles.
5.2 Related work
Robot navigation is a mature field of robotics; there exist many works that demonstrate that
robots are able to navigate in challenging environments [Kruse et al., 2013; Burgard et al.,
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1999; Levitt and Lawton, 1990; Shatkay and Kaelbling, 2002]. However, more social-interactive
approaches are required. Our work is greatly based on Potential Field methods [Khatib, 1986;
Borenstein and Koren, 1991] as they keep a great synergy with the social force model, but fo-
cusing on the social acceptance. Alternative approaches from the learning perspective [Kuderer
et al., 2012; Luber et al., 2012] have shed light into the human motion modeling problem.
More recent publications, such as [Trulls et al., 2011] have studied urban environments and
complex environments, but they consider persons as obstacles, and consequently this kind of
approaches are not centered in human acceptance. In [Luber et al., 2012; Henry et al., 2010],
the authors have learned human-like motions based on example paths and simulate human
trajectories, while Trautman and Krause [2010]; Trautman et al. [2013, 2015] have planed a
robot navigation in semi-crowded indoor environments.
In [Foka and Trahanias, 2010], a human prediction of motion and navigation in a dynamic
environment has been proposed. Other approaches have proposed a human aware navigation
where a motion planner takes explicitly into account their human partners, and seeks social
acceptance and safety of paths [Sisbot et al., 2007]. Other works have treated human move-
ments as uncertainty propagation. Unlike them, we treat human movement as a response to
exterior stimuli, based on the Social-Force model (SFM). Clearly, the SFM is not free of noise
and inaccuracies, but it serves well for this purpose.
Because a mobile robot must be able to avoid obstacles in the environment where it is
working, many different algorithms for obstacle avoidance have been developed. Often, dy-
namic obstacles are handled only in a reactive manner, and treated as static (non-moving)
obstacles. Some works considering the vehicle velocities include the Curvature Velocity Method
by Simmons [1996] or the Dynamic Window Approach by Fox et al. [1997].
Other algorithms consider obstacles moving over time [Kluge, 2003; Matveev et al., 2012].
Finally, several approaches consider both vehicles’ velocities and obstacles’ velocities [Foka and
Trahanias, 2003; Owen and Montano, 2005]. While all of these algorithms may be used to
generate varying degrees of safe and effective obstacle avoidance, none of them explicitly
account for the pre-established social conventions that people use when moving around each
other.
A number of methods have been developed to allow robots navigate around people in spe-
cific, typically non-generalizable tasks. Some of these tasks include standing in line [Nakauchi
and Simmons, 2002]; tending toward the right side of a hallway, particularly when passing
people [Olivera and Simmons, 2002]; and approaching people to join conversational groups [Al-
thaus et al., 2004]. Museum tour guide robots are often given the capability to detect and
attempt to handle people who are blocking their paths [Burgard et al., 1999; Nourbakhsh et al.,
2003; Thrun et al., 1999]. In [Prassler et al., 2002], a robotic wheelchair that can follow a
person was presented, but this method does not account for the social cues that the human
might use in a certain situation, nor does it allow for any spontaneous social interaction. Some
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researchers have begun studying how a robot might adapt its speed when traveling besides a
person, but they have obtained mixed results, even in controlled laboratory settings [Sviestins
et al., 2007].
Safety and reliability are key factors to the successful introduction of robots into human
environments. In most studies, safety is assured by preventing humans from approaching the
robots. But these methods are rendered ineffective whenever the robot is designated to directly
assist a human individual. In [Alami et al., 2006], the notion of safety is studied in detail with
respect to all relevant aspects of Human-Robot Interaction.
In the present chapter, a novel robot social navigation approach based on the SFM is intro-
duced, which is capable of navigating in semi-crowded environments in an acceptable social
way.
5.3 Global map
In this section we propose how to structure the environment in order to build a useful map for
a social robotic navigation. To this end, we have obtained manually a set of destinations that
completely describe our navigation environment, the Barcelona Robot Lab (BRL), although it is
generalizable to any other environment. We have presented in Chapter 3 a different technique
to obtain the set of destinations by using the EM algorithm. In this case, we manually label
all those destinations, which produces the desired results, a map of destinations. Moreover, we
consider the following hypothesis: the set of destinations, similar to those goals explained in
Sec. 3.4, may be sufficient to a robot navigation in a urban environment.
Other classical navigation works like [Khatib, 1986] and [Borenstein and Koren, 1991] have
proposed a similar navigation environment described by attractors. Our approach is not novel
in this aspect, however, once obtained a set of these destinations in a urban environment, we
will be ready to make use of the social forces to make the robot navigate in a social way, which
is one of the main contributions of the present chapter.
The implementation of the global planning is a straightforward approach using a search
algorithm (in our work we use an A∗ implementation) to solve the shortest path from one point
of the scene to another. In Fig. 5.2 is depicted the scheme of the BRL and the graph representing
the most significant destinations in the environment and their corresponding connections.
5.4 Social-aware navigation
Previously in Sec. 4.3, we have described a general social interaction model based on the ESFM.
In this section, we provide the formulation to build a navigation algorithm using the follow-
ing idea: the robot is considered as a social agent moving naturally in human environments
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Figure 5.2: Map scheme of the BRL. Red dots are the set of destinations that describe the
navigation environment and their corresponding connections.
according to the Extended Social Force Model, and thus, aiming to a destination and reacting
to obstacles and people. Furthermore, as it has been remarked before, we believe that a more
humanized navigation, in the sense that the robot responds to the ESFM, will highly increase
the acceptance over pedestrians, due to the similarities between the robot behavior and the
expected behavior of other pedestrians.
To this end, we propose a novel approach to the robot navigation issue, called the social-
aware navigation, understood as an instantaneous reaction to sensory information, driven by
the social forces centered at the robot. More precisely, we aim to obtain a short-term goal-driven
robot navigation ruled by the ESFM.
Thereby, it is mandatory to clearly formulate again all the social forces, originally explained
in Sec. 4.3, intervening in the social-aware navigation approach, but now centered in the robotic
platform. The following equation is a straightforward derivation of (4.2). The robot destination
is computed from the set of destinations in the global map and the force that drives the robot is
f goalr (t,Dr(t)) = kr( v
0
r(Dr(t))− vr(t)), (5.1)
where the robot’s desired velocity v0r is dependent on its intentionality Dr(t), that is, the
calculated sequence of subgoals or destinations to reach its final goal.
Once the robot reaches its desired destination subgoal, the next destination calculated by
the global planner becomes the new destination subgoal. The interaction forces due to the
pedestrians are the repulsive forces that each person generates to the robot, and they can be
calculated following two approaches, the ESFM describing a different kind of interaction for
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people, obstacles and robots (Sec. 4.3) or the enhancement to the social forces by considering
the behavior estimation (Sec. 4.4). We will present the interacting forces according to the ESFM,
but we could substitute the equations by their corresponding behavior equivalents. Thus, the
interacting forces to the robot due to people, according to (4.3)
f perr (t) =
∑
j∈P
f intr,j (t), (5.2)
are formulated as a summation of the forces f intr,j (t) which represent the interaction between
the pedestrian j and the robot. Each one of these interactions between people and the robot
f intr,j (t) = arpe
(drp−dr,j(t))/brpw(ϕr,j , λrp), (5.3)
which is the formulation of the spherical force (4.4) using the parameters {apr, bpr, λpr, dpr}.
These parameters correspond to the person-to-robot interaction, and in general are dependent
of the robotic platform used. We are assuming the following hypothesis: there is a symmetrical
relation to the parameters robot-to-person, calculated in Sec. 4.6.1, and the parameters person-
to-robot that we have described to model external human interactions to the robotic platform.
Although we know that the robot is not reactive by nature to other people’s interactions, we
have modeled them under the same shape than in the inverse case. However, this hypothesis is
not necessarily true, as we will discuss in the next chapters.
Correspondingly, the interaction between robot and obstacles is modeled as
f obsr (t) =
∑
o∈O
f intr,o (t), (5.4)
using part of (4.3). f intr,o (t) is calculated using (4.4)
f intr,o (t) = aroe
(dro−dr,o(t))/brow(ϕr,o, λro) (5.5)
using the specific parameters {aro, bro, λro, dro} corresponding to the interaction obstacle-to-
robot, which are calculated using the hypothesis that the parameters are equivalent to the
obstacle-to-person parameters proposed in Sec. 4.3.
Similarly as presented in Sec. 4.3, repulsive effects from the influences of other people and
obstacles in the environment are described by an interaction force which is a sum of forces
either introduced by people or by static obstacles in the environment. The combination of the
forces described above, which include goal and interacting forces, describes the resultant force
governing the robot movement:
fr(t) = α f
goal
r (t,Dr(t)) + γ f
per
r (t) + δ f
obs
r (t). (5.6)
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Figure 5.3: The ESFM centered at the robot. The ESFM forces applied to the robot while
navigating in a urban environment.
where the parameters α, γ, δ, for simplification referred as the set θ = {α, γ, δ}, are the weights
that determine the contribution of each component to the resultant force fr(t). For clarity we
are omitting the dependency on the robot intentionality Dr(t) on the resultant force. Once
calculated the resultant social force, the robot behaves consequently to these external stimuli
and propagates its state according to this force value. These additional parameters of the ESFM
are proposed in order to guarantee a correct and acceptable navigation. As it will be explained
later, we seek to minimize the “social work” through a correct calculation of θ.
Additional constraints are taken into account. All those robot propagations which result in
a collision with an obstacle, are forbidden. Current robot maximum velocity is also a constraint
and it depends on the robot navigation state, which is a function of the proximity of people:
v =


vsafety if
dr,p
w(ϕr,p)
≤ µsafety
vcruise if µsafety <
dr,p
w(ϕr,p)
≤ µsocial
vfree otherwise.
(5.7)
The vsafety is the maximum velocity the robot can achieve when at least one person is
inside its inner zone. We have proposed a social distance to define this region as dr,pw(ϕr,p),
similarly as described in Sec. 4.3, as a metric of the relative distance between the robot and a
pedestrian and an asymmetric factor deforming the distance measure by w(ϕr,p), whose shape
resembles a heart. This condition also corresponds to the inner robot navigation state. On the
other hand, vcruise is the cruise velocity when someone is inside its social zone and vfree is the
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maximum robot velocity when there are no people inside its inner zone and social zone. The
navigation states associated to this configurations are the social robot navigation and the free
robot navigation, correspondingly. These velocities guarantee that the robotic platform is able to
stop according to the resulting forces, before collision occurs.
Prior values of the velocity parameters are obtained from [Trulls et al., 2011], and during
experimentation we redefine them according to our experience. Intuitively, these values are
similar to people’s velocities in urban areas when they are walking. The vfree is the highest
velocity value, and thus, it is only desirable when there are no obstacles nor people near. If a
person enters the social zone, then the maximum velocity becomes vcruise and even in the case
someone gets even nearer the robot, there is a third maximum value, the vsafety, which is even
smaller. By doing this, we minimize the risk of collision with other pedestrians and minimize
the “human perception” of thread in the proximity of other people.
The most interesting part of the system so far, resides in the fact that the proposed approach
is able to navigate near moving people (dynamic environments) and successfully reach its
goal. The following section discusses the procedure to obtain the value of the parameters
θ = {α, γ, δ}.
5.4.1 Parameters learning
The computation of the weights of the system parameters, defined as θ = {α, γ, δ}, is a manda-
tory step, prior to the deployment of robots in real environments in a successful and safe way.
To this end, we require an initial estimation to learn the magnitude of the θ parameters.
In this case, we propose a cost function that takes into account the social forces intervening
during the robot navigation. As stated before, we aim to obtain a social robot model capable of
dealing with navigation issues in a more human-oriented manner. Consequently, we make use
of a variation of the classical definition of work applied to social forces, similarly to the social
work proposed in [Garrell and Sanfeliu, 2012]. The amount of social work corresponding to a
time step ∆t at time t is
W (t,θ) = Wr(t,θ) +
∑
i∈P
Wi,r(t,θ). (5.8)
This magnitude consists of the total work done by the robotWr(t,θ) = fr(t)∆lr, where ∆lr
is the variation in position along its trajectory, and the summation of the work done by each
person i in the scene, enforced by the robot Wi,r(t,θ) = | f
int
i,r (t)∆li| in absolute value in order
to build a well-posed cost function.
Although the initial conditions can be identically copied throughout the simulations, given
the interactive nature of the approach, the parameters θ alter the outcome W (θ) =
∑
tW (t,θ)
of each experiment (random variable). That is the main reason for considering as an appro-
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Algorithm 3 MCMC-MH Learning
1: Initialize θ(0)
2: for i = 0 to N − 1 do
3: Sample u ∼ U[0,1]
4: Sample θ∗ ∼ q(θ∗|θ(i))
5: if u < P (W (θ∗),W (θi)) then
6: θ(i+1) = θ∗
7: else
8: θ(i+1) = θ(i)
9: end if
10: end for
priate method for estimating the navigation parameters stochastic optimization. Monte Carlo
methods are especially useful for simulating phenomena with significant uncertainty in inputs
and systems with a large number of coupled degrees of freedom. More concretely, we have
implemented a Markov Chain Monte Carlo Metropolis-Hastings (MCMC-MH) algorithm to find
the best set of θ, implementing the Alg. 3.
The term q(θ∗|θ(i)), appearing in the algorithm description, represents a Gaussian sampling
for each parameter, centered at θ(i) and a determined variance for each of the variables, which
are independent. The joint probability P (W (θ∗),W (θi)) is modeled as a Gaussian distribution.
5.5 Experiments
We have divided the experiments in two parts: simulations in order to learn the required
parameters and experiments in the Barcelona Robot Lab. (BRL), a real environment.
We have implemented a simulated environment to model multiple people in scenarios, based
on the ESFM, as well as static obstacles aiming to provide realistic conditions.
To conduct all the experiments in the BRL and to test the approach presented, we have
used the Tibi&Dabo robotic platforms, that have been specifically designed to work in urban
pedestrian areas and interact with people.
5.5.1 Parameters learning using the ESFM simulatior
Before deploying any real robot, we believe that is essential to grasp an initial idea of the navi-
gation system in a controlled simulated environment. We could directly obtain the θ navigation
parameters in a real scenario, nevertheless, safety could not be guaranteed if we are exploring
the limits of the navigation approach. To this end, we have implemented a simulation software
that generates people’s trajectories, static obstacles and all the requirements for a mobile robotic
platform to simulate a urban-like environment. For more details, see Sec. 2.2.
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A capture of the synthetic scenario used during the simulation step is depicted in Fig. 5.4,
as a simplification of a urban environment. The studied environment consists of static obstacles
and multiple people modeled as dynamical obstacles following the SFM, quite similar to a real
urban dynamical environment.
Figure 5.4: Simulation environment. In order to obtain the θ parameters we make use of a
reduced urban environment and a set of virtual dynamic people. The outcome of each simulation
depends on its inner θ parameters, and thus, we require a large number of experiments.
The results of the MCMC-MH optimization, explained above in Sec. 5.4.1, are obtained after
more than a thousand simulations. The outcome of each experiment was dependent on the
parameters θ, since the system reacts to the behavior of the robot navigation and vice versa.
After following the proposed optimization method, we have obtained the values of θ equal to
{α = 1.0, γ = 3.18, δ = 0.20}, which will be the system parameters that we will use during the
real experimentation.
The values obtained by using this approach are highly dependent on the learning environ-
ment, as we will discuss below. In this section of the chapter, we have chosen to learn the
parameters on a dynamic scenario, considering a constant number of people and obstacles,
though. For future simulation environments, we will diversify the composition of our learning
environments in order to assure more robustness during real testing.
5.5.2 Experiments in real environments
Real experimentation was carried out in a urban environment, the Barcelona Robot Lab, which
was described above. The θ parameters have been obtained in the simulation learning stage,
as explained in the previous subsection, and during all our real experiments, those social-aware
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parameters calculated have remained unchanged.
A single experiment consisted in a query of the desired goal to the social-aware navigation
system and the outcome of the robot navigation corresponds to the path executed in a urban
environment with multiple static obstacles and pedestrians that were not given any instruction,
they just walked naturally in the university campus as any other normal day. Some examples
during the experimentation are shown in Fig. 5.5.
The set of experiments were carried out during a lapse of time equal to two hours, summing
in total 20 queries to reach destinations within the BRL, as it can be seen in the map depicted
in Fig. 5.2. Almost all navigations commands achieved successfully their goals, except for some
cases (2 experiments) including narrow passages, were some oscillatory motions were detected.
This problem is well known, as described in [Koren and Borenstein, 1991], and although there
exist various solutions to this issue, none of them were implemented during the experimentation
at that time. In Fig. 5.5-Left are depicted some shots of the robot navigating in the BRL and their
corresponding sensor information and relevant information in the robot GUI, appearing in the
right column of the figure. The navigation experiments succeed 90% of the times, including
highly potentially problematic areas in the university campus.
In order to validate the model in real experiments, we have compared our approach with
respect to a teleoperated robot by an expert controller. This experiment was performed under
the same conditions as the social-aware navigation: a goal is provided, but instead of an
autonomous solution to the navigation, we sought an expert controller to solve the navigation
problem, while reaching its goal and dealing with any pedestrian or obstacle on the robot’s path.
We have evaluated the performance of both approaches using the social work metric pro-
posed in (5.8) for the parameter learning. As it can be seen in Fig. 5.6, we have drawn the
average and the variance values of the robot’s social work, the people’s social work enforced by
the robot and the total social work of the overall approach. However, the results of the social
work were only taken into account if the robot navigation state was social robot navigation or
inner robot navigation, that is, if there was at least one person within the social-navigation
region, which represent the most interesting cases of study for human interaction purposes.
The social-aware generated less amount of social work both in the robot and people sur-
rounding the robot. The comparison of the people’s social work for both approaches is similar,
both approaches generate a reduced and maybe unavoidable amount of social work. The trivial
solution of "escaping" for the navigation problem, that is, stay as far as possible from potential
social interactions, is not an option: this behavior would not solve the interaction with other
people. Accordingly, we evaluate the social work carried out by the robot. In this case, the
comparison between our approach and the teleoperated is quite significant, the social-aware
approach outperforms the teleoperated approach and its variance is also greatly smaller, which
represents more ability to cope more consistently with different situations requiring less social
work.
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Figure 5.5: Real experiments. Left: some pictures of the social-aware approach navigating in
the BRL. Right: their corresponding sensor information, virtual forces and trajectories in the
robot GUI using ROS.
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Figure 5.6: Experiments results. Average and standard deviation of the social work while
performing real experiments. Green bars correspond to the social-aware approach and yellow
bars correspond to the teleoperated approach, as a comparison to the proposed method.
For further information, check the videos of the experimental results and all code in the
project web http://www.iri.upc.edu/groups/lrobots/social_aware_navigation/
ecmr2013.php.
5.6 Summary
We have presented a novel robot navigation approach based on the ESFM. The navigation
algorithm is socially-aware of interactions taking place with other pedestrians.
We have introduced a way to measure the impact of the robot navigation towards the social
scene, the social work as explained in Sec. 5.4.1. Intuitively, this measure quantifies the quality
of the navigation approach with respect to its social environment, and it has been the first step
in this direction in this thesis. In future chapters we will stress on the importance on minimizing
the social impact and its relation to other tasks, such as, time to achieve a goal or robot effort to
navigate.
We have implemented a social simulation environment in order to verify the system and
obtain the set of navigation parameters θ, as an essential prerequisite before any real experi-
mentation is done. All the code of the simulation environment is available at the project web-
page.
The validation of the model has been demonstrated throughout an extensive set of simula-
tions and real-life experiments in a urban area. In contrast to other existing approaches, our
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method can handle realistic situations, such as dealing with large environments with obstacles
and semi-crowded scenes. For that reason, this work can be applied to certain specific real robot
applications, for instance, guiding tourists or accompanying professional visitors.
The ESFM provides a realistic model of human motion to generate trajectories, though not
exempt of limitations as discussed in previous chapters. The robot navigation approach is based
on a human navigation model, the ESFM. However we have observed some limitations on the
robot navigation in certain situations during real experiments, where the model is only able
to behave like a person in simple situations, while in more complex configurations the system
behaves abnormally. These limiting situations are oscillations or blocking states due to local
minima, were already presented in [Koren and Borenstein, 1991].
In addition, robots are not pedestrians, and should not navigate as people, contrary to
our initial hypothesis. We have built a navigation system, based on the ESFM, that failed to
behave like a person. By providing a set of parameters θ = {α, γ, δ}, we guaranteed minimal
social work, but only on the training scenarios, while we desire a successfully performance in
multiple scenarios. After our study, we conclude that the ESFM should be taken as a feature that
captures the interaction of human motion and not as a complete human navigation model. In
the following chapters we will develop this idea.
6
Robot task: accompany people walking
side-by-side
This chapter embodies our first step towards the integration of prediction information and a
robot navigation approach. Particularly in this chapter, we integrate the BHMIP proposed in
Chapter 3 and the reactive social-aware navigation approach presented in Chapter 5.
As a result we present a novel robot companion in semi-crowded urban areas. As explained
before, the main contribution of this work falls back into the combination of these two topics
presented in this thesis. This union highly improves the overall robotic performance, as we will
show in a concrete example of the robot companion task. In addition, we present an interactive
learning method using multimodal human feedback to compute the parameters of the social-
aware navigation model. Finally, a quantitative metric based on people’s personal spaces and
comfortableness criteria is designed to evaluate the performance of the robot companion task.
The validation of the model is accomplished throughout an extensive set of simulations and
real-life experiments including a volunteers’ survey to measure the acceptability of our robot
companion’s behavior.
This work has been published in the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems [Ferrer et al., 2013a], and we have submitted the extended version to the journal
Autonomous Robots. Part of the present chapter appears in the thesis Cooperative social robots:
accompanying, guiding and interacting with people [Garrell, 2013] where Dr. Garrell contributed
to the evaluation of the companion task presenting a novel metric and the evaluation of the
volunteers’ poll and our contributions were in the adaptation of the reactive navigation to the
companion task, integrating it with prediction and learning of parameters, as well as the coding
to implement the algorithm in the robot.
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6.1 Introduction
Nowadays, robots interact naturally with people and their environment and thus, urban robots
require some skills to successfully serve people and being useful to them. The robot companion
is a basic tool that every urban robot should have and it responds to the basic necessity of
accompany people in a safety and natural way, see Fig. 6.1.
In this chapter, we define the “accompany” task as an enhancement of a “follow” task, where
one agent replicates the trajectory of the followed agent. In the accompany task, the robot is
supposed to walk side-by-side of the accompanied person in a more intelligent manner since the
robot does not know which is the person’s future path and needs to somehow infer it.
We propose to use a human intentionality predictor, the BHMIP presented in Chapter 3, to
infer the target’s most expectable destination and use it for improving the robot companion task.
In this work, we are making use of prediction information to give the robot the ability to predict
the trajectory that the target person is expected to do, and therefore, the robot is able to walk
besides the human.
Figure 6.1: Tibi accompanies a person. A pedestrian is being accompanied by Tibi in a urban
area in different scenarios.
This work goes one step further in terms of navigation, we aim to achieve a robot able to
accompany a person in an acceptable social manner, while simultaneously navigate in a typically
human environment. Our approach is inspired on human walk, and we incorporate the ESFM
model to develop the robot’s behavior. Moreover, we require a seamless integration of the
navigation scheme with the accompany task and the formulation of the ESFM allows us to
achieve it. To this end, additional considerations are required to make the system work properly,
such as prediction information and a learning stage.
Moreover, we introduce a new metric to evaluate the robot companion’s performance, based
on vital spaces and comfortableness criteria. Since the verification of human-in-the-loop sys-
tems is usually subjective, we require an objective analytical metric that serves to validate the
behavior of our robot companion approach.
Finally, we propose an interactive learning scheme to learn the social-aware navigation
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parameters using the human feedback response in the companion system. The parameters are
learned through an extensive analysis of the robot companion task in diverse situations, where
the human feedback response enhances the accuracy of the robot companion performance,
showing a better companion behavior.
The validation of the model is accomplished throughout an extensive set of simulations and
real-life experiments, as well as a questionnaire to every participant in the experiments.
6.2 Related work
In recent years, human-robot interaction has become a very active research field, nevertheless,
there is not extensive research on motion planning in the presence of humans. Some methods
have been developed to allow robots to navigate around people while performing specific tasks.
Some of these tasks include tending toward the right side of a hallway [Olivera and Simmons,
2002] and standing in line [Nakauchi and Simmons, 2002]. Museum tour guide robots are often
given the capability to detect and attempt to deal with people who are blocking their paths on a
case-by-case basis [Burgard et al., 1999].
Several groups have begun to address questions relating to plan complete paths around
people, rather than relying on solely reactive behaviors. In [Shi et al., 2008], a method for
a robot to change its velocity near people has been developed. While this method begins to
address ideas of planning around people, it does not directly consider social conventions. In
contrast, in [Sisbot et al., 2007], the Human-Aware Motion Planner considers both the safety
and reliability of the robots movement and human comfort, it attempts to keep the robot in front
of people and visible at all times. However, the paths that the planner generates may be very
unnatural due to its attempts to stay visible to people.
In most works, unlike ours, safety is assured by not allowing humans to approach robots.
However, these methods cannot be used if the robot has to assist a human. In [Alami et al.,
2006], the notion of safety is studied in detail with all of its aspects in Human Robot Interaction.
Two different aspects of human’s safety have been studied in [Zinn et al., 2004]: “physical”
safety and “mental” safety. With this distinction, the notion of safety includes physical aspects
and psychological effects of the robots motions on humans. Physical safety is necessary for
the human-robot interaction. Normally, physical safety is assured by avoiding collisions with
humans and by minimizing the intensity of the impact in case of a collision.
Introducing the science of “proxemics”, Hall demonstrates how man’s use of space can affect
personal business relations, cross-cultural exchanges, city planning and urban renewal [Hall
and Hall, 1969]. A robot should comply to similar conventions [Fong et al., 2003]. In human
robot interaction, the spatial formation around a robot has been studied in relation to initiating
interaction [Michalowski et al., 2006]. A classification of people’s motion towards a robot was
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presented in [Bergstrom et al., 2008]. In [Tasaki et al., 2004], a robot that chooses a target
person based on distance was developed. In [Pacchierotti et al., 2006] a system for navigation
in a hallway is presented, in this work the rules of proxemics are used to define the different
strategies of interaction.
Another approach that deals not only with safety but also implicitly with comfort issues is
the work on velocity along a planned trajectory [Madhava Krishna et al., 2006]. In this research,
the robot adapts its trajectory and its speed in order to guarantee that no collision will occur in a
dynamic environment. Although the human is not considered explicitly, this method guarantees
a motion without collision by taking into account the dynamics of the environment.
Moreover, an increasing area of interest in the HRI field is in the development of autonomous
companion robots [Dautenhahn et al., 2005]. Furthermore, researchers are making efforts on
performing human-robot interaction in a more natural way. A robot companion should detect
the human operator and conduct his/her commands [Haasch et al., 2004].
Human-robot interaction research in the field of companion robots is still new in comparison
to traditional service robotics, such as robots serving food in hospitals or providing specific
security services. Therefore, prior research in this particular field is relatively minimal [Wilkes
et al., 1997].
Most of the current research predominantly studies robots that participate in social-human
interactions as companions [Ishiguro et al., 2001]. Many studies have investigated people’s
attitudes towards robots and their perception of robots. In [Dautenhahn et al., 2006], it was
shown that a seated person prefers to be approached by a robot in a fetch-and-carry task from
the front left or right direction rather than frontally or from behind. Further research showed
that there are other mediating factors, which can impact this preference, such as the person’s
experience with robots [Koay et al., 2007], gender [Dautenhahn et al., 2006] or in which part
of the room she was standing or sitting [Walters et al., 2007]. [Satake et al., 2009] proposed a
model for robots which should initiate interaction in a shopping mall.
In [Pransky, 2004], a new perspective to the different uses and identities of a companion
robot has been brought, moreover it also describes the advantages and disadvantages of this type
of companion. The “Robotic Butler/Maid” was able to perform domestic task, but also caused
difficulties in relationships at home by being too efficient and making people feel redundant.
In [Dautenhahn et al., 2005], a human-centered approach was adopted in order to look into
people’s perceptions and their desires for a companion robot. If social robots are going to
be used in office and domestic environments, where they will have to interact with different
individuals, they will have to be able to survive and perform tasks in dynamic, unpredictable
environments and they must act safely and efficiently.
We present a novel robot companion approach based on the SFM. A model capable of
approaching a person and accompanying him/her to a predicted goal. Moreover, this approach
enables the robot to learn its behavior using a multimodal interaction feedback. We believe that
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Figure 6.2: Overview of the presented companion approach. A general diagram of the robot
companion approach is depicted, as well as its requirements. We have highlighted in red our
contributions to advance the topics discussed later in the present work.
most of the limitations of state of the art methods are overcome by our method, as it will be
discussed in the following sections.
6.3 Overview of the method
As stated earlier, this chapter describes the adaptation of the reactive navigation, presented
in Chapter 5, to accompany people. One of the main issues which arises when humans are
accompanied by robots is that the navigation must be socially accepted by people, therefore,
robots need to be able to understand human’s movements and understand human intentionality.
In Fig. 6.2 is depicted a scheme of our proposed approach, where we are integrating the
intentionality descriptor (BHMIP) proposed in Chapter 3
Intentionality Prediction: We use an indicator capable of quantifying the humanmotion inten-
tionality (HMI) implicit on a trajectory with respect to the current position and orientation. This
intentionality indicator captures the probability that a human trajectory reaches a destination
point. This prediction is used by the robot to predict the destination of the person who is being
accompanied.
ESFM-based Robot Companion Social-Aware Navigation: A robot model capable of approach-
ing a person and accompanying him/her to a predicted goal is presented. The social force model
described in [Helbing and Molnar, 1995] takes into account both destinations and interactions
by defining a summation of existing forces determining people trajectories. The meaning of
“social force model” does not refer to a social robot’s behavior, but rather to the existence of a
non-physical force that robots can exert to move or drag people. More specifically, this work
proposes a robot’s reactive navigation based on an extension of the social force model which re-
sults from the internal motivations of the individuals performing certain movements [Zanlungo
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et al., 2011; Garrell and Sanfeliu, 2012]. A robot accompanying humans is one of the core
capacities every service robot deployed in urban settings should have [Garrell and A. Sanfeliu,
2010; Garrell and Sanfeliu, 2012]. The proposed model is validated throughout simulations
and a set of real-life experiments. We also demonstrate that prediction information and the
interactive learning enhance the overall performance of the robot companion.
Interactive Robot Companion Parameters Learning: An interactive approach tests the model
forces learned. At the same time, it learns which robot behavior is desired by humans. The
provided feedback is a subjective measure, nevertheless, its purpose is to learn a general ap-
proaching rule that defines a better robot behavior. The proposed interactive learning helps
to enlighten the nature of the model, in addition to generate controlled interaction forces that
otherwise would be extremely complicated to generate. The on-line feedback comes from the
target person to whom the robot tries to approach.
Robot Companion Performance Metric: In order to evaluate the performance of the task
accomplished by the robot, a quantitative metric is defined. This assessment is based on “prox-
emics”, proposed by Hall and Hall [1969].
6.4 Social-aware robot companion
Previously in this thesis we have presented several contributions, such as, a general social
interaction model based on social-forces, in Sec. 4.3, a social-aware reactive navigation approach
in Sec. 5.4 and a prediction algorithm to estimate the best destination a person aims to in Sec.
3.4. In this section, all these independent topics are integrated to build a robot companion task.
Following the same reasoning presented in Sec. 5.4, where we have considered the robot as
a social agent moving naturally in human environments accordingly to the ESFM, we propose
a robot companion system that not only considers the obstacles and people in the scene, but in
addition considers prediction information in order to better execute the companion task.
In the navigation problem, the set of destinations that the robot was following was calculated
from a global map. In the companion task, the robot destination is the accompanied person’s
destination, applying (4.2) centered at the robot
f
goal
r,dest(t,Di(t)) = kr( v
0
r(Di(t))− vr(t)), (6.1)
where the desired velocity v0r is a function of the person’s intentionality Di(t).
As it can be seen in Fig. 6.3, the person’s destination is the blue cylinder in the scene, and
thus, we want the robot to navigate to that goal too. The force to the destination is a function of
the intentionality Di(T ), since we have no information regarding the goal of the accompanied
person. Accordingly, we calculate the ith person intentionality P
(
Di(t) = Di| Xi(t)
)
following
(3.8) to provide an estimation of the destination that the person is heading to. This probability
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is calculated at the same rate that we receive observations from the environment, to ensure
adaptability to changes of intentionality or wrong estimations.
In addition, we should guarantee that the robot is really accompanying a person, not just
navigating to its estimated destination. To this end, we propose a variation of the social-aware
navigation by introducing an extra heading force
f
goal
r,i (t, xi) = kr( v
0
r(xi)− vr(t)), (6.2)
which aims to the current position of the person xi. As it can be seen in Fig. 6.3, two destinations
are contributing to the total force describing the robot’s trajectory.
Figure 6.3: ESFM adapted to the companion task. Forces applied to the robot while
accompanying a person.
The forces of interaction due to pedestrians are the repulsive forces each person generates
to the robot f perr (t) calculated as proposed in (5.2), and the interaction forces corresponding to
obstacles f obsr (t) are calculated using (5.4).
In contrast to the social force model, two different goals appear, therefore we combine
both heading forces into a unified motion propagation. Firstly, the force f goalr,dest(t,Di) drives
the robot towards the predicted destination. Furthermore, the robot must approach the person
who accompanies, and hence, a second goal pushes the robot to move closer to the person pi,
f
goal
r,i (t, xi). The trade off of these forces, in addition to the interacting forces, describe the
resultant force governing the robot movement
fr(t) = α f
goal
r,dest(t,Di) + β f
goal
r,i (t, xi) + γ f
per
r (t) + δ f
obs
r (t), (6.3)
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which reminds the formulation proposed in (5.6).
The following section discusses the procedure to obtain the value of the parameters θ =
{α, β, γ, δ} governing the robot companion task and how to update them. Once obtained the
reactive force action, the system behaves consequently to these stimuli and propagates linearly
its position and velocity according to this force value.
6.4.1 Quantitative metrics
To evaluate the performance of the task accomplished by the robot, a quantitative metric is
defined. This assessment is based on “proxemics”, proposed by Hall and Hall [1969] and
the importance to walk side-by-side. This work considers the following taxonomy of distances
between people:
- Intimate distance: the presence of another person is unmistakable, close friends or lovers
(0-45cm).
- Personal distance: comfortable spacing, friends (45cm-1.22m).
- Social distance: limited involvement, non-friends interaction (1.22m-3m).
- Public distance: outside circle of involvement, public speaking (> 3m).
To define the metric used in the present work, four different areas must be defined: (i)
Personal space of the ith pedestrian Ci, robot’s navigation has to be socially accepted by the
person being accompanied, it is necessary that the robot does not perturb the human’s vital space
and walks beside the person (6.4). (ii) Social distance area A, the robot must be allocated in an
acceptance social distance. (iii) The robot should be in the human’s field of view as it interacts
during the performance of the task and must walk beside the person B. (iv) Finally, there are
other pedestrians in the environment pj, the robot is not allowed to perturb pedestrians’ personal
space
⋃
pj
Cj.
A =
{
x ∈ R2 \ (B ∪ C) | d(x, xi) < 3
}
B =
{
x ∈ R2 \ C | d(x, xi) < 3w(ϕi)
}
C =
{
x ∈ R2 | d(x, xi) < w(ϕi)
}
(6.4)
where w(ϕi) is defined in (4.5) as the anisotropic element.
Moreover, the robot can be represented as a circle of 1 meter of diameter, with center at the
robot’s position xr, R = {x ∈ R2 | d(x, xr) < 0.5}, whose area is |R| = pi4 .
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Figure 6.4: Quantitative metrics. Diagram of the areas used in the evaluation of the robot’s
performance. The areas represented by Cj are people’s personal space, where the robot cannot
get in, area named as B is the optimal area where the robot should be allocated in order to
accompany a person. Finally, areaA represents a social acceptable distance, but its performance
is lower since if the robot is behind the person it would be out of the field of vision.
Thus, we can now define the performance of the task accomplished by the robot, depending
on the human’s position xi and the robot’s position xr
ρ(xr, xi) =
∫
(B\
⋃
pj
Cj)∩R
dx
|R|
+
∫
(A\
⋃
pj
Cj)∩R
dx
2|R|
∈ [0, 1]. (6.5)
The range of the performance function presented is defined between 0 and 1, if the complete
area of the robot is allocated in zone B, the performance is maximum, e.g., 1. As the robot
moves far from the person and enters zone A, the performance decreases to 0.5. Finally, the
performance in zones Ci is 0, as it is not allowed that the robot enters in people’s personal space.
6.5 Parameters learning
In order to learn the values of the introduced parameters θ = {α, β, γ, δ}, we use a two-step
learning approach. First, we require an initial estimation to learn the magnitude of the θ
parameters.
We calculate the best estimation, according to the companion metric defined in (6.5) pre-
sented in in Sec 6.4.1, of the θ parameters in a simulated environment after thousands of
simulations using a MCMC approach, very similar to the approach presented in Alg. 3, in
Sec. 5.4.1. We will explain in Sec. 6.6.1 the details of the experimentation procedure.
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The second step of the learning approach consist of an Interactive Learning [Katagami and
Yamada, 2003]. Our approach is based on robots interacting with people, therefore, it requires
people’s feedback in order to refine the parameters values {α, β, γ}, under the shape of the
person’s response to the stimuli generated by the robot. This method helps to enlighten the
nature of the model, in addition to generate controlled interaction forces that would otherwise
be extremely complicated to generate.
The on-line feedback comes from the target person to whom the robot tries to approach. The
human agent provides the interaction by using a wii remote control. Here, we expect to receive
a feedback measure of the subjective comfortableness of the target being approached.
This feedback is a subjective measure, nevertheless, we have modeled a system weighting
the contribution of all active forces. Volunteers had a wii remote control. Participants were
told to press the button ‘+’ if they wanted the robot to get closer to them. However, if people
preferred the robot to move directly to the destination, they should push button ‘-’. Below, the
variation of parameters depending on people’s feedback is presented.
Firstly, we can define the function N(t) as the accumulated number of responses obtained
from the person:
N(t) =
t∑
τ=t0
ǫ(τ) (6.6)
where ǫ(τ) is expressed as:
ǫ(τ) =


0 if human does not press any button at time τ
+1 if human presses button ‘+’ at time τ
−1 if human presses button ‘-’ at time τ
(6.7)
N(t) is the difference between the number of times the person presses button ‘+’ and button
‘-’ at the current time t. Then, N(t) ≥ 0, if N(t) < 0 we impose N(t) = 0.
Secondly, the forces that appear during the process of accompanying vary according to the
distance between the robot and the person. Then, the variation of the parameters will change
depending on such distance.
Formally, if h(N(t)) denotes the function corresponding to human’s response, it can be
expressed as:
h(N(t)) =
{
α(N(t)), β(N(t)) if dr,i ≥ w(ϕr,i)
γ(N(t)) if dr,i < w(ϕr,i)
(6.8)
where, {α(N(t)), β(N(t)), γ(N(t))} is the set of weighting functions for the parameters {α, β, γ},
dr,i is the distance between the robot and the person and w(ϕr,i) represents the personal space
of a person, see (4.5).
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Below, the definitions of the weighting functions are presented.
Force to the target destination α: We infer the target of the destination by using the intention-
ality prediction BHMIP described in Chapter 3, and thus the robot aims to the target’s destination
that is most expectable. As it has been described above, a parameter α controls the magnitude
of the force f goalr,dest. The value of this parameter is computed as follows:
α(N(t)) = log(1 +N(t)/σα) (6.9)
Force to the person being accompanied β: An attractive force towards the accompanied
person has been described. Either the current target position as well the expected motion
prediction are known. The parameter β controls the magnitude of the force f goalr,i . The value of
this parameter is computed as follows:
β(N(t)) = 1− α(N(t)) (6.10)
Force of interaction with people γ: A repulsive force due to the relative position and velocity
between the robot and people must be considered,
∑
j∈P f
int
r,j , this force is controlled by the
parameter γ. The value of γ is defined as:
γ(N(t)) = log(1 +N(t)/σγ) (6.11)
Force of interaction with obstacles δ: Finally, a repulsive force due to the relative position
and velocity between the robot and obstacles has to be considered,
∑
o∈O f
int
r,o , this force is
controlled by the parameter δ. This parameter is not refined with human feedback since it only
involves robot and obstacles.
The combination of these four forces determines the behavior of the robot while physically
approaching a person. Although a general approaching rule must be obtained, it highly varies
from person to person, in addition to the highly noisy environment in which we are work-
ing. While iteratively repeating the robot physical approach, the feedback provided refines the
weights of the force parameters and we can infer an interactive behavior where the person feels
comfortable under the presence of the robot.
6.6 Experiments
In this section, we present the corresponding experiments for the learning step and the com-
plete robot companion task. In addition, we have included the experiments carried out in the
simulation environment and real experimentation with people.
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6.6.1 Parameters learning in simulations
We have devised different experiments to obtain the parameters that define the presented robot
companion approach θ = {α, β, γ, δ}. In this section we will describe the experiments for the
two proposed learning methods: a simulated environment and a posterior refinement in a real
scenario with some volunteers.
In order to obtain a good initial estimation of the θ = {α, β, γ, δ} parameters and to evaluate
mathematically the correctness of the reactive navigation model, we have built a simulated social
environment. This simulated environment serves two purposes: firstly, it allows an initial guess
of the system parameters θ and secondly, the simulated environment permits us to validate the
performance of the approach using the function (6.5) in different scenarios and under different
density of pedestrians.
To this end, we have implemented a complete social environment, depicted in the top row
of Fig. 6.5. It takes into account pedestrians, obstacles and robots in an interactive way and
each element is reactive to its surroundings, according to the ESFM. By doing this, we obtain
a dynamical environment, in which each action of the robot alters the behavior of nearby
pedestrians and vice versa.
According to previous human-based companion works [Garrell and Sanfeliu, 2012], we
have set the accompany position at 1.5m from the target and 60◦ from the target’s heading.
Our approach for the robot companion task is evaluated in a simulated environment, which
makes use of the social-aware robot companion and prediction information regarding the target
destination. This simulated environment consists of a urban setting (inspired by the BRL), in
which obstacles are present as well as a fixed number of pedestrians.
In order to obtain a good initial estimation of the system parameters, we have prepared
a set of simulations, as explained above in Sec. 6.5, where we use more than two thousand
MCMC-MH simulations. The outcome of each experiment is dependent on the parameters θ,
since the system reacts to the behavior of the robot navigation and vice versa. After applying
the optimization method proposed, we have obtained an initial guess of the magnitude of θ
roughly rounded to the values {α = 0.1, β = 0.6, γ = 5.0, δ = 0.50}. It is important to note that
these parameters are obtained after random initializations in a virtual environment. However,
this initial guess serves as a good estimation of θ and their corresponding standard deviations,
which will be the initial values of the system parameters that we will use for the interactive
learning.
The second objective of the simulations is the validation of the parameters obtained before,
in a challenging environment. Our method makes use of the ESFM of surrounding people and
obstacles while approaching the target and additionally uses prediction information regarding
the target destination to enhance its performance (red in Fig. 6.5). We have also implemented
two additional methods to compare with our approach. A second configuration takes into
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Figure 6.5: Comparative of simulations. Left column: unconstrained area with four
destinations. Central column: urban settings, corresponding to the Barcelona Robot Lab.
Right column: variation of the BRL with extra obstacles. Top row: different scenarios of the
simulations, the blue cylinder corresponds to the destination, the orange one represents the
person being accompanied by the robot and the purple one is the robot, the set of green cylinders
are people in the environment. Second row: simulations performance, in black the proxemics
approach, in green the ESFM companion and red the ESFM with prediction information. All
results are function of the pedestrian density in the environment. Third row: rate of successful
robot arrivals in bar diagrams. More info on the experiment videos in the project web (see
Sec. 6.7).
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account only the ESFM model (green in Fig. 6.5). For this reason, the avoidance of moving
targets and obstacles is executed dynamically using the interaction forces in addition to the goal
force. Our method is also compared to a robot companion based on proxemics, where the robot
follows the target person, not considering the force of interactions with other people (black lines
in Fig. 6.5). When some person enters the robot inner safety zone, the robot stops until the path
is clear.
The experiment settings have been tested in three different scenarios, as it can be seen in
the top row of Fig. 6.5. The first setting is an unconstrained area, free of obstacles, where four
destinations are defined. The second is a urban setting, in which obstacles are present as well
as pedestrians. The third is a variation of the previous setting, but increasing the number of
obstacles in the scene.
For each environment, the algorithms have been tested depending on the density of persons
in the unoccupied area. To give statistical consistency to the results, more than 50k experiments
have been carried out, only varying the initial conditions, which are the initial positions of each
pedestrian in the scene and the destination they are aiming to. These conditions are calculated
randomly and the robot has to accompany a person under this uncertain environment. We would
like to stress on the fact that the environment has a high density of people and each person aims
to a random destination. This generates rapidly a chaotic and challenging environment for the
robot companion testing (see video at the project web).
The second row of Fig. 6.5 shows the overall performance of the different methods with
respect to the density of pedestrians in the scene (6.5), taking into account penalizations due
to nearby people. As expected, using social interaction forces (red and green lines) highly
increases the performance, it is natural to suppose that a more aware robot navigation would
help to improve its efficiency. The predictive behavior clearly enhances the performance of the
task, as it can be seen in the first and second columns. Under a low density of obstacles, the
predictive information becomes of great utility. Nevertheless, under a high number of obstacles
in the scene, the prediction strategy scores equally. This is due to the fact that acting predictively,
specially in the third scenario, makes the robot decide alternative paths rather than just follow
the target; e.g. while moving, surrounding a column to the right when the target goes to the left,
but the destination would be more accessible by doing this. Although this behavior denotes some
intelligence, its performance is punished based on our metric, as it can be seen in the figure.
Anyways, the companion performance using prediction improves the overall performance of the
system as it can be seen in Fig. 6.5, third row.
The third row of Fig. 6.5 shows average percentage of successful arrivals to the destinations,
that is, if the robot is within the companion zone (zone A, see Sec. 6.4.1) at the moment the
target achieves its destination. Although this metric is highly correlated, we observe that using
prediction increases the arrival rate with respect to the other methods. That is, prediction
information raises the probability to achieve its goal simultaneously with the target.
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6.6.2 Interactive learning using volunteers
For the different real experiments we carried out, we considered a total of 61 volunteers between
20 and 40 (M= 27.4, SD= 5.78) years old. None of them had experience working or interacting
with robots, they represented a variety of university majors and occupations including computer
science, mathematics, biology, finance and chemistry. We separated them into two different
groups. First, a group of 20 volunteers for the α, β, γ parameters using the interactive learning.
Finally, we evaluated the performance of the system considering a qualitative and quantitative
analysis using the second group of 41 volunteers as we will show in Sec. 6.6.3.
Aiming to refine the value of the θ parameters, obtained in Sec. 6.6.1, we require to test
the system in a real environment (the FME depicted in Fig. 2.3) with the first group of 20
volunteers. The experiment setting uses a robot in a real scenario as follows: we explain to each
volunteer to naturally walk towards its chosen destination, among two options represented as
red pylons. While approaching the desired destination, the robot accompanies the volunteers
and they should behave naturally. In addition, and stressing on the predictive nature of the
approach, we set an intermediate goal, not learned by the robot, to represent disturbances in
people’s trajectories and observe how our approach deals with them.
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Figure 6.6: Force parameters α, β, γ. Evolution in time from start to end of each experiment
of the force parameters α, β, γ. These variables are averaged using results chosen for each
participant during the experiment.
As part of the interactive multimodal learning, the system learns the desired robot behavior
as explained in Sec. 6.5. The feedback provided by the target is a subjective measure, never-
theless, its purpose is to learn a general approaching rule that defines a better robot behavior.
It is provided directly by the target agent to be approached using a remote control, in this way
the system automatically weights the contribution of the active forces (Sec. 6.5). An initial
estimation of the θ parameters is calculated in simulations (Sec. 6.6.1), and this information is
useful although a readjustment is provided by the human feedback.
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Fig. 6.6 shows the {α, β, γ} obtained from the user feedback that determines the robot
behavior. It has been averaged for the 20 different volunteers and it is depicted as a function of
time, normalized from the start of the experiment to its ending t ∈ [0, 1]. The δ parameter is not
recalculated using this method since no obstacles were present in the experiment.
6.6.3 Robot companion validation in real scenarios
At this point of the experimentation, all the parameters of the system have been obtained and
refined, as described previously. Consequently, we are ready to evaluate the performance of the
robot companion approach in a real scenario, either using the quantitative metric explained in
Sec. 6.4.1 or a qualitative method such a questionnaire to the volunteers.
A total of 41 volunteers carried out the experiments. The results were analyzed using both
the quantitative metric (Sec. 6.4.1) and a questionnaire that reveals a qualitative metric for the
approach. We have prepared a set of four experiments combining prediction characteristics and
feedback information in order to evaluate the overall performance of each combination:
- Without prediction and without feedback
- With prediction and without feedback
- Without prediction and with feedback
- With prediction and with feedback
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Figure 6.7: Experiment results. A bar diagram describing the average performance of each of
the real experiments carried out. Each color corresponds to a different experiment setting.
We have kept the feedback in the system to probe if a direct control over the robot navigation
parameters enhances the perception of people towards the system, specially for the question-
naires.
The robot was able to achieve its goal (the target’s goal) in all conducted experiments. The
volunteers were told to naturally walk and the robot accompanied the target using the social-
aware companion described in Sec. 6.4. During the validation of the model in real experiments,
we set unexpected obstacles and pedestrians in the targets’ path, and the robot avoided them
successfully.
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Figure 6.8: Experiment results. An average of the performance and its standard deviation for
the experiments combination using prediction and feedback.
In Fig. 6.7 is depicted the average outcome of the performance during some experiments.
Each group corresponds to a different configuration of the experiment settings. A summary
of the overall performance for each setting is depicted in Fig. 6.8. The prediction information
approach slightly enhances the robot companion approach. Below it will be discussed again this
comparison using the human poll results, and it will be showed clearly the advantages of using
prediction information.
During real world experimentation appeared unexpected difficulties that were not present
during the simulations. We found severe limitations on the perception system, the laser people
detector and tracker. People are not always detected and the data association may be wrong. A
more detailed discussion of the perception system is explained in Appendix A.
This new set of experiments, are performed mostly in the BRL, under the interaction of
multiple pedestrians and obstacles. Fig. 6.9 depicts examples of different experiments performed
with volunteers in different urban environments. Moreover, it is shown several case scenarios
where multiple objects and people are in the scene. In Fig. 6.10, an example of a single sequence
is depicted, where a robot accompanies a person under the presence of a group of people in the
scene.
Figure 6.9: Images of real experiments in the FME. Some examples of the conducted real
experiments. Top: Dabo accompanying a person to a desired goal. Bottom: The same scene
using the system interface.
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Figure 6.10: Real-life experiments. A single robot companion experiment. Top: Dabo
accompanying a person to a desired goal. Bottom: The same scene using the system interface.
6.6.4 Qualitative validation in real scenarios
To further validate the performance of the robot companion task, we have evaluated the results
using a poll of questions to the volunteers, as a qualitative and extra validation of the system.
As it has been mentioned previously, 41 real-life experiments with different volunteers have
been carried out. Each participant filled out a questionnaire. The measurement was a simple
rating on a Likert scale between 1 to 7. For the evaluation score, repeated ANOVA measurements
were conducted. In this section, we provide two different results. On the one hand, it is desired
to know if the prediction skill increases the perception of robot’s abilities on humans. And, on
the other hand, it is necessary to study if the use of the remote control enhances the interaction
between the robot and a person.
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Figure 6.11: Poll results. People’s perception of the prediction skill. Left: Robot’s Intelligence.
Center: Robot’s Human-like motion. Right: Level of confidence.
Secondly, in order to analyze if the use of the remote control enhances the interaction
between the robot and a person, three different scores were examined: “Robot’s Intelligence”,
“Level of interaction” and “Level of confidence”, plotted in Fig. 6.12. For robot’s intelligence a
repeated-measures analysis of variance revealed that no significance was found, F (1, 44) = 1.88,
p = 0.18. For the level of interaction the ANOVA test do not revealed a significant main effect,
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F (1, 44) = 0.48 p = 0.18. And, finally, the analysis of variance showed that there is not a
remarkable difference in the level of confidence F (1, 44) = 3.57 p = 0.07.
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Figure 6.12: Poll results. People’s perception of the use of the remote control. Left: Robot’s
Intelligence. Center: Level of interaction. Right: Level of confidence.
Firstly, human perception has been studied in the prediction skill. To analyze the source
of the difference, three different scores were examined: “Robot’s Intelligence”, “Human-Like
Motion” and “Level of confidence”, plotted in Fig. 6.11. For robot’s intelligence a repeated-
measures analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect, F (1, 44) = 14.82, p < 0.001. For
robot’s Human-like motion the ANOVA test revealed a great effect, F (1, 44) = 36.28 p < 0.001.
And, finally, the analysis of variance revealed a remarkable difference in the level of confidence
F (1, 44) = 61.79 p < 0.001.
As a summary, after analyzing these two components, we may conclude that when the robot
has the ability to predict human motions it has the largest acceptance. People perceived the
robot to be more intelligent, as it could detect and approach them, and, they felt that it had
more social skills. Moreover, the use of the remote control does not enhance the interaction
between the robot and a person.
We would like to point the reader to check the videos of the experimental results in the
project web http://www.iri.upc.edu/groups/lrobots/robot_companion/.
6.7 Summary
We have presented a novel robot companion task based on the Extended Social Force Model.
One of the contribution of this work has been the development of a new robot companion
system based on the ESFM and human intentionality prediction. A social aware navigation is
well suited for a robot companion task, and we have shown to improve its performance if human
interactions through the ESFM are taken into account and intentionality prediction information,
specially in open spaces.
We have introduced a model of human feedback that is able to obtain the set of weighting pa-
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rameters for the robot companion behavior, after a prior calculation in a simulated environment.
We believe that human feedback for parameter learning is a key point for the development of
robots whose purpose is interacting with people.
Another important contribution is the proposed robot companionmetric defined in Sec. 6.4.1.
Since the verification of any system in which a human intervenes is hard to evaluate, and thus,
we require an analytical metric that can evaluate the behavior of our robot companion approach.
The validation of the model has been demonstrated throughout an extensive set of simula-
tions and real-life experiments in a urban area. In contrast to other existing approaches, our
method can handle realistic situations, such as dealing with large environments with obstacles
and semi-crowded scenes. For that reason, this work can be applied to certain specific real robot
applications, for instance, guiding tourists or accompanying professional visitors. The overall
validation of the approach in real scenarios is done by using feedback information directly from
the volunteers. Moreover, we can determine that introducing a human intentionality predictor
greatly increases the overall human-perceived performance of the system, according to the
surveys.
Unfortunately, the robot companion approach is not free of limitations. We suffer the same
problems as presented in Sec. 5.6, such as local minima due to the reactive nature of the
approach, in addition to perception problems since we must detect and not loose track of the
accompanied person in a real environment.
The most important contribution of the present chapter is the integration of intentionality
prediction into the robot navigation scheme, which we have shown to clearly enhance the
robotic task. We believe that it is a very promising line of research, and in future contributions
presented in this thesis, we will focus our efforts into integrating navigation and prediction in a
more effective manner.
7
Anticipative kinodynamic planning
This is the last chapter of Part II dedicated to the robot navigation topic. In the following sections
are condensed most of the contributions of this thesis. We take fully advantage of the prediction
framework presented in Part I and we integrate it into a planning scheme. We additionally
make use of our findings in the previous Chapters 5 and 6 regarding the reactive navigation and
the robot companion and present a new method that overcomes the limitations of our previous
approaches. So in this chapter converge all of our previous contributions in a holistic approach
consisting of the topics previously presented in this dissertation.
This chapter introduces the Anticipative Kinodynamic Planning (AKP) approach for robot
navigation in semi-crowded urban environments, while satisfying both dynamic and nonholo-
nomic constraints. To this end, we propose to integrate seamlessly a human motion prediction
algorithm into the planning algorithm. The AKP generates a set of paths in a kinodynamic RRT
fashion and chooses, among a set of candidates, the best path.
We go one step further and present a multi-objective cost function to consider different and
independent criteria and a well-posed procedure to build a joint cost function in order to select
the best path. Additionally, a cost-to-go function is proposed to measure the distance between
states, that will be shown to outperform a classical Euclidean distance approach.
We have dramatically sped up the calculations by using a steering heuristic and at the
same time, we have introduced a randomness factor to the steering method, to obtain more
distinct paths, which is of great importance to the process of finding the best solution. Plenty of
simulations and real experiments have been carried out to demonstrate the success of the AKP,
compared to other navigation approaches.
This work has been published in the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems [Ferrer and Sanfeliu, 2014c] and we are preparing a journal version to be submitted.
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7.1 Introduction
It is of the greatest importance that service robots can successfully navigate in typically urban
environments, which are dynamic and constrained, and at the same time, people behavior
should not be conditioned by the presence and the maneuvering of robots. We have reviewed
this topic on previous chapters, however there were limitations on our approach. This chapter
is a new iteration of the same issue, where we will propose relevant contributions.
Naturally, robots and people should interact if they share the same environment, as exem-
plified in Fig. 7.1. This issue becomes the main motivation of the present chapter: we aim to
minimize the robot impact towards all those nearby pedestrians, while navigating and executing
tasks. Our initial hypothesis is that there exists a trade-off between the robot navigation and its
impact to the environment so we have to plan in advance. To this end, we propose an antici-
pative approach that is able to foresee people’s trajectories and their corresponding reactions to
each of the planned actions and accordingly act in advance of that information.
Figure 7.1: Robot navigation. Left: Simulation environment in a space × time, where people
are plotted as green cylinders and their predictions are drawn in the z axis, which corresponds
to time. The tree of paths calculated by the robot appears in blue and the best path is a red line.
Right: Example of robot navigation in a urban environment, the BRL. in a simplified visualization
of the environment.
In addition, time restrictions are important in social environments: people walk and change
their positions during time. A cost-based navigation path is calculated while satisfying both
dynamic and nonholonomic constraints, also referred as kinodynamic constraints. Throughout
this work, we consider people as dynamical obstacles and define a joint state of the system that
takes into account the robot’s state and the states for all the pedestrians in the scene.
In this chapter we use the framework for human motion prediction presented in Part I of
this thesis, which consists of three concatenated elements: the intentionality predictor, the
behavior estimator and finally the trajectory prediction. We analyze human trajectories un-
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der the influence of dynamic semi-crowded and heterogeneous environments, where there
are moving people, moving objects, robots and also static obstacles. Intuitively, prediction
methods are of great importance for a better robot navigation. Unfortunately, most approaches
separate planning and prediction and although a joint approach may seem to boost the problem
complexity, we will present a simple method to jointly and seamlessly process predictions and
planning into the same scheme.
The structure of our proposed algorithm is depicted in Fig. 7.2-Left. The white boxes re-
present well known methods necessary for a navigation scheme, such as a map and a global
planner, and they are not presented in this chapter. Our contributions are within the blue boxes
and include modifications to the local planner and an adjoint prediction module. Fig. 7.2-Right
depicts the basic procedure to calculate the robot path:
- Get and track obstacles and people in the scene.
- Calculate a large set of paths by using a modified version of an RRT.
- Choose a set of possible path candidates and then calculate the best path.
Figure 7.2: Navigation scheme. Left: Overview of the general AKP navigation scheme. The
blue boxes are our contributions. Right: scheme of the procedure to calculate the best path.
Accordingly, we present a multi-objective function that considers different and independent
objectives, such as the robot’s cost, nearby people’s cost, distance to goal, etc. Additionally, this
technique permits us to correctly handle and compare different objectives into a single and well-
posed function. We will discuss later the necessity to find the non-dominated set [Deb, 2014]
of trajectories before finding the best candidate for the planning, inspired in Multi-Objective
Optimization (MOO) techniques.
We propose a cost-to-go function, based on the multi-objective costs to calculate distances
between states, instead of a Euclidean-based distance. The cost-to-go metric greatly enhances
the area covered by the set of paths calculated by the planner, as it will be shown.
Our proposed algorithm is able to provide a real time execution thanks to steering methods
that relax and simplify the calculations carried out by the planner. Our concern would be if
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this technique introduces an important bias in the sampled solution space. This issue will be
discussed in deep in the following sections.
7.2 Related work
Dynamic planning can only be understood if there exists a precise motion prediction system.
Aimed by this idea, we have presented state of the art techniques in prediction in Chapter 4 and
discussed how we have integrated some of them into a planning scheme in Chapter 6.
In this chapter, we apply geometrical based predictors as presented in Chapter 3 that infer
human motion intentions and afterwards predict human motion in a continuous space, accord-
ing to the Extended Social Force Model (ESFM) as presented earlier in Chapter 4.
The ESFM can be defined as a kind of Potential Field (PF), and thus, directly applied to the
robot navigation issue as a navigation function. The literature has already extensively studied
PF [Khatib, 1986] for navigation algorithms, mostly for static environments, since a couple of
decades ago. Despite their advantages, there exist many well known limitations [Koren and
Borenstein, 1991], such as local minima or oscillations. Several approaches try to overcome
these limitations, such as [Barraquand and Latombe, 1991], by using a randomized walking
path when a local minimum is reached.
The dynamic window approach [Fox et al., 1997] and other velocity constrained approaches
[Simmons, 1996] permitted to consider obstacles and collisions. Unfortunately, they suffer from
local minima as well. Approaches combining a DWA with a global planner like [Brock and
Khatib, 1999] solve the problem by introducing a global function. Our approach also relies on a
global planner as it can be seen in Fig. 7.2.
During the last decade, sampling-based techniques have become quite popular when solving
planning problems. Furthermore, sampling-based methods may take into account kinematic
and dynamic constraints such as [LaValle and Kuffner, 2001a,b] and [Hsu et al., 2002], which
are very appropriate for dynamic environments, and thus for our approach. In [Stachniss and
Burgard, 2002] they obtain a kinodynamic compliant trajectory by decoupling the problem
into a search in space and a posterior optimization of the path satisfying the restrictions. Our
approach directly plans in the action space, it integrates the search of a path avoiding obstacles
as well as provides the inputs required to execute that trajectory considering kinodynamic
constraints.
A special case of dynamic environments include robot navigation among humans, and it has
been studied intensively by the mobile robotics community during the last years. Works such as
[Sisbot et al., 2007] have proposed to model people as a summation of a Potential Field (PF). In
[Svenstrup et al., 2010] the authors have used a navigation PF and minimized its cost through
people’s Potential Fields. Fulgenzi et al. [2009] calculate probabilities of collision and plans
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using a set of motion primitives under a limited time horizon, very similar to our approach. A
pure reactive approach based on the ESFM, a kind of PF, has been proposed in Chapter 5, where
we plan socially-aware in human environments.
A joint calculation of people’s paths and the robot’s path has been proposed in [Trautman
and Krause, 2010; Trautman et al., 2013, 2015] using Gaussian processes and a distance-based
interaction potential between people. This method is able to provide an approximation to an
anticipative behavior finding the less occupied robot trajectory, but unlike our approach, we are
able to quantify the magnitude of the alterations to nearby pedestrians and plan accordingly.
Finding a cost function to correctly characterize robot navigation among people may become
an ill-posed problem, e.g. local minima, etc. Jaillet et al. [2010] demonstrate the importance
of a correct cost function to solve planning problems. In [Kuderer et al., 2014], the authors
have addressed this problem and proposed a set of homotopically distinct trajectories. Sharing
this same goal, we tackle this problem by proposing a multi-objective cost function where we
optimize different independent criteria, such as the distance to the goal or the cost to navigate
for pedestrians. A Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) method [Marler and Arora, 2004; Deb,
2014] has inspired a solution to the minimization problem that selects the best path, and at
the same time, we provide a distance function between states, a cost-to-go function, based on
multiple cost functions.
Some of the above approaches, ourselves included, have chosen to use sampling-based
techniques to solve the planning problem. These popular methods [LaValle and Kuffner, 2001a;
Hsu et al., 2002] can take into account kinematic and dynamic constraints, which is of great
relevance in dynamic environments. However, the distance function used can change completely
the outcome of the planner. Several works [Glassman and Tedrake, 2010; Perez et al., 2012;
Kunz and Stilman, 2014] make use of cost-to-go functions as a distance function between states.
We propose a cost-to-go function based on the same multi-objective cost function mentioned
above and calculate distances between states for the RRT planning.
We aim to obtain a fast method to deploy robots in real dynamic environments. Some
steering heuristics used in state of the art methods consider control approaches [Palmieri and
Arras, 2014] or analytical solutions through relaxation of constraints [Kunz and Stilman, 2014].
The objective is the same, reduce the computational cost drastically. Although it may seem
appealing, the price to pay may be a shrinking of the search space. We propose a technique to
minimize this problem by introducing some randomness into the steering function, as presented
below.
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7.3 State-space formulation
We consider that both robots and people move in a two-dimensional space which represents the
urban environment. Let X denote the workspace and x ∈ X describes the position x = [x, y]⊤
in a two dimensional space, for moving objects (including people) and robots. The configuration
space Cz is defined as a configuration qz ∈ Cz, where z denotes either people p or robots r.
We define the augmented phase space Sz for the kinodynamic treatment of the states, that
considers the first order derivative plus time: sz ∈ Sz is a state sz = [ qz, q˙z, t]
⊤. And Sz = { sz}
is a set of states sz ∈ Sz.
The action uz ∈ Uz modifies the states sz, and is the acceleration calculated by the steering
method, the ESFM (Sec. 4.3). Similarly, Uz = { uz} is a set of inputs uz ∈ Uz. The following
differential constraints
s˙z = dc( sz, uz) (7.1)
are in general the propagation restrictions depending on z being a robot or a person.
More concretely, we define the person state sp = [x, y, vx, vy, t]⊤ as the phase state consisting
on position and velocity. The differential constrains that determine the evolution of the system
resemble a double integrator, a free moving particle:
s˙p = dc( sp, up) =


vx
vy
ax
ay
1


, (7.2)
which are expressed in the continuous domain.
In the same manner, the robot state sr = [x, y, θ, v, ω, t]⊤ is a unicycle model presenting the
following nonholonomic constraints:
s˙r = dc( sr, ur) =


v cos(θ)
v sin(θ)
ω
av
aω
1


. (7.3)
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7.3.1 Joint state-space
The joint state space S consists of S = Sr×
⋃
Spi , which considers the robot phase space Sr and
the union of every person’s phase space Sp. Correspondingly, the joint state s ∈ S is defined as
s = [ sr, sp1 , . . . , spN ]
⊤.
The variable time t = t(s) is equal for all the states that s consists of. We will refer to S = {s}
as a set of states s ∈ S and U = {u} a set of inputs u ∈ U .
7.3.2 ESFM applied to the robot
The objective is to treat the robot as a free moving particle in the space, similarly to a person as
explained above. Unfortunately, nonholonomic constraints reduce the robotic platform mobility.
We need to bridge the gap and provide an adjustment that permits the robot being compatible
with the ESFM. The resultant robot force fr = fr||θ + fr⊥θ consists of a component in the
direction of translation fr||θ, which directly transforms into a translational acceleration and an
orthogonal force fr⊥θ that does not contribute to the robot translation. In order to solve this,
the robot rotation acceleration is computed considering the orthogonal force component in the
following way:
τr = r× fr⊥θ + kτω, (7.4)
where r is the vector radius of our platform, oriented to θ and kτ is a damping factor in order to
avoid oscillations.
7.4 The Anticipative Kinodynamic Panning
As stated before, our main objective is to navigate in urban environments where dynamic
obstacles, such as people, naturally stay. The general scheme of our approach can be seen
in Fig. 7.2, where we contextualize the contributions of our work (blue boxes) into the general
navigation framework.
We use the ESFM in the planning algorithm, since other methods only solve the Boundary
Value Problem to connect a pair of poses and they are not capable of capturing the interacting
nature of the environment.
We use the basic mechanics of the kinodynamic RRT [LaValle and Kuffner, 2001a] to extend
paths, in order to generate a large set of feasible paths and choose the best path according to
multiple minimization criteria.
The following is a list of the most important features from the proposed approach, the AKP:
1. Human motion prediction is integrated into the planning scheme.
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Algorithm 4 AKP( qgoalr , sini, thorizon,K)
1: Initialize T (V, E) ← {}
2: V ← sini
3: { qgoalpi } = PEOPLE_INTENTIONALITY(X(t),D)
4: for j = 1 to K do
5: [ qgr , β] = SAMPLE( q
goal
r )
6: sparent = FIND_NEAREST_VERTEX( qgr ,T , β)
7: [Unew, Snew] = EXTEND( sparent, q
g
r , { q
goal
pi })
8: Jnew = COST_TO_GO(Unew, Snew, qgoalr ,T )
9: if NO_COLLISION(Snew) then
10: V ← V ∪ {Snew, Jnew}
11: E ← E ∪ {Unew}
12: end if
13: end for
14: return MINIMUM_COST_BRANCH(T )
2. The approach is anticipative, in the sense that each action of the robot results in different
people’s predictions.
3. Steering function to solve the kinodynamic planning in real time.
4. A multi-objective cost function to find the best trajectory among a set of candidates.
5. A cost-to-go function to measure the cost to connect a pair of states, instead of a Euclidean
distance.
6. Randomness is introduced into the steering method.
We are highly concerned to provide a good representation of the solution space if we want to
obtain the “best trajectory” solution. It will be later shown the performance of our contributions,
either in simulations as well as in real experiments.
We present the basics of the algorithm to compute the AKP, as depicted in Alg. 4. Four
inputs are required: the goal qgoalr , the initial state sini, the horizon time thorizon = t+ h, and
the number of vertices K. The qgoalr provides the position and orientation of the final robot
configuration. The initial state sini ∈ S contains the information of the robot state plus all the
people’s states considered on the scene. The horizon time thorizon specifies the temporal window
used to forecast the plan and the predictions.
The algorithm builds a tree T (V, E) and returns the minimum cost branch. The edges E are
the control inputs u ∈ U , the vertices V consist of the joint state s ∈ S and the accumulated
multivariable cost J to reach that vertex (see Sec. 7.5).
The general algorithm scheme is shown in Alg. 4, which is quite similar to the original RRT,
although we have added some modifications, that are described in the following subsections.
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7.4.1 Horizon time
The horizon time parameter sets the amount of time that the planner forecasts in order to
obtain a path similar to a model predictive control (MPC). Although the inputs { ur(t), ur(t +
∆t), . . . , ur(t + h)} are calculated, only the first input command is executed and a new set of
inputs is calculated in the next iteration.
7.4.2 Sampling
The horizon time bounds the region of exploration Cr to a circle radius equal to h · vmax as
depicted in Fig. 7.3. Since there is a strong time restriction, qgr is sampled using a Gaussian
distribution, over the boundary of Cr to ensure that the paths generated indeed expand T . If the
density of nearby obstacles on the scene is high, the qgr sampling distribution is widespread.
Figure 7.3: Distribution of random goals qgr . On the Right there are no people in CR and the
search is concentrated on the goal direction. On the Left the density of nearby people on the
scene is higher, and thus, the qgr sampling distribution is widespread.
7.4.3 RRT extend: ESFM steering heuristic
As explained before, the prediction algorithm used by our approach is based on the ESFM. We
additionally make use of this model in order to build a steering heuristic that permits us to
connect a pair of poses qini and qf , in a computationally fast manner. In the context of this
work we define “steering” as a method to relax the connection of two states in a computationally
fast manner. Typically, it is needed to solve the Boundary Value Problem (BVP) to connect
a new state snew with a state sk belonging to the tree T . The “steering” method provides
a simplification to the problem of finding the set of inputs U that connect both states U =
BVP( sk, snew).
We calculate the resultant robot force fr using (4.3), which takes into account its envi-
ronment [ sp1 , . . . , spN ], while at the same time tries to reach the given random goal q
g
r , that
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Figure 7.4: Set of trajectories generated. Representation of the set of trajectories included in
T drawn in the space X × time. On the left, the z axis represents time. On the right projection
of T in X .
represents its inner intentionality Dr. In Fig. 7.4 is depicted an example of depth propagation,
where each path tries to reach its corresponding random goal.
Since the action space is limited to Ur and we cannot control the environment, that is,
we cannot send commands to nearby people. Nonetheless, we can infer those pedestrians’s
intentions in order to calculate their expected motion commands. As proposed in Chapter 3, we
calculate the most expectable qgoalpi for every person on the scene (line 3 in Alg. 4).
The EXTEND function is depicted in Alg. 5, where it firstly propagates the robot state sr( sparent)
accordingly to unewr and integrates the differential equation (7.3) by using a numerical integra-
tion method. Then, for every person on the scene, and if the person has not reached its inferred
goal qgoalpi (line 5 in Alg. 5), an action u
new
pi is calculated depending on the rest of the dynamic
obstacles on the scene and the new robot state snewr (line 6 in Alg. 5).
Algorithm 5 EXTEND( sparent, q
g
r , { q
goal
pi },β)
1: while t( sparent) < thorizon & sr( sparent) * qgr do
2: unewr = fr( sparent, q
g
r)/mr
3: snewr = sr( sparent) +
∫
∆t s˙r
4: for i = 1, . . . , N do
5: if spi( sparent) * q
goal
pi then
6: unewpi = f
(
qgoalpi , sparent, s
new
r
)
/mi
7: snewpi = spi( sparent) +
∫
∆t s˙pi
8: end if
9: end for
10: sparent = [ s
new
r , s
new
p1 , . . . , s
new
pN ]
11: Snew ← Snew ∪ sparent
12: Unew ← Unew ∪ [ unewr , u
new
p1 , . . . , u
new
pN ]
13: end while
14: return [Snew, Unew]
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The EXTEND function calculates consecutively for each instant of time the propagation for
all the people and propagates the state of the system until thorizon is reached or the robot has
reached the random goal qgr . The EXTEND function closely resembles Alg. 2, but introducing
the calculation of the new robot state snewr , in which the computed planning action U
new is
seamlessly integrated with the prediction algorithm in an anticipative approach.
By doing so, our approach shows anticipative traits since the robot tends to plan in advance
and modify predictions accordingly, rather than reacting to events. The cost for being antici-
pative is a more intensive processing, since we must propagate the state of the robot and the
considered moving obstacles accordingly to the robot propagation.
As explained in previous sections, steering methods present excellent characteristics to dras-
tically reduce the computational cost of kinodynamic planners, both in the EXTEND function as
well as the COST-TO-GO. However, there is an important drawback for such methods: the set
of trajectories that can be obtained is highly dependent on the environment configuration, and
thus, we may be biasing the search space into only a subset of it.
Since we need a set of paths that cover as much of the solution space as possible, the
sampling of qgr expands the paths in many different directions, and additionally, we propose
to introduce randomness into the steering function, in order to obtain more diverse solution
paths.
Normal pedestrians behaviors while walking can be classified into three different classes:
{Aware,Unaware,Balanced}, as introduced in Chapter 4. We aim to introduce some randomness
in the generation of robot trajectories by attributing random behaviors to the robot when trying
to reach a destination qgr . The resultant force
fr(t) = β1 f
goal
r (t) + β2 f
int
people(t) + β3 f
int
obstacles(t) (7.5)
determines the generated trajectory, being β = [β1, β2, β3] a set of values associated to each
behavior β ∼ {βaw,βun,βbal}, which is a discrete uniform sampling among the three behaviors
as part of the sample function in Alg. 4, line 5. Sampling β will enrich the generation of paths
to be evaluated by the planner.
7.4.4 Cost functions and cost-to-go
We have defined in previous chapters a social work function (5.8) to measure the impact of
the robot navigation into the environment. However, this function presented limitations as
explained before, and those limitations have motivated us to further consider other options. As
stated before, we aim to obtain a navigation algorithm that considers different cost functions.
In this subsection, these costs functions are defined. The cost Jd to reach a goal qgoalr is defined
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as
Jd(S, q
goal
r ) =
tend∑
t=tini
‖ xr(t)− x
goal
r ‖
2, (7.6)
where we obtain the accumulated square distance value from the initial state at time tini in the
set of states S, to the final state at time tend.
The cost orientation Jor expresses the difference between the desired orientation and the
current orientation
Jor(S, q
goal
r ) =
tend∑
t=tini
‖θr(t)− θ
goal
r ‖
2, (7.7)
representing the accumulated distance to the desired goal orientation θgoalr .
We additionally measure the cost associated to the robot control Jr in the following way
Jr(U) =
tend∑
t=tini
‖ ur(t)‖
2, (7.8)
that sums the robot inputs ur throughout the calculated trajectory.
Similarly, we define the cost function for the pedestrians Jp as
Jp(U) =
tend∑
t=tini
N∑
i=1
‖ upi(t)‖
2, (7.9)
where the inputs due to the robot influence to other pedestrians upi is summed over time for
each person when naturally walking towards their goals, according to the ESFM.
We also take into account the cost produced by nearby obstacles to the robot Jo as
Jo(U) =
tend∑
t=tini
O∑
i=1
‖ uoi(t)‖
2, (7.10)
where again we consider the perturbation occasioned to the robot due to nearby obstacles uoi ,
since we want to avoid collisions. It will be explained below how to combine these different
metrics in order to obtain the best path and the minimum distance between vertices.
We have defined different cost functions, and thus a multi-objective problem, that can also
be used to evaluate the cost-to-go from a state to another state.
Euclidean distance is a good metric in a geometrical planning problem, nevertheless, it has
proven to be inefficient in certain planning schemes and cost-to-go functions work better in
kinodynamic planning, as we will demonstrate later.
Many works [Glassman and Tedrake, 2010; Perez et al., 2012; Kunz and Stilman, 2014]
calculate the cost-to-go in the absence of obstacles. In our case, we consider dynamic obstacles
and include these interactions, thanks to the ESFM. In Fig. 7.5 is drawn the process to calculate
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the nearest vertex in the search tree. We extend a virtual path towards the goal qnew from each
of the vertices, and calculate the accumulated cost to reach it plus the previous costs.
We will discuss in Sec. 7.6 the coverage of the solution space explored using a cost-to-go
function to find the nearest vertex and compare it to a Euclidean approach.
q1
q2
qnew
Figure 7.5: Scheme of the cost-to-go function. Set of trajectories to reach qnew from each of
the vertices in the tree.
7.5 Multi-objective optimization
Commonly, cost functions are built after a scalarization of different variables, expressed in a
function like J = c1 · J1 + c2 · J2 + . . . + cI · JI . Each of the Ji may be expressed in different
units, and they are projected into the real space J : RI → R. Our initial work [Ferrer and
Sanfeliu, 2014c] followed a similar approach; at the end, it becomes a problem of tunning
weight parameters and this solution is only valid in a limited number of situations.
There are multiple objectives to be minimized in dynamic planning expressed as a vector
function consisting of I components
J(S, qgoalr , U) = [Jd, Jor, Jr, Jp, Jo], (7.11)
in our case I = 5, and we should use different and independent criteria instead of a single-
objective composed of different variables. In our problem, these functions are described in
(7.6)-(7.10).
To this end, inspired by a multi-objective optimization technique, we solve the problem of
finding a set of optimal solutions. The weighted-sum method is a popular and simple approach,
although it also presents limitations. We propose to avoid the scaling effect by normalizing the
objective functions according to:
J¯i(X) = erf
(x− µx
σx
)
. (7.12)
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The variables µx, σx are estimated after the tree T is built. The multi-objective cost function
becomes a single-objective by applying a three step calculation: first, the individual costs for
each criteria to be considered J : S × U → RI . Second, a normalization to (−1, 1) for each of
the costs (7.12), and finally, a projection via a weighted sum J : RI → R as follows
J(S, qgoalr , U) =
∑
i
wiJ¯i(S, q
goal
r , U). (7.13)
At the end, we have obtained a cost J ∈ R, but after a normalization and a projection that
guarantee a more convenient construction of the joint cost function since the results obtained by
this approach are slightly different than a direct scalarization. We will demonstrate in Sec. 7.6.1
that the w = [wd, wor, wr, wp, wo] parameters are valid for a large number of different scenarios,
which is one of our initial motivations.
7.5.1 Identifying the non-dominated set
Our algorithm is inspired in a multi-objective approach in order to calculate the best trajectory
among the paths calculated during the planning step. Prior to provide a solution, we seek to
obtain the set of non-dominated solutions depending on the different cost functions Ji defined
in Sec. 7.4.4.
In general, a solution x1 is said to dominate other solution x2 if both of the following
conditions are true:
1. Ji(x1) ≤ Ji(x2), ∀i ∈ I
2. Ji(x1) < Ji(x2) for at least one i ∈ I
If both conditions are asserted, then x1 dominates x2 and we formulate it mathematically
x1  x2. In Alg. 6 is explained the procedure to iteratively compare pairs of trajectory solutions
traji and increase or decrease the non-dominated set.
If we obtain the set of non-dominated solutions, then any pair of solutions do not dominate
each other. Ideally, if we could calculate all the solutions in the solution space, then the non-
dominated set would be Pareto-optimal set [Deb, 2014]. No solution of this set is by itself better
than other, we have only discarded those solutions that are dominated.
In Fig. 7.6 is depicted the Pareto front obtained during the AKP simulations trying to mini-
mize only two costs, people and distance. Minimizing both functions entails that the Pareto front
is located in the lower-left part of the figure, represented by red circles. We have not calculated
the complete front, since it is a curve, but this image gives us an idea of the shape of optimal
solutions. Once calculated the Pareto front, the multi-objective optimization (MOO) is solved
and we can obtain information of the solutions for this problem.
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Algorithm 6 Identifying the non-dominated set
1: P ′ ← {}
2: for i = 1 to K do
3: for j = 1 to elements_in(P ′) do
4: if traji  trajj then
5: P ′ = P ′ \ {trajj}
6: end if
7: if trajj  traji then
8: go_to_line 2
9: end if
10: end for
11: P ′ = P ′
⋃
{traji}
12: end for
Solution space and Pareto front 
solution
non−dominated sol
dominated solutions by x1
x1
f1
f2
Figure 7.6: Pareto front. In blue the solutions calculated by the AKP for two cost functions.
Example of the non-dominated solution x1, inscribed in a red circle, dominates the set of
solutions shaded in gray.
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Obtaining a set of non-dominated solutions is of great importance [Marler and Arora, 2004;
Deb, 2014], since the algorithm uses this information to choose a better solution. The selection
of the non-dominated is done before any scalarization or normalization and this fact is useful
specially when dealing with non-convex sets of solutions since it allows us to discard local-
optimal solutions in front of global ones, before reprojecting into J ∈ R.
7.6 Simulations
We will follow the same methodology presented in Chapters 5 and 6 where we have pointed out
the importance of a previous testing in the simulated environment. It is of the greatest utility to
validate the AKP algorithm in a simulated environment before any interaction with people takes
place.
We combine a different number of obstacles and pedestrians walking in the area and under
this dynamic environment, we send a goal query to the robot.
In this section we will discuss, by using different simulated scenarios, some of the most
relevant topics regarding the AKP, such as the initial learning of the weighting parameters w,
the importance of a correct cost-to-go function compared to a Euclidean metric, and finally the
multi-objective optimization performance with respect to a reactive approach.
7.6.1 Parameters learning
In order to correctly characterize the effect of the w = [wd, wor, wr, wp, wo] parameters, we
have used a Monte Carlo approach to sample the weights of the normalized costs, carrying out
more than 20k simulations. We have used many different scenarios which consist of a variable
number of people and obstacles, and we have calculated the costs associated to the sampled w
parameters for each configuration.
The results of the simulations have been averaged in order to address the fact that the
scenario is dynamic and the outcome for the same set of parameters can be different depending
on the initial conditions, those are, the position of the simulated pedestrians and their corre-
sponding destinations.
In Fig. 7.7 is depicted the expectation for two costs results (distance and obstacles) depend-
ing on the same parameter wobs. As it can be seen, there is not a clear value for the weight cost
that can minimize simultaneously for the obstacle and people costs. In addition, there is a high
variance in the results, since we are testing a highly dynamic environment.
For these reasons, we have used a heuristic method to select which are the most convenient
values of w. Each of the costs considered in this work is drawn as a function of a weight
parameter, in the case of Fig. 7.7, the parameter is wobs. Then, we describe an acceptable region
starting at 80% of the maximum cost value to the 20% of the minimum value. The intersection,
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Figure 7.7: Learning simulation results. On the Left distance cost and on the Right obstacle
cost w.r.t. the wobs weight parameter. Blue dots correspond to single experiments and the red line
is the calculated expectation using a Gaussian likelihood. In both graphics appear the interval
of the acceptable region, intersection around wobs = 0.2.
if possible, of the different regions leads to an approximate value for the parameter, after some
adjusting by try and error.
The parameters used throughout the remaining of the work are wdistance = 0.7, worientation =
0.4 , wrobot = 0.5, wppl = 0.3 and wobs = 0.2.
In Fig. 7.8 we can observe the distribution of the cost parameters, prior to normalization, and
the corresponding normalization function. The magnitudes of the variables are too different,
and any attempt to scale them and sum (former approach) represents a real challenge, if not an
ill-posed problem.
We have observed an interesting feature after comparing the graphical results for the cost
functions in different scenarios: the expectation curves obtained are very similar for the same
cost in different scenarios, e.g. one person, two people and two obstacles, etc. In other words,
they are not dependent on the number of interacting obstacles or people, when there is a reduced
number of obstacles. Accordingly, we choose the same set of parameters w for all the navigation
situations, and thus, we can make use of the same weigh values in all situations for future
experiments and simulations.
7.6.2 Coverage of the solution space
In this subsection we measure the coverage of the workspace that the planner is able to reach.
Ideally, the RRT is probabilistic complete, however, this statement may not hold when consid-
ering kinodynamic constraints. In Fig. 7.9-Left is depicted two of the scenarios chosen, among
many, to illustrate the problem. On the Top, there is an obstacle free scenario and on the Bottom
an scenario with some obstacles. The tree generated by a Euclidean function, as formulated
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Figure 7.8: Distributions of the cost parameters Ji. For each cost Ji is depicted the histogram
of their raw values, and superposed, the estimated Gaussian distribution and the sigmoid erf
function that adaptively normalizes the different cost values into (−1, 1).
in [Ferrer and Sanfeliu, 2014c], can be seen in Fig. 7.9-Right and the tree generated by the
cost-to-go metric and randomness in the ESFM is depicted in Fig. 7.9-center.
The area in red corresponds to an average of visited regions and the blue area corresponds
to non visited. It is not possible to generate paths that can cover all the solution space since
there is a strong time restriction thorizon = 5s. We observe that there is no difference in the
obstacle free scenario. Both approaches visit a similar area. However, in the scenario with some
obstacles, there is a great difference: the Euclidean approach presents more difficulties to scape
the obstacle area. The cost-to-go and the randomness to the resultant force make possible to
explore a wider region of the solution space.
These qualitative measures need to be quantified. To this end, we have run another ex-
periment that measures the area visited in the obstacle scenario, while growing the number of
vertices in the AKP.
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Figure 7.9: Coverage of the workspace. According to the cost-to-go and randomness in the
ESFM and the Euclidean metric for the same number of vertices and obstacles. In red, typically
visited areas averaged over a large number of iterations, and in blue, typically non visited
regions. The gradient between red and blue represents rarely explored regions by the AKP.
On the Left, the simulated scene and the configuration of obstacles, some of them are plotted in
the coverage figure as black circles.
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Figure 7.10: Coverage of the workspace. The results are drawn with respect to the number
of vertices used in the scenario with obstacles. Results normalized to the coverage of a free
obstacle scenario. The standard deviations of the results are also plotted as dotted lines.
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The results are depicted in Fig. 7.10. Clearly, the cost-to-go and randomness approach out-
performs the Euclidean distance, at least under this configuration. The computation overhead
generated by using the cost-to-gometric to find the nearest vertex compensates when considering
that to obtain the same area covered by the Euclidean approach, we require multiple times the
number of vertices used.
7.6.3 Performance
We have conducted a large number of simulations in different environments as described above:
with multiple obstacles, multiple people, very near obstacles while navigating with people, etc.
We want to provide a challenging testing for diverse environments.
To illustrate this idea, we have performed more than 5k experiments per method, comparing
our approach, the AKP using the cost-to-go distance, with the AKP using Euclidean metrics and
a third approach: the pure reactive planning presented in Chapter 5. We have set the number
of vertices to K = 800 for both AKP approaches, and the planner was able to provide a path at
a rate not lower than 5Hz.
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Figure 7.11: Simulation results: a comparison. Different cost functions Ji for the AKP using
cost-to-go function, compared with the AKP with Euclidean metrics and a pure reactive approach.
All the results have been normalized to sum 1 for visualization reasons.
All the objective cost functions are plotted in Fig. 7.11, averaged for the different scenarios
analyzed, which are presented jointly. Both of our approaches clearly outperform in all objec-
tives the reactive approach, which has demonstrated to behave badly in dynamic environments,
since we often observed a go-stop-go strategy.
Both AKP behave similarly in simple scenarios, however the AKP with Euclidean metric
presents a more “straight behavior” towards its goal, specially in complicated environments (lots
of obstacles). Under this circumstances is where the AKP with cost-to-go really shines. The AKP
is able to explore more solutions and to provide more candidates that result in a better choice
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for the best trajectory. Observing these results we can conclude that our algorithm performs
successfully in many situations with the same set of parameters w.
7.7 Experiments
In the second part of the testing, the real experimentation, we have evaluated the AKP in real
scenarios with volunteers and normal pedestrians, as we believe that social robot navigation
should be largely tested in real situations, since all the simulations have limitations. The
two environments used for the experimentation are a controlled environment consisting of a
limited number of obstacles and people and a real environment were no instructions are given
to pedestrians.
The Tibi&Dabo robots, as presented in Sec. 2.1, are a two-wheeled robotic platform built on
the Segway RMP200 platform, which are very agile and suitable for a dynamic navigation. To
perceive the environment they are equipped with two Hokuyo UTM-30LX 2D laser range sensors
used to detect obstacles and people, giving scans over a local horizontal plane at 40cm above
the ground, facing forward and backward. We use range information to navigate as well as to
generate people’s detections needed for the AKP.
7.7.1 Comparison in a controlled environment
Using the Tibi platform, we have conducted 52 experiments in a controlled environment, the
Facultat de Matemàtiques (FME), which consists of an open space surrounded by some walls.
The volunteers were told to walk towards a destinations in the scene, while simultaneously the
robot performed a go-to query that entailed an interaction with the pedestrian. The idea behind
these scenarios is to provide an isolated and unconditioned interaction between a person and
the robot, and thus, analyze the corresponding results which are guaranteed to eliminate other
disturbances.
We have tested three different scenarios: on the Fig. 7.12-Top is depicted the first scenario,
where the volunteer, in green, is told to walk towards a destination in a straight line, while the
robot approaches the person from behind, just in time to intersect with the volunteer path. Two
additional configurations are evaluated, a side-frontal interaction, see Fig. 7.12-Center, and a
completely frontal interaction in Fig. 7.12-Bottom.
In order to compare the AKP method with other navigation methods, we have carried out the
same setting of experiments for two additional methods. The first one is the Reactive approach
that we introduced in Chapter 5 and we compared to the AKP in the simulations section. This
method makes use of the social force (ESFM) but is not able to plan in advance, which will be
demonstrated later to be a great disadvantage in challenging scene configurations. The second
one is the Dynamic Window Approach [Fox et al., 1997] implemented in the ROS navigation
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Figure 7.12: Navigation results for different scenarios in the FME environment. On the
Right column is depicted the bar diagram for the people’s cost and the average time of execution.
Their corresponding standard deviation is drawn on each bar of the diagram. On the Left column
appears the configuration for each of the experiments.
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stack. We have configured it to consider as local obstacles a region centered at the robot of
10m× 10m, to be a fair comparison to the area considered by the AKP which is a circle of radius
6m.
In Fig. 7.12-Right column are depicted the results of the experiments. We have chosen
to show two variables: the accumulated trajectory cost of people due to the interaction with
the robot, that is, the direct impact of the robot towards its environment. The second one is
the average time for the robot to reach the goal. Since all methods are compared under the
same conditions, and that entails the same distance to goal, with this measure we can compare
objectively the different approaches in terms of efficiency of execution. All the bar diagrams
appearing in Fig. 7.12 are normalized to sum the unity in order to correctly compare the overall
results.
In the first scenario, in Fig. 7.12-Top the side-rear interaction, the results considering the
people’s costs show a better performance for the AKP approach than for the rest of the ap-
proaches. Considering time of execution, the AKP presents a slightly better performance. In the
second scenario, the side-frontal interaction in Fig. 7.12-Center, the DWA is able to avoid people
successfully since it can re-plan on time and their results obtained are on par with the AKP and
much better than the reactive approach, that fails to avoid interaction with people. The time
of execution, is better for the AKP, since it can avoid collision more efficiently than the other
two approaches. In the third scenario, in Fig. 7.12-Bottom, we observe a clear winner: the AKP.
When considering the people’s cost, the AKP is able to reduce its impact towards the scene and
execute its task successfully. The average time of execution is not considerably better for the AKP
than the other approaches, but the fact is that our approach is really avoiding a possible collision
while the other two approaches fail to re-plan on time and follow a too straight trajectory.
We can observe that the results are dependent on the configuration, the more complex
the configuration is, the better relative results are obtained by our approach. We already
demonstrated this statement in simulations, however it had to be verified in a real scenario.
We highly recommend to watch the videos at the project web-page for a more detailed idea
of the outcome of the experiments, since movement is difficult to be captured in images or
words.
7.7.2 Uncontrolled environment
In order to further validate our approach, we have tested it in a more complex scenario, where
the robot receives go-to queries in a urban environment and more interactions take place. The
testing is done under uncontrolled conditions, that is, no instructions are given to people in the
scene while the robot tries to navigate. Two environments are tested, the FME where we carried
out the comparison explained before, and the Barcelona Robot Lab. (BRL), which is a urban
area in the university campus, when many students were there. The experiment’s main purpose
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Figure 7.13: Example of the AKP. Sequence of a navigation experiment interacting with
multiple pedestrians in the BRL environment.
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is to demonstrate the success of navigation queries in a real and uncontrolled environment.
To this end, we performed and recorded the experience on a video. As stated before, simple
configurations with few interactions do not represent a challenge for most navigation algo-
rithms, however the scene can increase in complexity and more challenging configurations may
appear. Is in these situations when the AKP approach might helps us avoid possible collisions or
abnormal robot behaviors, and deal with these situations more successfully and minimizing its
impact towards the pedestrians in the scene.
A sequence of one navigation experiment is depicted in Fig. 7.13, where we observe the
interaction of several people with the robot at different instants of time and how the robot is
able to avoid them successfully.
7.8 Summary
The main motivation of the present chapter, as stated in the introduction, is to minimize the
robot impact towards all those nearby pedestrians, while navigating and executing tasks. Through-
out this chapter we have proposed an approach that is able to consider multiple objectives for
robot navigation and demonstrated to be effective in real situations. In addition, the anticipative
approach has proven to foresee people’s trajectories and their corresponding reactions to each
of the planned actions and act accordingly in advance of that information.
In this chapter we have presented an anticipative kinodynamic planner for urban environ-
ments that calculates in real time a local path that minimizes the disturbances to other pedestri-
ans, as well as multiple objectives into the same algorithm. The solution trajectories, calculated
in an RRT fashion, take into account kinodynamic and nonholonomic restrictions which are
mandatory considerations for a realistic navigation in such highly time-variant scenarios like
urban environments.
We have presented a seamlessly integrated prediction algorithm that builds predictions si-
multaneously with plans. We have demonstrated that is not necessarily true that the complexity
associated to a joint approach has to dramatically increase and we have obtained multiple
benefits by integrating prediction and planning.
The cost of “anticipating” is a more intensive processing since we must propagate the state
of moving pedestrians accordingly to the robot propagation. The overhead generated by this
trait has been demonstrated to be justified, since challenging and complex scenarios are more
successfully solved by the AKP than other state of the art navigation methods. However, in more
simple situations it is not necessary to consider so many factors, and a more simple approach
could perform on par with the AKP.
The multi-objective approach studied in this paper has shed light into the construction, in
general, of cost functions. If there are few parameters and costs involved, a direct scalarization
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of the costs may be fine, however we have demonstrated that it might not hold when consid-
ering several costs. After following a multi-objective approach, we have obtained a practically
invariant set of navigation parameters that can be used in many situations.
The theoretical approach presented is well supported by plenty of experiments and simula-
tions, which the authors believe to be essential in robot navigation. There are in addition plenty
of multimedia material and all the code available at the web-page http://www.iri.upc.
edu/groups/lrobots/akp/ which better illustrates the results that have been discussed in
this thesis.
Part III
Closing remarks
8
Closing remarks
In this final section we discuss the conclusions derived on each chapter of this thesis, and we
gather them into a joint reflection to illustrate the more important ideas. Next, we present a
summary of the contributions of this dissertation, and at last, we propose some future research
lines that steam out from this work.
8.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 3 we have presented a method to infer human intentions into the context of a
urban setting. Human intentions have been traditionally studied in other scientific fields of
knowledge such as Computer Vision or Machine Learning. In the context of this thesis, we
have demonstrated that they can improve motion prediction and robot navigation. Inferring
intentions has demonstrated to give very useful information of the environment since we are
able to describe a scene by providing a set of goals or destinations, as shown in the navigation
Part II. Throughout this work we have made use of the intentionality predictor BHMIP in order to
calculate the goals in the environment where people are aiming to and to improve the prediction
of trajectories.
The proposed intentionality prediction BHMIP and the Social Force Model (SFM) serve
as the basic elements to build a complete framework of human motion predictions in social
environments, as presented in Chapter 4. In addition, we have extended the SFM model into
the ESFM, in order to consider person-robot interactions and we provide a better trajectory
prediction through the behavior estimation. The results of the prediction have shown that con-
sidering the BHMIP and motion behavior can greatly improve the accuracy of the human motion
prediction. However, the interacting forces provided by the ESFM as well as the estimated future
pedestrians’ trajectories provided by the prediction framework, are inaccurate and diverge over
time. For this reason, we have realized the limitations of the prediction approach. Accordingly,
we should take into consideration this model as a useful but inaccurate tool for providing motion
information, instead of a model describing completely and realistically trajectories for each
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individual person. We have alleviated this limitation by providing the behavior estimation,
but at the end, the set of parameters describing motion is different for each one of us, even it
is not clear to be invariant in time to a single person, nonetheless, they provide an excellent
initial idea of the future state of a scene with pedestrians, that is exactly what is required in the
context of this dissertation. After studying the ESFM, we believe that it can be substituted in our
approach by any equivalent potential field that models attractive and repulsive elements. The
interesting part of the ESFM is that it has been used in other works and is a well known method,
bridging the gap between neuroscience and robotics. The study of prediction algorithms well
deserved the time we spent, since it has provided the backbone to solve and formulate most of
the navigation problems appearing in this thesis.
In our first approach to the robot navigation topic, presented in Chapter 5, our initial
hypothesis is to make the robot navigate according to a human model, the ESFM, and thus,
it will be more accepted by humans. We threw the following questions at the introductory
Chapter 1: should robots behave as a person to be considered as equals by people? or should
robots take care of humans’ trajectories on their own way? After this work, we conclude that
our initial hypothesis is only valid in simple situations (few obstacles and moving people). In
more complex situations, the robot is not able to behave like a person, due to the fact that
the robotic platform studied in this thesis has wheels, and their propagation model is different
than a pedestrian. In addition, we realized that the embodiment of the robot would never be
perceived as a person, and hence, it is wrong to make it move as it is a person if none would
treat the robot as such. Chapter 5 has motivated a change in the methodology to study robot
navigation from trying to implement a completely characterized human navigation embodied in
a robot into implementing a robot navigation that considers people in the scene developing its
own specific strategies to success in social environments.
In our second iteration to the robot navigation topic, as presented in Chapter 7, we develop a
robot navigation approach that diverges from the strategy to imitate human navigation features.
Aiming to build a robot-centered approach, we propose a robot navigation approach that consid-
ers multiple objectives, such as, robot’s cost, nearby people’s cost, distance to goal, etc. We show
that the multi-objective approach studied in this chapter has shed light into the construction, in
general, of well-posed cost functions, since we have shown that when considering many different
costs, classical approaches fail. After following a multi-objective approach, we have obtained a
practically invariant set of navigation parameters that can be used in many situations, which is
a very important conclusion and it can motivate future research lines, as we will discuss below.
We have presented in Chapter 7 a seamlessly integrated prediction algorithm that builds
predictions simultaneously with plans. We have demonstrated that is not necessarily true that
the complexity associated to a joint approach has to dramatically increase, and we have obtained
multiple benefits by integrating prediction and planning. The authors believe that integrating
initiatives, as the one proposed in this thesis, are interesting for a further development of robot
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navigation, since they allow to increase the difficulty of the problems treated, and at the same
time, the navigation algorithms maintain their complexity, if correctly applied.
In Chapter 7 we also showed the importance of taking into account kinodynamic and non-
holonomic restrictions of the robotic platform, which are mandatory considerations for a realistic
navigation in highly time-variant scenarios, like urban environments.
We have formulated a joint state of the system including the augmented robot state and
the complete scene including people (dynamic obstacles). A a result, our proposed naviga-
tion algorithm, the AKP, not only considers predicted trajectories, but anticipates and foresees
people’s trajectories and their corresponding reactions to each of the planned actions and acts
accordingly in advance of that information. This provided benefits on complex scenes, but on
more simple situations, like few obstacles, it is not necessary such a demanding computation of
the algorithm. It would be interesting to use this approach when needed and free computational
resources on more common situations.
Nevertheless, heavy computations are alleviated by using steering heuristics for a fast cal-
culation, in our case we map from a goal in the workspace to the action space. Without this
technique, it would not be possible to implement our proposed algorithm and execute it in real
time. In general, any other method could benefit from steering functions if correctly handled.
8.2 Summary of contributions
This thesis contributes with multiple developments to the human motion prediction and the
robot navigation field and their intersection into a common field of knowledge. We have
highlighted above the main conclusions derived from this work; related to these conclusions
are the contributions produced in the present dissertation. A summary of our contributions
obtained in this thesis is listed as follows:
1. The intentionality predictor BHMIP (Chapter 3). The method allows us to describe any
social environment in terms of human motion intentionality and to build a prediction or a
navigation system.
2. The ESFM (Chapter 4). We propose an extension to the Social Force Model that takes
into account the micro-interactions between pedestrians and robots and we obtain the
robot-person interaction specifically suited for Tibi&Dabo robots. This model constitutes
the backbone to develop the navigation approach presented in this thesis.
3. Generation of humans’ trajectories (Chapter 4). The integration of the intentionality
predictor BHMIP and the proposed behavior estimator to formulate a reliable prediction
framework of humans’ trajectories under the influence of dynamic crowds, robots and any
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moving obstacle. This framework is not only limited to robot navigation and it can be used
in many other applications.
4. Socially aware robot navigation (Chapter 5). Our proposed navigation algorithm takes
into account its environment and it is aware on the motion of nearby people to the robot.
This idea has been refined as this thesis has evolved, nonetheless the contribution is to
consider the corresponding navigation impact in addition to navigate successfully in a
urban settings.
5. Multi-objective navigation (Chapters 5, 7). As a second iteration, we propose a set of
objectives, including the impact towards the scene and many others, in a well-posed cost
function, that can be applied to the robot navigation problem if we want to consider
multiple criteria.
6. Robot navigation integrated with prediction (Chapters 6, 7). As opposed to our initial
thoughts, integrating these systems does not necessarily increment the overall complexity
of the algorithm, but improves the results.
7. Anticipative planning (Chapters 7). We obtain an anticipative behavior of the navigation
algorithm by increasing the state of the system, now considering jointly the robot system as
well as the states of the pedestrians. This approach is very useful only in complex scenes.
The objectives presented in Sec. 1.2 have been completely fulfilled. We have analyzed urban
settings and human motion in Part I and we have studied navigation algorithms through Part II.
In addition, we have integrated navigation and prediction, considered the robot navigation
impact towards the environment, and validated our approach in simulations and real conditions.
Moreover, have surpassed the initial objectives by providing a second iteration to many of the
initial objectives, in Chapter 7.
8.2.1 Publications
The following is a list of the publications derived from this thesis:
Journals
[J4] G. Ferrer and A. Sanfeliu (2015). Anticipative Kinodynamic Planning: Robot Navigation in
Urban and Dynamic Environments. To be submitted.
[J3] G. Ferrer, A. Garrell, F. Herrero, and A. Sanfeliu (2015). Robot Social-Aware Navigation
Framework to Accompany People walking Side-by-Side. Autonomous Robots, submitted.
[J2] G. Ferrer, and A. Sanfeliu (2014). Bayesian human motion intentionality prediction in
urban environments. Pattern Recognition Letters 44:134-140.
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[J1] E. Trulls, A. Corominas Murtra, J. Pérez-Ibarz, G. Ferrer, D. Vasquez, J.M. Mirats Tur and
A. Sanfeliu (2011). Autonomous navigation for mobile service robots in urban pedestrian
environments. Journal of Field Robotics 28(3): 329-354.
Conferences
[C7] G. Ferrer and A. Sanfeliu (2015). Multi-Objective Cost-to-Go Functions on Robot Naviga-
tion in Dynamic Environments. In Proceedings of the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on
Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), accepted.
[C6] I. Huerta, G. Ferrer, F. Herrero, A. Prati and A. Sanfeliu (2014). Multimodal feedback
fusion of laser, image and temporal information. In International Conference on Distributed
Smart Cameras, pp. 25:1-25:6, Venice, Italy.
[C5] G. Ferrer and A. Sanfeliu (2014). Proactive Kinodynamic Planning using the Extended
Social Force Model and Human Motion Prediction in Urban Environments. In Proceedings
of the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), pp.
1730-1735, Chicago, USA.
[C4]G. Ferrer and A. Sanfeliu (2014). Behavior Estimation for a Complete Framework for Hu-
man Motion Prediction in Crowded Environments. In Proceedings of the IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), pp. 5940-5945. Hong Kong, China.
[C3] G. Ferrer, A. Garrell, and A. Sanfeliu (2013). Robot companion: A social-force based
approach with human awareness-navigation in crowded environments. In Proceedings of
the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), pp. 1688-
1694. Tokyo, Japan.
[C2] G. Ferrer, A. Garrell, and A. Sanfeliu (2013). Social-Awareness Robot Navigation in
Urban Environments. In European Conference on Mobile Robotics, (ECMR), pp. 331-336,
Barcelona, Spain.
[C1] G. Ferrer, and A. Sanfeliu (2011). Comparative analysis of human motion trajectory
prediction using minimum variance curvature. In 6th ACM/IEEE International Conference
on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), pp. 135-136, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Book Chapters
[B1] G. Ferrer, A. Garrell, M. Villamizar, I. Huerta, and A. Sanfeliu (2013). Robot interactive
learning through human assistance. In Multimodal Interaction in Image and Video Applica-
tions, pp. 185-203, Springer.
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8.3 Future research directions
Finally, we discuss some of the future research lines that steam out from the research and
contributions presented during this thesis.
Extend the planning algorithm to a fully dynamic model: a straightforward implementation
of the AKP can be reformulated considering dynamic constraints. This improvement is specially
useful for higher velocities, where components currently neglected in the kinodynamic model,
such as moments or inertia, might becomemore important for the correct calculation of motions.
Extend the behavior estimation tool: the behavior estimation can be studied in other motion
tasks and formulated as new theories. Some examples are when sensing an extreme aware
behavior from a person in the environment as an abnormal behavior, detecting threatening
pedestrians which may potentially collide with the robot or detecting possible HRI interactions
between a pedestrian and the robot.
Estimation of meaningful motion features: the calculation of the behavior estimation has
demonstrated to increase the performance of the motion prediction algorithm. Aiming to de-
scribe a more complete social scene, we believe that the identification of other meaningful
features for the prediction and navigation problems, will improve those systems.
Using virtual forces to re-formulate HRI problems: the HRI can be studied from the point of
view of attractive and repulsive forces, looking for a similar approach that we have experienced
during the study of human motion in this thesis. In the context of interaction, there would be
no physical meaning of those forces, however they can describe well more complex interactions
between people and robots.
Study of the uncertainties of the ESFM: we have presented in this thesis uncertainties asso-
ciated in the social force values and their corresponding propagation errors when calculating
the trajectories describing human motion. A better characterization of those uncertainties, and
how they are related to nearby interactions, should improve the prediction outcome. However,
it is important to note that the ESFM is only a useful method to grasp an idea of future human
motion, and thus, a correct characterization of the associated error is important.
Social navigation transferred into robotic products: we have not witnessed yet the explosion
of robotics as science fiction has been announcing during the last half century. Slowly, robotics
are increasing their presence in specific and simple tasks such as cleaning or sweeping, aiming
to execute simple tasks, and not trying to achieve a fully autonomous navigation system. In the
years to come we will see an increment of robots carrying out tasks more and more complex.
To achieve this, it is necessary to transfer novel techniques into robotics platforms. We propose
to adapt the social-aware approaches developed in this thesis into the production of a new
generation of robots, still far from the fully autonomous milestone, but more intelligently than
the previous generation.
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Learning in the robot navigation: apply learning techniques into the AKP approach proposed
in this thesis. Multiple cost parameters could be calculated and processed using state of the
art techniques in machine learning. The interesting point, similar as we have done to build a
well-posed function, would be to define the learning algorithm problem in a well-posed manner.
A
People detection and tracking
In this appendix we present the detection and tracking implementations carried out at the
institute, which has been an essential part of the work to develop the prediction and navigation
algorithms presented previously in this thesis. Although their relevance, this work remains out
of the scope of the general scheme of the dissertation, and thus, we have included this appendix
discussing our approach.
Either the prediction as well as the navigation methods require the perception of people in
urban environments in order to calculate the necessary orientations, velocities and accelerations
for our proposed algorithms, which are entirely based on spacial observations of people in the
scene. Throughout this thesis, we have omitted the acquisition of this information for the
clarity of the presentation. However, in this appendix we present the implementation of the
perception system aiming to obtain people’s trajectories and their correct association with the
corresponding pedestrians describing them.
A.1 People detection
As explained in Sec. 2.1 when describing the robotic platform hardware, the hole perception
system is based on range information. The perception of people is mandatory in order to study
urban environments and to propose a successfully robot navigation algorithm among human
beings. Thus, we propose to solve the information acquisition problem by only using range
sensors. There exist many sensors, such as laser, sonar, cameras, etc., that are able to provide us
all this information, however, we have chosen to use laser due to its accuracy when estimating
the distance to an obstacle and the 360◦ field of view thanks to deploying two horizontal lasers.
Our implementation of the laser detector is fundamentally based on [Arras et al., 2007,
2008], which defines a set of geometric features related to a cluster of laser points and uses a
boosting method to classify if that set of laser points corresponds to a human being. An accurate
strong classifier is built by combining a set of weak classifiers based on those geometric features
that determine if the laser points correspond to a leg and consequently a human being.
The implementation by Herrero [2012] developed at the IRI as a result of a final-year
degree project, is shown in Fig. A.1-Left, where we can observe multiple detections in the
Barcelona Robot Lab. represented as lilac cylinders. There are multiple detections, however,
it is preferable to increase the number of detections by decreasing the classification threshold,
and get more false positives, rather than being too selective and suffer a false negative, which is
a very undesirable result for the next concatenated subsystem, the people tracking.
As it can be seen in Fig. A.1-Left, there are numerous detections, specially near the static
obstacles which constitute a systematic error produced by the geometry of the scene, i.e. a
circular trash can. Accordingly, we filter all those detections that lie inside the environment map
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Figure A.1: Urban scene showing multiple detections and their corresponding tracks.
Different captures of the perception system in a real environment. On the Left image, we can
observe multiple people’s detections before filtering as lilac cylinder. On the Right image is
depicted the tracking output as green cylinders and their corresponding ids.
in order to reduce the number of false positives, while at the same time we maintain all those
detections that very likely correspond to people.
A.2 People tracking
The people tracking system is necessary in order associate multiple detections in different
instants of time to the same target identification or id. In addition to maintain the same id for
a person, we are able to calculate velocities and accelerations since we have stored the pedes-
trian’s trajectory, which is extremely important for the prediction and navigation algorithms as
discussed previously in this thesis.
The people tracking implementation follows a similar approach of the work presented in [Reid,
1979] and some of the contributions presented in [Luber et al., 2011]. Our implementation, by
Repiso [2013] is the result of a final-year degree project, which was co-tutored by Prof. Sanfeliu
this thesis’ author, in response to the necessity to provide a complete solution to the perception
problem.
As a result, our people tracker uses a Kalman filter to propagate the pedestrians’ trajecto-
ries and it combines the different detections with the existing track ids to calculate the most
likely association hypothesis. Only time-consistent detections that are repeated multiple times
become confirmed tracks, and hence, starting the tracking procedure. The algorithm can handle
occlusions, crossings and loss of targets, at a relative low error.
According to our experience, the most critical source of error in the perception system occurs
when the current track is lost due to long occlusions, lack of detections for geometrical reasons
or other causes; then a new id is assigned to the target. In the current state of the tracker
is not possible to completely remove these issues, although we have considered this problem
and reduced the error considerably. However, a discussion of the perception system is out of the
scope of the present appendix and it is important to note that any other system (vision detection,
RF, etc.) would also be subject to limitations under realistic conditions.
In Fig. A.1-Right is depicted the people tracker GUI in a real environment. We can observe
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that the number of tracks is reduced compared with the number of detections. As we have
discussed, it is necessary a certain time consistency in the detections in order to confirm a track,
moreover the map filter helps to reduce the number of false positives due to the geometry of the
static obstacles. In result, we are able to track the pedestrians in the scene robustly and provide
a good input for the prediction and navigation algorithms described in this dissertation.
Nonetheless, the detection and tracking systems are not exempt of limitations. For the exper-
imentation that we have presented in this thesis, the system has performed well. Occasionally
we provide wrong or missing information, however, our proposed navigation and prediction
algorithms can handle these errors since the calculations are done iteratively at each instant of
time, so they the present a great adaptability and robustness, as discussed in Sec. 3.5.
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